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ABSTRACT

A number of monographs have been written on the African
American civil rights movement in the 1950s and 1960s.
Although many activities took place in Texas, the state's
experience has been largely ignored except for a few
articles, theses, and chapters in books.
From 1950 to 196/^, black Texans struggled for the
desegregation of public accommodations.

Like other southern

states Texas had developed a system of segregation in the
late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Yet African

Americans in the state never accepted second-class
citizenship.

After playing an important role in increasing

voting and education rights, the state's civil rights
supporters challenged segregation in public accommodations.
During the 1950s the state National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) led black Texans in
challenging segregation in publicly owned public accommodations.

The NAACP utilized litigation in attempts to

desegregate facilities such as golf courses, parks, and
swimming pools. State and local leaders initiated most of
the cases. Segregation also appeared in public
transportation, and black Texans grappled with that form

IV

of discrimination. The NAACP faced a legal attack because
of its activities.
Because of some limitations to litigation in the
struggle for desegregation, many African Americans adopted
direct action.

Sit-ins at segregated lunch counters spread

to Texas by March of I960.

Students from the state's

colleges and universities led the sit-in campaigns.

Unlike

those in the Deep South, the majority of Texas sit-ins proved
successful in bringing about desegregation.

Civil rights

supporters also utilized direct action when challenging
other segregated public accommodations, such as theaters.
An indigenous movement appeared in Texas.

Since

national groups, such as the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC) and the Congress Of Racial Equality (CORE),
did not appear to any great extent in the state until 196^,
local leaders played a prominent role in coordinating the
civil rights struggle in Texas.

The state's civil rights

supporters planned a march on the state capital coinciding
with the 1963 march on Washington, D. C.

Although many

of the state's accommodations had desegregated because of
civil rights actions or economic reasons, only national
law could finally end all segregation.

Yet some segregation

lingered in public accommodations, especially in East Texas.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

From the colonial period to the mid-twentieth century,
African Americans in the southern United States lived under
slavery or discrimination and had their rights limited by
white southerners.

Former slave states began creating laws

to further limit the rights of African Americans in the
last half of the nineteenth century.

Statutes created

segregated schools and limited the voting rights of blacks.
The separation of people due to race also appeared in
publicly and privately owned public accommodations.

An

extreme form of segregation appeared when African Americans
faced total exclusion from facilities.
Prejudices similar to those in other southern states
also existed in Texas.

As the government of Texas created

Jim Crow laws, oppression hung over the heads of black
Texans.

Yet they never accepted the forced second-class

citizenship and, like other African Americans, struggled
against segregation.
The struggle for the rights of citizenship went on
for many years.

Although African Americans at times had

to temper their actions regarding the acquisition of rights
because of white reactions, blacks never surrendered the
1

ultimate goal of equality.

Black Texans played an important

role in the struggle.
Texas mirrored many states in early civil rights
activities.

Many black Texans made the fact that they

planned to struggle for rights evident.
spread the call for rights.

Black newspapers

Chapters of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
appeared in the state during the World War I period and
initiated civil rights litigation, including some that gained
national recognition.

When the struggle for civil rights

became a movement in the late 1950s and early 1960s, black
Texans joined.
The civil rights movement has received much attention
from history scholars, with most studies focusing on
activities in the Deep South.

Civil rights activities in

Texas have not received attention, except in a few articles,
book chapters, and theses and dissertations.
been ignored for many reasons.

Texas has

As a border state Texas

seemed apart from the other southern states.

Compared to

other former Confederate states, Texas had a small population
1
of African Americans, as shown in Table 1.
Although Texas had been a Confederate state and
developed strict Jim Crow laws, it seemed to be as much
a western state as a southern one.

The western half of

the state had a scattered population of African Americans
and shared many attitudes of the West rather than the South.
Still, West Texas obeyed the color line.

A state region

did exist, however, that appeared to have more in common
with other southern states than with the western section
of the state.
The majority of Anglo American settlers in Texas by
the mid-nineteenth century populated East Texas.

Southern

settlers transplanted southern traditions into the section.
Harrison County, near the Louisiana border, symbolized the
firmly entrenched southern traditions in East Texas.

In

1860 Harrison County led Texas counties in slave population
with 8,784-.

During the Civil War Marshall, the county seat

of Harrison County, served as the capital of the exiled
pro-Southern government of Missouri.

A statue of a

Confederate soldier in front of the Marshall court house
represented East Texas' devotion to southern traditions.

2

The large percentage of African Americans in East Texas
counties approximated that of southern states more closely
than the rest of Texas.

As a state Texas in I960 ranked

eleventh among former Confederate states in percentage of
black residents.

But the small proportion included African

Americans all over the large state.
Texans lived in East Texas.

The majority of black

African Americans in these

u
counties accounted for appr.oximately seventy-two percent
of the total 1960 population of black Texans.

In these

counties blacks made up a large proportion of the total
population.

For example, African Americans in Harrison

County made up over forty-three percent of the population.
The East Texas counties of Marion and San Jacinto had
majority black populations in I96O. The fifty-five eastern
counties having a black population of twenty percent or
more, as shown on the map on page seven, together with the
seventeen bordering counties, covered a large portion of
the state.

If these eastern counties, consisting of an

area of 57,775 square miles, became a state, it would rank
ninth among former Confederate states in black population,
as shown in Table 2.

While African Americans accounted

for over twelve percent of the total state population, black
Texans made up twenty percent of the population of the
3
seventy-two counties in East Texas.
Texas became a prominent state in the early struggle
for African American civil rights.

Varying levels of

discrimination and segregation continued to exist in all
of Texas, and especially in the eastern counties.

The

significant population of African Americans in the state,
coupled with the Jim Crow laws, clarifies the need for a
study focusing on the civil rights movement in Texas.

Desegregation of public accommodations represented
a major goal in the struggle for civil rights.

Racial

barriers in facilities remained a constant reminder of an
unjust system and, thus, had to be destroyed.

Black Texans

participated in the dismantling of the status quo.

But

to what extent did Texans join in the movement of the fifties
and early sixties?

Did the state follow national trends?

The NAACP had played an influential role in Texas through
most of the twentieth century.

What role did the association

play in desegregating public accommodations during the
fifties and early sixties?

What other organizations, local

or national, appeared during the movement?

Did all African

Americans agree with tactics used in the struggle to gain
civil rights?

What type of opposition appeared from the

white population?
rights?

Did any whites aid the struggle for civil

What other minorities joined African Americans

in the movement?

The following study will attempt to answer

the following questions.

Notes
1
United States Bureau of the Census, United States
Census of Population: I96O Vol. I Characteristics of the
Population, Part 4-5 > Texas (United States Government Printing
Office: Washington, D. C , 1963), Table 28.
2
Ernest Bealund, Jr., History of Marshall (Austin:
The Stock Company, 19/^8), pp. 21, 25, 27.
3
United States Bureau of the Census, United States
Census of Population: I96O, Table 28.
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FIGURE 1 .

TEXAS COUNTIES WITH AFRICAN
AMERICAN POPULATION OF 20%
OR MORE, 1 9 6 0

Table 1
Percentage of African Americans in the
Population of Southern States, I960
State
Mississippi
South Carolina
Louisiana
Alabama
Georgia
North Carolina
Arkansas
Virginia
Florida
Tennessee
Texas

1

42.0
34.8
31 .9
30.0
28.5
24.5
21 .8
20.D

17.8
16.5

Table 2
Percentage of African Americans in the
Population of Southern States
with East Texas as a State
State
Mississippi
South Carolina
Louisiana
Alabama
Georgia
North Carolina
Arkansas
Virginia
East Texas
Florida
Tennessee

%

42.0
3/^.8
31.9
30.0
28.5
24.5
21 .8
20.6
20.0
17.8
16.5

CHAPTER II
THE ORIGINS OF JIM CROW IN TEXAS,
1865-1950

The separation of the black race from the white race
in Texas has had a long history.

The legacy of racial

prejudice that had festered in the minds of Europeans for
years continued among settlers in Texas.

Whites inherited

age old stereotypes which shaped their opinions of blacks.
Whites often prejudged Africans as mentally and biologically
inferior and as libidinous beasts.

These stereotypes

fostered discrimination which influenced the implementation
of customary and legal means for restricting contact between
the races.

Segregation created two seemingly distinct

communities based on race with only a limited amount of
contact between the races.

Customary and statutory

separation of the races began in antebellum Texas.

White

Texans believed that blacks had to be relegated to a
subordinate position in society to ensure social order.
The institution of slavery gave slaveholders and
overseers a strong source of control over blacks.

But Texas,

like other southern states, developed slave codes to ensure
the domination of whites.

Slave codes established slaves

as the total subordinates of whites.

For example, the laws

10
allowed for the whipping of slaves within limits, stopped
slaves from having liquor or weapons, and made manumission
illegal without authorization from the state legislature.
Slave codes allowed the public, including non-slaveholders
who formed the majority of white Texans, to control slaves,
since the white population often viewed slaves as a threat.
Counties formed patrols to make sure whites retained
control.
Free blacks in antebellum Texas never officially
numbered more than 400 at any one time, although there may
have been double that figure.

The Texas legislature also

regulated the actions of free blacks.

White Texans did

not have the control over free blacks found in a master-slave
relationship.
Americans.

Yet slave codes often encompassed free African

For example, many Texas towns included free

blacks in the curfew for urban slaves.

Texas also created

specific laws regulating free African Americans.

The Texas

Constitution of 1838 denied the privileges of citizenship
to anyone of African descent.

In 1840 the congress of the

republic passed a law banning the immigration of free blacks
into Texas.

Other laws forbade miscegenation, intermarriage,

and gaming between the races.

The Texas Almanac of 1858

defined African Americans as being "incapable of selfgovernment, or self-improvement, as proven by his universal

11
ignorance and barbarism."

Only slavery, in the opinion

of many white Texans, maintained control over the supposedly
uncivilized natures of blacks and kept them from terrorizing
3
the countryside.
The social and psychological separation
of the races in Texas emerged and grew during the antebellum
period.
After the Civil War, the desire for control continued
while the impulse to segregate became even stronger in the
minds of southern whites.

With emancipation they could

no longer depend on slavery to regulate contact between
the races.

Whites became determined to find other methods

to ensure separation.

The Marshall Texas Republican claimed

in I865 that the equality of African Americans had to be
denied. "If he [the black] is a different being from a white
man, it follows that he must occupy a different position
in society, and that is all there is of the argument."
The San Antonio Daily Herald voiced the opinion that "this
is our [whites] country, and not his [blacks], if he don't
like it, he is at liberty to seek another."^

Most white

Texans agreed.
White Texans feared that the push for political equality
for the freedmen would lead to social equality.

With the

stereotypes of black inferiority deeply embedded in their
psyches, whites feared that African Americans might try

12
to enjoy social privileges and that these attempts would
threaten the purity of the white race.

The old prejudice

of blacks being uncontrollable libidinous creatures greatly
influenced the decision of segregationists.

Whites feared

that social contact would lead to black men raping white
women.

Many whites also believed that social contact would

lead to violence between the races.

Segregation also acted

as a reminder to blacks of their subordinate position in
society.

Since whites needed the labor of blacks, African

Americans could not be totally excluded from white society.
By limiting all other types of contact, especially in public
accommodations, however, the chances of miscegenation and
interracial violence would be decreased.

A belief that

blacks should know their "place" determined the actions
of whites.

Segregation acted as a constant reminder to
5
black Texans of their "place."
African Americans also played a role in developing
segregation.

In antebellum Texas, urban slaves desired

separation as a way of gaining more control over their lives.
According to Paul D. Lack, urban slaves sought to escape
slaveholders' supervision through separation in housing,
churches, and recreational activities.

The pattern of black

Texans wanting some form of separation continued after
emancipation.

Rather than risk suffering from discrimination

13
by whites, some African Americans opted to remain to
themselves.

Even though whites considered segregation a

controlling factor over blacks, many African Americans
believed separation the best alternative until better
opportunity appeared.
Southern legislators attempted to legitimize
discrimination against the newly freed slaves as early as
I865, although the Texas legislature did not pass laws that
dealt with the freedmen until the fall of 1866.

The black

codes of the post-Civil War period replaced the public
control over African Americans that had been given by slave
codes.

The laws passed by the Texas Legislature did not,

like those in other southern states, speak of discriminating
between the races.

But James Smallwood pointed out that

members of the legislature admitted that the codes should
"apply exclusively" to African Americans.

Barry A. Crouch

argued that Texas black codes often had the same harsh result
on the African American population as those in other
southern states.

The codes restricted freedom of blacks,

especially in the area of employment. The codes benefited
employers over agricultural workers, the vast majority being
African Americans, and established separation of the races.
The codes also stated, however, that "there shall be no
discrimination against such persons [blacks] in the

7
administration of the criminal laws of the State."

u
Many

of the black codes became evident in the new constitution.
When the constitutional convention met. Provisional
Governor A. J. Hamilton urged members to give African
Americans full civil rights.

But Hamilton represented the

minority as racists and ex-Confederates took control of
the convention.

The Texas Constitution of 1866 included

discriminatory statutes which did not allow blacks to vote,
serve on juries, or hold office.

The legislature also

produced laws to enforce racial separation in public
facilities in three major areas.

As it had done in the

antebellum period, the legislature enacted a law forbidding
interracial marriage.

The statute provided a penalty of

two to five years in prison for violators.

Another 1866

law called for railroads to have "one car for the special
accommodation of freedmen."

The legislature also established

separate school systems for the races as another way of
o

keeping African Americans in their "place."
These segregation laws remained on the books until
March of 1867 when Texas Republicans gained control of the
state.

In 1867 General Charles Griffin ordered the end

of segregation on common carriers, and the Republican
legislature later repealed the law calling for a separate
passenger car for blacks.

The Republicans gave equal

15
citizenship to African Americans in the Texas Constitution
of I869, stating that "no man. . .is entitled to exclusive
separate public emoluments or privileges."

A law recognizing

"the equality of all persons before the law" and prohibiting
carriers "from making any distinctions in the carrying of
passengers" passed in 1871 during the administration of
9
Governor E. J. Davis.
Yet the Republicans did not attempt
to change race relations radically in the state.
Although the statute against interracial marriage also
disappeared during Reconstruction, most whites still frowned
upon interracial marriages.

Courts continued to use the

provisions of the earlier acts to prohibit racially mixed
unions.

Schools also remained segregated as Jacob C.

DeGress, the superintendent of public instruction, allowed
the local school boards to decide the question of mixing
the races in 1871.

A Texas newspaper reported that "the

peace, harmony, and success of the schools" would be
10
preserved by the separation of the races.
Vagrancy laws became another way of keeping African
Americans in their "place."

The Republicans threw out the

strict interpretation of vagrancy laws in the black codes
but allowed vagrancy laws that did not discriminate against
African Americans.

If three people could testify that a

person had no visible means of support and did not exert

16
an effort to acquire such means, the person then could be
convicted of vagrancy and sentenced to do public work.
Local authorities most often enforced vagrancy laws against
black Texans, who did not always receive trials when
arrested.

Yet Byron Porter, the Austin agent for the

Freedman's Bureau, reported that the majority of African
Americans in the city held jobs.

But some freedmen might

not have visible means of support at the time and, because
of discrimination in employment, might not appear to be
exerting an effort to find work.

Many white Texans

complained of "the idle, ragged, shiftless negroes."
Although the majority of blacks sought employment, the few
African Americans who enjoyed their new freedom through
gaming and idleness came to symbolize the entire race in
the eyes of whites.

Prejudice also led to the enforcement

of vagrancy laws against groups of blacks entering customary
white areas. 11
A significant number of African Americans moved from
rural to urban areas after the Civil War seeking a better
life.

A witness of the migration stated that the movement

represented an attempt "to get closer to freedom, so they'd
know what it was - like it was a place or a city."

Black

Texans streamed into cities such as San Antonio, Jefferson,
Gonzales, and Austin.

Although statutes sanctioning

17
residential segregation did not exist, the practice appeared
in many Texas towns.

The desire of blacks to live together

and away from whites, the need for the cheapest housing,
and whites wanting to keep African Americans away, led to
the development of some all-black living areas. 1 2
Black Austinites created an area on the outskirts of
town named "Pleasant Hill." The "town" consisted of small
houses, shacks, and tents and ran its affairs separately
from the rest of Austin.

Despite its location on the

outskirts of town, white Austinites still complained about
the noise made by the residents of "Pleasant Hill" and to
the occasions when the blacks entered other sections of
Austin.

Other towns in Texas, such as Houston and Galveston,

also had all-black residential areas.

Yet the majority

of the black population in Texas towns usually did not live
in the all-black areas. 1 3 Although a number of African
Americans moved to Texas towns, the vast majority of black
Texans remained in rural areas.
Although the de jure system of segregation disappeared
during Reconstruction, de facto segregation remained strong.
The combination of racial stereotypes, the former position
of blacks as slaves, fear of African Americans taking
advantage of their new status, and animosity over the Civil
War and Reconstruction only strengthened discrimination

18
and prejudice.

Nearly all forms of public entertainment,

public lodging, and social events became separated by race
during Reconstruction.
to blacks.

Cafes owned by whites denied service

If theaters allowed African Americans to enter,

management restricted blacks to the balconies.

Although

some integrated travel did appear in Texas, especially on
street cars, segregation prevailed in many areas of
transportation as most black passengers remained separated
from white travelers or did not receive access to carriers. 14
Conservative Democrats replaced the Republicans at
the state capital in January of 1873.

The change in parties

ended state government attempts to further civil rights.
Conservative Democrats did not immediately produce a new
constitution because they feared renewed federal intervention.

By 1875, however, the Democrats felt confident

enough to write a new constitution.

They did carefully

word the constitution to avoid arousing suspicions of the
federal government.

As in the 1871 Reconstruction

constitution the preamble in 1875 stated that no man was
entitled to separate public facilities, but the Democrats
added the provision except "in consideration of public
services."

The provision appeared to permit different

treatment of the races.

A direct reference to race appeared

when the constitution called for separate schools to "be

19
provided for white and colored children. n15

Nevertheless,

national attempts to protect civil rights continued.
In 1875 Congress passed a Civil Rights Act which more
clearly defined the rights of a citizen.

White Texans

reacted negatively to the Civil Rights Act, especially the
first two sections.

Sections one and two made the denial

of equal access to accommodations, including "inns, public
conveyances on land or water, theaters, and other places
of amusement," a penal offense.

Segregationists feared

the act as an attempt to force the social equality of blacks
on the South.

Some black Texans tested the act by entering

segregated facilities such as restaurants, hotels, and
theaters, but whites quickly removed the new patrons.

To

be sure the Civil Rights Act would not disturb de facto
segregation, the Texas Senate eliminated the licenses of
hotels and made them private houses.
admit or keep out whomever they chose.

Private houses could
Whites believed

that excluding African Americans would keep them from
16
invading the beds of whites.
The Civil Rights Act also worried whites on the subject
of interracial marriage.

In 1877 the federal courts

disallowed the state prohibition on interracial marriage
as a violation of the Fourteenth Amendment and the Civil
Rights Act.

The Texas Legislature created a law in 1881,

20
however, which allowed interracial couples to be indicted.
All anxiety over the Civil Rights Act ended when the Supreme
Court ruled the act unconstitutional on the grounds that
Congress could not regulate a private establishment's choice
of whom to serve. 1 7
Although the Texas Legislature did not pass any
segregation laws during the 1880s, de facto segregation
remained potent.

Unofficial Jim Crow practice on railroads

remained important in Texas as evidenced by Governor John
Ireland's 1885 statement to the state legislature that "The
policy of separating the races on the trains will not be
questioned."

Separate waiting rooms also appeared in some

...
18
cities.
Whites utilized other methods to keep black Texans
in their "place."
Texas.

Lynching and mob violence spread through

Any African Americans who attempted to step out

of their position of second-class citizenship risked the
fury of whites.

Between 1882 and 1928, over 3,400 lynchings

of blacks occurred in the United States, and Texas ranked
as one of the leading states.

Lawrence D. Rice estimated

that over 500 black Texans became victims of white mob
violence between 1874 and 1900.

The majority of the

lynchings took place in East Texas, where whites viewed
the black population as large enough to threaten white

21
supremacy.

Accusations of rape, attempted rape, murder,

assault, insulting white women, or interracial marriages
might lead to lynchings. 1 9
Because of pressure from Governor James S. Hogg and
revulsion over pictures of an African American being burned
to death, the legislature passed an anti-lynching law in
1897.

Although lynchings declined for a few years after

creation of the law, hangings continued well into the
twentieth century.

Fifteen lynchings occurred in Harrison

County alone between 1900 and 1930.

Texas reached the apex

of the lynching epidemic in 1908 with the lynching of twentyfour African Americans. 20
White supremacists also used whitecapping to intimidate
African Americans.

Whitecapping consisted of warning blacks

not to step outside of the boundaries of segregated society.
During whitecapping white supremacists went to the black's
house, usually at night, and utilized whippings, firing
shots into the air, and other scare tactics to intimidate
+
V,
21
them.

By 1889 what Joel Williamson referred to as racial
radicalism had reached its apex in the South.

Racial

radicalism represented the white belief that blacks "were
rapidly 'retrogressing' toward their natural state of
bestiality." The radical mentality on race displaced the

22
conservative mentality which had been dominant during the
period of redemption.

Conservatives believed in the

inferiority of African Americans but also believed that
whites still needed blacks in southern society.

African

Americans deserved a "place," albeit a segregated one.
African Americans would best be able to prosper, paternalistic Conservatives believed, if left alone.

The radicals

viewed segregation only as a way to protect the white race.
The radical mentality of ensuring the separation of the
races began to creep into southern laws including those
of Texas.

The 1890 platform of the Texas Democratic party

demanded a law requiring separate railway coaches for the
races.

Howard Rabinowitz wrote that the South passed the

Jim Crow laws to eliminate even the limited flexibility
in race relations C. Vann Woodward described as existing
in the years after Reconstruction. 22
"Exigencies have arisen and produced a demand by the
people that the railway companies of the State be required
to provide separate coaches for their white and black
passengers," Governor James S. Hogg told the state
legislature in 1891.

Hogg regretted "that such a measure

has ever become necessary in Texas,
on extremists of both races.

and blamed the necessity

He proclaimed that the state

needed "wise legislation. . . to correct the evil."

After

23
the passage of the law, he praised it as the best way "to
23
prevent threatened race troubles."
Following the lead of Mississippi, the Texas legislature
adopted a Jim Crow law for transportation.

Over twenty

years had passed since the legislature last sanctioned Jim
Crow on railroads.

The 1891 law stated that:

Every railway company, street car company,
and interurban railway company. . . doing business
in this State as a common carrier of passengers
for hire, shall provide separate coaches or
compartments, as hereinafter provided, for the
accommodation of white and negro passengers,
which separate coaches or compartments shall
be equal in all points of comfort and convenience.
The statute gave the definition of separate coaches as being
a coach divided by a "wooden partition."

A sign should

be displayed "in some conspicuous place" indicating which
race should use the compartment.

Any company that failed

to provide separate coaches would be fined from one hundred
to one thousand dollars.

The law also gave the conductor

the right to refuse to admit or to remove a passenger from
a coach reserved for the other race.

The law did allow

black nurses and employees to ride with their white
1
24
employers.
^
In 1888 Homer Plessy decided to test the Jim Crow laws
on trains in Louisiana.

He boarded a train in New Orleans,

took a seat in the section reserved for whites, and police
promptly arrested him.

Plessy challenged his arrest arguing

2^
that the segregation laws violated the Fourteenth Amendment.
When the case went before the United States Supreme Court
as Plessy v. Ferguson, the court ruled in 1896 that a state
legislature could create segregation statutes as long as
equality existed in the separate facilities. 25
The Texas Legislature viewed the Plessy decision as
a chance to adopt more segregation statutes.

In most

instances law followed custom as the majority of hotels,
bars, theaters, and other public accommodations already
26
had de facto segregation by this time.
African Americans found hope in the Supreme Court ruling
only because instead of being excluded they would receive
equal facilities.

But, as black Texans discovered with

the railroads, the Jim Crow facilities became separate but
seldom equal.

Because of the extraordinary cost of

maintaining two equal systems the railroads saved money
by ignoring or paying less attention to the quality of
facilities for African Americans.

Since they lacked

political and economic clout and faced prejudice and
discrimination, black Texans received the inferior
facilities.

In the 1896 case of Norwood v. Galveston, H.

& S. A. Ry. Co. the Texas Court of Civil Appeals decided
a railroad could not be held liable for failing to provide
equal facilities for the races.

Southern legislators only

included the phrase calling for equal accommodations in
Jim Crow laws to satisfy the requirements of the Fourteenth
27
Amendment.
Negrophobia reached a plateau in Texas during the last
decade of the nineteenth and first decade of the twentieth
century.

Many Texas newspapers carried stories and

editorials that referred to blacks as brutes who needed
to be checked by "burning or hanging."

An 1897 editorial

in a Texas newspaper raged that "If the South is ever to
rid herself of the Negro rape-fiend, she must take a day
off and kill every member of the accursed race that declines
to leave the country."
of the state.

Negrophobia appeared in all sections

Some West Texas towns posted signs warning

blacks not to be in town when the sun went down.

In a poem

about West Texas Langston Hughes wrote that the region "Ain't
no place For a colored Man to stay!"
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The Houston Daily Post asked the question, "What shall
be done with the Negro brute?" in 1902.
a stricter enforcement of the laws.

One reader suggested

The punishment of blacks

who ignored the Jim Crow laws, however, already appeared
harsh and fast, if sometimes extralegal.

In May of 1902

a "bloody race riot" took place on an excursion train
traveling from Lake Charles to Beaumont.

The riot began

when a group of African Americans, forced from their own
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compartment, pushed their way into the white section of
the smoking car.

The fighting that ensued involved shooting

and throwing people from the train.

In April of 1906 a

sheriff injured a girl with a stray shot while apprehending
a black man who refused to surrender his seat to a white
passenger.

Other African Americans who violated the Jim

Crow laws received fines.

A 1911 penal code put the fine
for violators of the railroad law at $5 to $25. 29
Jim Crow statutes on the law books of Texas multiplied
during the first twenty years of the 1900s.

The cities

of Austin, Beaumont, Dallas, Houston, San Antonio, and Waco
passed Jim Crow laws on streetcars by 1906.

In 1907 the

state legislature passed a law calling for segregation on
all forms of transportation in the state. 30
The Texas Legislature continued to pass Jim Crow laws
concerning railroads until all aspects of travel by rail
became totally segregated.

A 1909 statute segregated

railroad depots, and a 1911 law ordered black porters not
to "sleep in sleeping car berths nor use bedding intended
for white passengers." 31
William Pickens, a field representative of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
described a train journey during 1923 in the Jim Crow system
of Texas.
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The result is the colored traffic is usually
attached to the general service with the least
possible expense: a small waiting-room in one
corner of the station, generally unswept and
otherwise uncared-for; a compartment in one end
of the white man's smoker for all the colored
people—men, women, and children—to ride in;
generally no wash bin and only one toilet for
both sexes; with no privilege of taking meals
in the diner or buying a berth in a sleeper.
Pickens also wrote that if a train contained only Pullman
cars, black passengers had to wait for a train with a Jim
Crow car.

He argued that the law not only separated the

races but also "contrived to humiliate and harass colored
1
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people."

Many of the Jim Crow laws mentioned distinctions between
the races.

The legislature defined black Texans as anyone

of "negro ancestry," and the penal code of 1911 added to
the definition any "person of mixed blood descended from
negro ancestry from the third generation inclusive, though
one ancestor of each generation may have been a white
person."

The legislature deemed all others to be a white

person.

Pickens wrote that de jure segregation of the

railroads did not apply to Mexicans and orientals on his
trip through Texas. 33
The Texas Legislature also mandated separate bath
facilities in 1915.

Although the legislature directed the

law stating that "baths and lockers for negroes shall be
separate from those for whites" in the mining industry.

2
the white population used the statute to justify separate
bathrooms and swimming pools for the entire population.
Bathrooms and swimming pools remained segregated well into
the twentieth century. 34
Jim Crow laws also affected libraries in the state.
A state law of 1919 allowed all whites to use the county
free library, while the "court shall make proper provision
for the negroes of said county to be served through a
separate branch."

Before the passage of the bill separate

branches had been established in Galveston in 1904 and
Houston in 1909.

Many other cities offered black Texans
no library facilities. 35
Jim Crow also crept into the realm of entertainment.
In 1907 the legislature gave owners of amusement parks the
right to segregate or to refuse to admit African Americans.
Although not required by law to separate the races, an
amusement park owner who refused to follow the mores of
a society would lose business.

The provision of the 1907

statute which gave "owners and lessees . . . the right to
assign seats to patrons thereof, and to refuse admission
to objectionable characters" legalized segregation in
theaters.

Judicial decisions also reinforced segregation.

In the 1942 case of Jordan v. Concho Theaters the Texas
Supreme Court decided that theaters could deny admission
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to anyone.

The supreme court's 194-4- decision in Terrell

Wells Swimming Pool v. Rodriguez stated that all privately
owned facilities could exclude anyone "for any reason
sufficient to him [the owner], or for no reason
whatsoever."

The Rodriguez decision dealt specifically
36
with the segregation of Hispanics in San Antonio.
De facto and de jure segregation appeared in sports
too.

Baseball accepted segregation, thus African Americans

could only play on all-black teams established by black
communities.

The Texas Colored Baseball League consisted

of teams from Beaumont, Dallas, Fort Worth, Galveston,
Houston, San Antonio, and Tulsa.

The state legislature

created a law in 1933 banning "any fistic combat match,
boxing, sparring or wrestling contest" between the white
and black races under penalty of a $25 to $250 fine. 37
The extent of segregation and exclusion in recreation
and sports became evident when comparing recreational
facilities provided for the two races by Houston in 1929.
The local government maintained twenty-seven public parks
consisting of 2,473 acres for whites.

Black residents had

access to one park of ten acres, which the African American
community of Houston had purchased.

Public swimming pools,

golf courses, and baseball diamonds did not exist for blacks,
and African Americans had to settle for only ten percent
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the number of tennis courts provided for whites.

That year

Houston appropriated $200,000 for the upkeep of recreational
facilities for whites and $5,000 for blacks. African
Americans made up over twenty percent of the Houston
population but received only two and five-tenths percent
of the city's appropriations for parks.

The Houston

Informer, a newspaper serving the Houston black community,
reported Dallas to be "far ahead of Houston in its attitudes
towards parks for Negroes" as Dallas had a municipal park
and golf course for blacks and another park being planned
by 1936.^^
Jim Crow also appeared in the state parks of Texas.
De facto exclusion had existed in parks for years, but when
four African Americans attempted to enter the Tyler State
Park in 1949, the state quickly reacted to protect the status
quo.

Gordon K. Shearer, the executive secretary of the

Parks Boards, wrote state park directors in nine other
southern states asking how they dealt with the issue of
segregation.

Most of the directors replied that they would

attempt to build separate parks.

The legislature passed

a law in a special session in 1950 calling for separate
parks or separate facilities in the same park to be provided
for the races.

The statute also allowed states to close

parks rather than integrate.

The preamble of the law stated
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that segregation would protect "the interest of public
welfare, safety, harmony, health, and recreation." 39
Although de facto residential segregation had existed
in Texas for many years, a push for de jure segregation
occurred in Dallas in the second decade of the twentieth
century.

In the election of April 4, 1916, Dallas voters

considered whether or not to restrict African Americans
from living in certain areas.

Many voters and The Dallas

Morning News opposed such an ordinance.

The ordinance passed

by a vote of 6,721 for and 4,1^8 against.

Dallas had only

1,000 registered black voters, so a number of sympathetic
whites must have voted against Jim Crow. The new ordinance
read:
The City of Dallas shall have power by
ordinance duly passed to provide for the use
of separate blocks for residences, places of
abode, places of public amusement, churches,
schools, and places of public assembly h^
members of the white and colored races.
Although the United States Supreme Court's 1917 decision
in Buchanann v. Warely ruled residential segregation by
law unconstitutional, the practice remained a legal
requirement in Dallas until the Liberty Annex Corporation
V. City of Dallas case invalidated the law in 1927 as a
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Even though the Court
of Civil Appeals of Texas did not rule on the legality of
residential segregation, the court canceled the law because
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it provided for punishment—the confiscation of
[ 1
property—without due process of law.^

Legal residential segregation had disappeared in Dallas,
but de facto segregation remained powerful.

In 1927

segregationists threw fire bombs at homes of blacks in white
neighborhoods. The influx of African Americans into the
defense industries in Dallas during World War II increased
the tension over residential segregation, and the threat
of violence loomed over the city.

In order to avoid a

confrontation Mayor Woodall Rodgers urged African Americans
not to move into white neighborhoods and asked whites not
to rent or sell properties in their neighborhoods to African
Americans. In 1940 the city manager of Dallas purchased
options on property to keep blacks out of white
neighborhoods.

Houses of black residents in predominantly
42
white neighborhoods suffered vandalism during 1954.
Barely three months after the invalidation of the Dallas
law, the Texas Legislature passed a bill giving any city
the right to stop integration of neighborhoods.

Some cities

in Texas had passed segregation ordinances even before the
state law and after the Supreme Court ruling including
Lubbock in 1923.

When competing to be chosen as the sight

of Texas Technological College in 1923, the chamber of
commerce of Lubbock cited the minute non-white population
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as a positive factor.

An Amarillo civic group wanted to

exclude blacks from living near the city.

The group opposed

the establishment of a segregated African American section
in the north part of the city because black residents had
' 3

to pass through white sections when going into the city.^

The neighborhoods that Jim Crow created became ghettos.
The Houston Informer stated that the blacks of Houston had
"GOOD GROUNDS FOR COMPLAINT" against the conditions in which
they lived.

Although the residents of these neighborhoods

paid their fair share of taxes, they did not receive an
equal share of improvements such as the paving of streets.
Black Houstonians, like other black Texans, had to "eke
out an existence admidst mud, water, slime and other
life-shorterners."

City leaders often placed dumping grounds

for garbage near black neighborhoods which added to the
unhealthy conditions.

African American leaders asserted

that city officials nearly always pleaded lack of funds
when black neighborhoods needed physical improvements.^^
Segregation had become entrenched in Texas, but the
style of racism underwent a shift.

Although few white Texans

recognized any social equality when dealing with blacks,
some whites objected to the excesses of segregation.

The

Dallas Morning News expressed the view of the more "moderate"
whites.

An editorial on August 3, 1919, stated the necessity
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of segregation but urged Texans not to extend Jim Crow laws
too far.

The editorial proclaimed that whites often abused

Jim Crow laws such as instances when they forced African
Americans to evacuate spaces on train cars allotted for
them.

The editorial also urged whites not to segregate

African Americans to areas "where there are neither
opportunities nor facilities for living healthfully and
comfortably and decently." 45
The paternalism of racial conservatives gained ground
by 1930.

A 1929 editorial in The Dallas Morning News again

presented the conservative mentality.
Dallas negroes are useful, industrious
people, and Dallas needs them.
Segregation is absolutely essential. The
thinking negroes of Dallas know that. The
negroes truest to their race want segregation.
But segregation that merely means that the negro
is crowded out of any place fit for a white man
to live will not stand up. It isn't fair. It
isn't wholesome. It isn't lawful.
Even though a more moderate view appeared in the area of
race relations, segregation statutes remained on the law
books of Texas.
Jim Crow laws kept pace with the modernization of
transportation.

In 1943 the Texas Legislature passed a

law calling for the separation of the races on motor buses.
When boarding, "all White passengers... shall take seats
in the forward or front end of the bus, filling the bus

from the front end" and "all Negro passengers . . . shall
take seats in the back or rear end of the bus, filling the
bus from the back or rear end."

As in the Jim Crow law

dealing with railroad cars, nurses and other employees could
accompany their employees of the opposite race.

The bus

driver had the authority to remove or call a peace officer
to remove riders who did not board the bus correctly or
sit in the proper section.

Violators received a fine of

$5 to $25.'^'^
De jure segregation even included facilities for
juvenile delinquents, prisoners, and medical patients.
Laws separating prisoners and juvenile delinquents passed
in 1909 and 1927 respectively.

The legislature also created

separate tuberculosis sanitoriums for the races.

Texas

lacked public hospitals that would admit blacks, but a few
private institutions did accept African Americans on a
segregated basis.

Because of inadequate facilities and

services and poor living conditions, African Americans
remained much more susceptible to medical problems.

The

infant mortality rate for blacks remained higher than that
of whites.

The major killers of adult black Texans

—tuberculosis, heart disease, and pneumonia-- took a much
greater toll on the African American community than the
white community.

White Texans had a life expectancy of
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sixty-one years in 1936, while black Texans could expect
to live fifty-two years.

By 1967 the figures had changed

to seventy-one years for white Texans and sixty-five years
for black Texans."^
Neil Sapper wrote that segregation haunted black Texans
from cradle to grave.

A 1937 editorial in the Dallas

Express, a newspaper serving the African American community
of Dallas, listed some of the segregated facilities, de
jure or de facto, faced by black Texans.
Hospitals and clinics, churches and schools,
public lavatories and drinking fountains,
playgrounds and swimming pools, libraries and
reading rooms, theatres and public parks, buses
and streetcars, wrestling matches and prizefights, eating places and beer taverns, railway
cars and airplanes, soda fountains and ice cream
parlors, barbeque stands and roadside inns,
department stores and haberdasheries, hotels
and rooming houses, railroad stations and
streetcar waiting-rooms, horse races and
greyhound tracks, residential districts and
improvement areas, the Court House and the
County Jail, funeral chapels and burying
grounds . . .
Jim Crow laws went through a long period of evolution
in Texas.

Laws separating the races existed since the

antebellum period.

After the Civil War, white Texans became

anxious over the new civil and political rights of freedmen.
Whites feared that political equality would lead to social
equality. They believed social equality would lead to
miscegenation and violence.

The continuation of Jim Crow
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remained important to white Texans in the twentieth century.
In a 1948 letter to an Abilene resident United States
Representative Ed Gossett of Midland vowed to struggle
against having "negroes shoved down our throats on a basis
of social equality. . ." 50
Segregationists hoped the Jim Crow laws would keep
black Texans in their "place."

Jim Crow laws assured the

separation of whites from a race they considered inferior
and a threat.

To blacks segregation meant a lack of

opportunity and the reliance on inadequate facilities.
Jim Crow led not only to "humiliation and harassment," as
William Pickens reported, but also "poverty, dependence,
back-breaking toil, inferior medical care, and shorter life
expectancy."
Black Texans struggled against the status of second
class citizenship forced upon them.

In 1948 Kenneth Lamkin,

lawyer for the Austin NAACP, denounced the de jure system
saying, "Law has always been the willing servant of those
52
who wish to discriminate and segregate."
African Americans
never accepted second-class citizenship and struggled against
it in numerous ways.
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CHAPTER III
BLACK TEXANS RESPOND TO JIM CROW,
1865-1950

African Americans generally opposed the deepening Jim
Crow system which developed in Texas during the nineteenth
and twentieth centuries.

Individuals and groups adopted

different philosophies, however, when dealing with
segregation and discrimination.

The scale of whitecappings

and lynchings initiated against blacks in the period limited
their options.

Other factors also created barriers to

African Americans challenging segregated public
accommodations. The typical black Texan spent the vast
majority of his or her time in the daily struggle for
economic and physical survival and thus could not afford
the time or money necessary to attempt to enter public
accommodations such as theaters, hotels, or restaurants.
Rural African Americans, who made up the majority of
the black Texan population until 1950, confronted other
forms of Jim Crow more often than the segregation faced
by urban dwellers.

When African Americans did agitate for

rights, they often placed a greater emphasis on political
and economic rights over the use of public accommodations.
African American leaders recognized that challenges to
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segregation raised the emotional issue of social equality
in the minds of many white Texans.
surrendered to Jim Crow.

But black Texans never

Although many African Americans

appeared to place a greater emphasis on economic and cultural
progress through the early twentieth century, they never
forgot the democratic promise of the United States.
The emancipation of Texas slaves on June 19, 1865,
gave black Texans the hope associated with freedom--that
of full-fledged citizenship.

White Texans quickly curtailed

the promise of freedom, however, through political, economic,
and social restrictions.

African Americans received signif-

icant aid from the federal government during Reconstruction.
The Freedmen's Bureau aided African Americans in the areas
of education, civil rights, relief, and labor contracts.
Northern missionaries came to the state hoping to aid blacks
in those endeavors.
of self-help.

Black Texans also adopted programs

When black Texans received the right to vote,

they became politically active and helped place sympathetic
1
candidates in office.
Even though they placed a great emphasis on self-help
and racial solidarity in the years following the Civil War,
African Americans did not ignore the desire for civil rights.
For example, when the captain of a steamer out of Houston
in 1870 denied equal treatment to Shade Creme, an African

^5
American voter registrar from Galveston, and ordered him
off the boat, Creme struggled to rectify the situation.
After complaints by Creme to federal officials, a detachment
of soldiers assured him equal treatment on the steamer.
This solution represented an exception, however, especially
after the end of Reconstruction when federal troops left
the state.

The Colored Men's Convention of 1873 saw the

need to appease the Redemptionists to some extent.

The

convention assured whites that blacks did not desire social
equality.

Although African Americans might be willing to

give up some of their social privileges, the delegates
demanded civil rights and promised to "agitate the question
of their [civil rights] concession with unabated ardor until
we can celebrate their acquisition."

Beginning in 1876

the government in Austin received numerous petitions from
black citizens calling for equal state facilities and justice
2
before the law.
The African Americans who opposed the reappearance
of Jim Crow in Texas had to be careful in their public
denunciation of the system, but many voiced their opposition
despite warnings.

The Civil Rights Act of 1875 encouraged

blacks to expect equal accommodations on trains.

Even though

Governor John Ireland urged them not to discuss the railroad
segregation issue, the Colored Men's Convention of 1883
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denounced the practice which forced African Americans to
pay first class fares while having to accept second class
facilities.

When Jim Crow threatened to become a law on

Texas railroads, Alexander Ashberry, a black representative
from Robertson County serving in the twenty-first state
legislature, presented a petition of the citizens of Dallas
County opposing the bill.

In Galveston a group of black

political leaders informed the state government of their
opposition to the bill and vowed to struggle against the
Jim Crow law.

Black politicians Norris Wright Cuney and

Bill MacDonald also fought Jim Crow.

Cuney challenged the

railroad law by filing a $5,000 suit because train employees
refused to give Cuney a sleeping berth on an interstate
train from Houston to St. Louis.

Because protest seemed

to do little good and might bring on the wrath of white
supremacists, some African Americans appeared to accept
a more pragmatic alternative.
After Reconstruction some African Americans placed
a greater emphasis on economic development than on political
and civil rights.

They believed that economic activity

and the accumulation of wealth might win the respect of
whites and that this respect would persuade whites to grant
African Americans the rights of citizenship.

Black Texans

also had to depend on self-help to a greater extent once
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the Democrats regained control of the state in 1873 since
the Freedman's Bureau had been withdrawn.

Advocates of

self-help called for thrift, industry, and land ownership.
Black churches played an important role in spreading
the doctrine of self-help.

Preachers urged their congre-

gations to be thrifty and moral.

Churches also became

centers for instruction in activities such as better farming
and food preserving methods.

African American churches

also created benevolent societies to aid destitute members.

5

Secular organizations also circulated the value of
self-help.

The 1883 Colored Men's Convention exhorted black

Texans to become farm and homeowners.

Yet black Texans

did not find the purchase of land a simple proposition.
Even if African Americans could acquire sufficient funds
to buy land, other obstacles often stood in the way.

African

Americans had to find landowners willing to sell to blacks,
and if they acquired land, blacks might not be accepted
by their white neighbors.

Thus, the African American

community formed organizations to help potential black
landowners overcome the barriers of limited funds.

Such

groups included the Colored State Grange formed in Dallas
in 1880, The Colored Men's Land and Commercial Joint Company
formed in Navarro County in 1882, and the Texas Homestead
and Colonization Association established in Waco in 1883.
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The Colored Farmers Association pledged to help black farmers
by opening cooperative stores.

The Alliance of Colored

Farmers of Texas proposed in 1886 to "develop a better state
/I

mentally, morally, socially, and financially."
The Farmers' Improvement Society of Texas, founded
during 1889 in Colorado County by R. L. Smith, school
principal and member of the Texas legislature in 1895 and
1897, proved to be one of the most significant African
American organizations in the state.

The society stated

that "Self-Help is Our Motto" and identified its goals as
fighting the hardships of sharecropping such as the mortgage
and credit system, urging improved farming methods, creating
cooperatives for buying and selling, and encouraging African
7
Americans to become landowners or cash renters.

Yet self-

help only partially relieved a few of the inequalities faced
by black Texans.
The theory of accommodation evolved out of self-help
and racial solidarity.

As in self-help, accommodationists

stressed hard work, thrift, and economic gain, but they
seemed willing to postpone civil rights if allowed the chance
for economic progress.

Booker T. Washington, a prominent

African American educator, became the bellwether of the
accommodationists and an influential personality in the
black community.
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Washington articulated the themes of accommodation
in his "Atlanta Compromise" speech given at the Atlanta
Exposition on September 18, 1895.

Washington promised

that the races could remain separate in all things "purely
social."

He did not deny the necessity of political and

civil rights and stated, "It is right and important that
all privileges of the law be ours, but it is vastly more
important that we be prepared for the exercise of these
privileges."

Any "agitation of the questions of social

equality is the extremist folly," as social peace represented
the best environment for the progress of African Americans.
In return for postponing the struggle for civil rights
Washington asked whites to stop deterring black economic
advancement and to become partners "in all things essential
to mutual progress."

Washington stressed industry, racial

solidarity, mutual aid, and institution building.

Before

African Americans should worry about being allowed to enjoy
a social event, they should worry about securing the money
to purchase a ticket.
Booker T. Washington promised that blacks would
willingly remain second class citizens a little longer in
exchange for a better chance at economic progress.

Yet

the environment in the South offered African Americans little
other than second class citizenship.

The barriers of
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segregation and discrimination, the violence of lynchings
and race riots, and the increasing northern abandonment
of African Americans to domination by southern whites caused
many blacks to adopt a defensive philosophy.

The futility

of struggling for civil and political rights led African
Americans to concentrate on economic opportunities.
Hopefully economic progress would impress sympathetic
southern whites, and they would voluntarily extend equal
rights.

Accommodationists also feared that active pursuit

of civil rights would cause more violence.

African Americans

had to advance within the limits placed upon them by white
9
society.
Accommodationists made the pragmatic choice.
Most southern whites reacted favorably to Washington's
speech, as did The Dallas Morning News.

An editorial praised

Washington for his denunciation of agitators and those who
called for what the editorial referred to as "negro
domination."

The paper also praised Washington for telling

African Americans to resist those calling for immigration
to other countries but to make the best of what the United
States offered.

When Washington spoke at the 1900 Texas

State Fair in Dallas, he remarked on the rapid strides made
by black Texans "via the route of thrift and industry toward
prosperity."

He also praised white Texans for their

"intelligence" in giving "opportunity" to blacks.

At the
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end of the speech he received loud applause from both
10
races.
The majority of black Texans accepted or appeared to
accept accommodation.

Washington visited Texas three times

giving speeches following the themes of the Atlanta speech.
In these speeches he continued to champion the work ethic,
cooperation with whites, and the importance of industrial
education. 11 The greatest support and following of
accommodation during this period came from the middle and
professional classes, including preachers, teachers,
physicians, and lawyers, who might lose their prominence
in a non-segregated society.

Many accommodationists appeared

in Texas.
John B. Rayner became one of the leading advocates
of accommodation in Texas.

But before moving into the

accommodationist camp at the turn of the century, Rayner
had been a leader of the state's Populist party.

Rayner

and other African Americans saw Populism as an opportunity
to participate and gain a voice in the democratic process.
After the decline of Populism, however, Rayner attempted
to gain the favor of dominant whites and win financial
12
support for Conroe Industrial College.
To help his race Rayner told whites what they wanted
to hear.

He suggested that whites "must not expect too
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much from the negro, because his first teachers were carpet
baggers from the North."

Rayner utilized criticism of Booker

T. Washington and northern philanthropists while lauding
the plantation myth of lenient masters and content slaves
to convince white Texans of the worthiness of his school.
He publicly stated that "The educated negro knows the great
value of the good will and friendship of the Southerner."
The Lampasas Daily Leader praised Rayner as having "the
air and bearing of the old time Southern darky." 1 3
The education Rayner supported for African Americans
also did not threaten whites' belief in their superiority.
The Lampasas paper reported that Rayner influenced his
students in "such a nature to largely counteract the
dangerous and unbearable notions of equality which some
prominent leaders of the race have tended to instill in
them."

At the 1907 convention of the Texas Colored Law

and Order League, Rayner made the resolution that black
youths should be prepared to do "the domestic and skilled
labor which the country has to offer."

He stated that a

life of hard work in agriculture and industry would provide
African Americans with "a useful and beautiful intellectuality."

They should not aspire to an education equal to

whites since the classics would only cloud black minds and
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deter African Americans from hard work and economic
progress. 14
R. L. Smith also represented the state's accommodationists, although in a more moderate manner than Rayner.
Smith placed a great emphasis on self-help, but he also
stressed cooperation with whites.

He claimed that whites

would be "willing to cooperate with any responsible
individual . . . whose aim is to make the race better."
He believed the "better" classes of both blacks and whites
could cooperate to restrain the lower classes.

African

Americans should work for what they could get and do their
best for their employers.

Smith also urged African Americans

to avoid conflict and to stay away from labor unions.

By

criticizing the Reconstruction type of politician Smith
won election to the Texas Legislature in a predominantly
white district. Smith cultivated a friendship with Washington
and lectured with him on a tour of the North. 1 5
In public Rayner and Smith played the role of
accommodationists, but they also fostered secret identities.
Like Washington, who provided money for court cases in
Louisiana and Alabama testing the constitutionality of the
grandfather clause, Smith secretly pursued legal action
against "those practices which have for twenty years
practically decitezenized (SIC) our race."

He wrote to
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Washington that "Lynch law, peonage, whitecapping, and all
kindred evils have their root in the rape of the ballot."
Although Rayner did not attack discrimination through legal
channels, many entries in his private notebook contradicted
his accommodating statements.

He wrote that when following

Jim Crow laws, southern whites broke a much higher law.
He privately warned African Americans "never listen to the
counsel of the man who is too cowardly to contend for you
16
to have equal political and industrial opportunities."
The private lives of Washington, Smith, and Rayner suggest
that the theory of accommodation may have only been followed
for pragmatic reasons.
Many churches spread the gospel of accommodation.
Often church leaders told parishioners to put their faith
in God, and He would right the wrongs of segregation and
discrimination in His own time.

Preachers attempted to

ease their congregations' sufferings in a segregated world
by telling them to "pray and be patient, thus showing to
the Christian world that we can suffer and forgive."

The

Reverend S. E. J. Watson appeased whites with the statement,
"we want the words 'social equality' branded as a subject
that we do not even like to hear mentioned, and one that
we consider as only chatter for the insane."

In 1907 the

Austin Statesman praised the evangelist "Sin-Killer" Griffin

for denouncing agitators who stressed social equality, and
the newspaper stated that Griffin stressed the superiority
17
of whites.
Another response to segregation led to the development
of a dual society in Texas.

The church continued to be

one of the most influential institutions in the black
community.

In the years following the Civil War African

Americans established their own churches, which became much
more than places of worship.

The church served as a social

meeting place, an educational center, and a town hall.
The preacher maintained a predominant position in the black
community.

In The Souls of Black Folk W. E. B. DuBois

described the black preacher as "A leader, a politician,
an orator, a 'boss,' an intriguer, an idealist. . . .the
center of a group of men."

The church held great sway over

the black community, especially the working class.

18

The church often remained outwardly conservative and
accommodating. Although preachers condemned segregation
and the caste system, they often advised their congregations
to be "patient and pray."

Other preachers believed that

they should only be concerned with non-secular issues.
The church failed to remain in step with much of the black
population.

The decline in black church membership in Texas

after 1916 may reflect this failure. ^

James Washington wrote that the preacher "became a
negative power, holding his people in check" acting as a
"reactionary."

A common complaint among black protest

leaders of the first half of the twentieth century about
preachers went, "They talk too much about heaven and too
little about down here."

The Houston Informer editorialized

that "too many ministers of this city fail to speak out
against injustices which they know exist, because they are
afraid to brook or disturb the powers that be" and adraonishe;
them to "openly fight for the principles of Christianity."
African Americans could not just depend on God, but had
to work with God. 20 Some ministers did become directly
involved in the struggle for civil rights, however,
especially in the later years.
As segregation limited the entry of African Americans
into public facilities, the black community attempted to
duplicate these accommodations for their own race.

Black

enterprises increased after 1890 and became more dependent
on the African American market.

The businesses included

banks, insurance companies, undertakers, pharmacies, cafes,
grocers, theaters, amusement facilities, and retail stores.
Some African Americans wanted black-run businesses in which
to shop in so they would not have to face the humiliation
of hearing the "insulting titles of 'Auntie,' 'Sallie,'
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'Boy,' 'Uncle,' 'Cap'n.'"^''

The establishment of businesses

expanded the black middle-class.
African American fraternal organizations played an
influential role in the development of the black community
in the state.

The fraternities provided leadership training

for individuals.

The organizations also aided in the growth

of the black community by establishing charitable institutions and businesses.

Loans from fraternal organizations

helped some African American entrepreneurs.

Fraternal

organizations also urged African Americans to patronize
22
black-run businesses.
Some African Americans in the Deep South hoped to escape
oppression by moving west.

During the 1870s a number of

black migrants from the states of Mississippi and Louisiana
came to Texas.

Yet by the end of the decade some black

Texans hoped to escape the increased oppression in their
home state.

Some looked to the African nation of Liberia

as a possible haven.

Nell Painter identified a dramatic

increase in mail from Texas to the American Colonization
Society during 1878 and 1879.

At a convention discussing

migration held in Houston in July of 1879 James Green
established the Liberian Emigration Association.

Green

argued that any place in a white dominated country would
be as bad as any other.

True freedom could only be achieved
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by returning to Africa.

Other "back-to-Africa" movements

associated with Chief Sam and Marcus Garvey appeared in
Texas during the early decades of the twentieth century. "^
Not all African Americans considering migration w nted to
leave the United States, however, or had the resources to
make the trans-Atlantic trip.
Other black Texans favored migration to Kansas as a
way of dealing with the oppression of whites.

A black Texan

wrote the governor that many people felt "the necessity
of fleeing from the wrath and long pent-up hatred of their
old-masters."

One hundred eighty African Americans born

in Texas appeared in the 1870 Kansas census.

The migration

increased, as by 1880 2,4^0 black residents of Kansas had
been born in Texas.

Approximately three to four thousand

black Texans migrated to Kansas between November of 1879
and March of 1880.

In February of 1880, the Texas Farmers'

Association suggested the Texas panhandle as an alternative
to Kansas.

By 1882, however, migration to Kansas had

decreased greatly.
Many black Texans also migrated to northern states
during the early decades of the twentieth century. During
World War I immigration from Europe declined and led to
a number of openings in northern factories.

The high wages

in the North attracted many African Americans.

The daily
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wages paid to northern factory workers might equal weekly
income in the South.

The desire to escape racial oppression

also had a large impact on the decision to leave the state.
In 1916 The Houston Observer, a newspaper serving the African
American community of that city, proclaimed that because
of the numerous abuses faced by black Texans "you cannot
blame a race of people for migrating."

Yet conditions in

the North usually did not represent a large improvement
25
for African Americans.
Because of factors such as the
expense of migration, most African Americans remained in
the state, however, and dealt with prejudice the best way
they knew how.
Active protest continued even during the height of
accommodation.

Boycotts against Jim Crow streetcars occurred

in at least twenty-five southern cities between 1900 and
1906.

A boycott appeared in Houston between 1903 and 1905

and in San Antonio from 1904 to 1905, shortly after these
cities adopted de jure segregation on their streetcars.
African Americans remained true to the boycotts and chose
to walk rather than ride with Jim Crow.

The San Antonio

Express pronounced the presence of blacks on streetcars
as "a rarity," while the completeness of the boycott in
Houston crippled the receipts of the Houston Electric
Company.

Black Houstonians began their own informal transit
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company consisting of passenger vans, wagons, and carriages
and charged five cents per ride.

When a streetcar strike

forced whites to walk, African American hack drivers took
pleasure in refusing white pedestrians service.

The

effectiveness of the new transit company in keeping African
Americans off the streetcars became apparent when the City
Council discussed making all transfer lines secure a bond
of $500 for each omnibus.

The council hoped the black

transit company could not afford the bond and would be forced
out of business.

Although the boycotts eventually failed,

many black Texans reaffirmed their refusal to accept
segregation.

Many Galveston African Americans spoke out

against the segregation of streetcars in 1906.

Beginning

in 1896 black lawyers in Galveston had initiated court cases
26
challenging Jim Crow laws on railroads.
African Americans who accepted segregation might be
denounced by other members of the race.

When Galveston

planned to institute Jim Crow laws for the streetcars. The
Galveston New Idea, an African American newspaper, criticized
blacks who chose to ride.
the Jim-Crow nigger is among us, male and female;
he is the hardiest tool of the prejudiced white
folks . . . They are the first to ride on separate
cars and shame the race . . . and for a few dimes
will betray every man, woman, and child of their
race.
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During the streetcar strike in San Antonio six African
Americans pulled a black rider off a streetcar for not
participating in the boycott. 27
Support for the philosophy of accommodation weakened
after 1910, when what writers of the period referred to
as the "New Negro" appeared.

The "New Negro" came out of

urbanization and northward migration, the growth of black
arts and culture, the Garvey movement, the accumulation
of education and wealth, and the appearance of civil rights
organizations.

The "New Negro" had a stronger racial pride
28
and would not allow his or her rights to be trampled.
The cry of defending democracy, which the United States
used to justify its entrance into World War I, emboldened
black Texans in their quest for equal rights.

If the United

States fought for democracy in Europe, how much longer could
Americans allow segregation to exist in their own land?
African Americans would make sure that white Americans
realized the hypocrisy of their ways.

W. L. Davis, a Houston

educator, told a crowd at a Juneteenth celebration in 1917
that "Now is the time to strike for freedom and no mob can
+
1129
stop
us."

The Houston Daily Post, a white newspaper, recognized
the sacrifice of black soldiers during the war.

But when

the paper suggested that every veteran should have been
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rewarded with a watermelon at a Juneteenth celebration of
1919, The Houston Informer cried that the black soldiers
had fought for democracy and would not be appeased with
"a measly mushy watermelon."

The Dallas Express of March

8, 1919, stated that blacks would not be kept in their
"place" and that "there is a determination to have a
clean-cut showdown of facts and figures in an effort to
get 'equal justice.'"
Even in the face of rising militancy, however,
accommodation remained dominant in Texas through the 1920s.
After World War I many black leaders urged their followers
to remain quiet and peaceful as they had before the war.
In 1919 St. John's Association of Austin warned African
Americans to stay away from agitation.

The Colored Clan

of San Antonio encouraged blacks to respect the laws of
Texas and the United States.

The advocates of protest not

only had to struggle with the hostility of white supremacists but also with those African Americans who saw
accommodation and patience as the best way to help black
rp

Texans.3 1
The voice of protest in the early twentieth century
remained somewhat conservative as it did not attack the
entire system of segregation.

In 1936 The Informer called

for African Americans to protest against unequal
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accommodations but to accept separate but equal.

Readers

should protest against Jim Crow, but blacks should only
ask for as much as the law allowed. 32 Protest leaders
decided they would have a better chance in gaining equality
of separate accommodations rather than integration.
The notion of protest against the segregated system
in Texas never died, although basic survival often took
precedence.

The black press played an important role in

keeping the refusal to accept Jim Crow an issue.

The press

became an influential institution in the black community
and an early and consistent agitator for equal rights.
The first black-owned newspaper in Texas, the Galveston
Spectator, began in 1873 and led the fight for civil rights
after Reconstruction.

The Dallas Express published its

first issue in 1892 and announced its intention to speak
out for the rights of blacks.

The editor of the paper,

William E. King, stated that "So long as the Negro helps
to support the government, so should he contend for his
rights."

Other important protest newspapers that appeared

in Texas in the first two decades of the twentieth century
33
included the Texas Freeman and The Houston Informer.
Clifton N. Richardson published the first edition of
The Houston Informer in May of 1919 and edited the paper
with a militant voice.

The editorial page always ran

c4
writings denouncing Jim Crow and segregation and inspiring
African Americans to resist unfair treatment.

The editorial

appearing in the first edition called for the United States
to "Abolish the double standard of citizenship in this
country."

Another early editorial in the weekly's history

proclaimed,
NO COUNTRY IS A TRUE DEMOCRACY WHERE MOB-LAW,
DISFRANCHISEMENT, SEGREGATION, JIM-CROWISM AND
OTHER INJUSTICES ARE METED OUT TO A CERTAIN
PART OF ITS POPULATION WITH IMPUNITY. DEMOCRACIES
ARE CONSTRUCTED ON.,CHARACTER - NOT COLOR; ON
MERIT - NOT MONEY. ^"^
The Houston Informer encouraged black Texans to struggle
for their rights.

A May 14, 1927, editorial told blacks

to unite against the forces of discrimination and prejudice
or "be denied and robbed of every vestige of his political,
civic, and economic rights."

The paper also chastised blacks

for not accepting the mantle of leadership and for "racial
indifference."

Editorials denounced leaders who said "there

is 'no cause for complaint'" and prayed for men with.
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and ready hands.
Men whom the lust of office can not kill,
MEN WHOM THE SPOILS OF OFFICE CANNOT BUY,
Men who POSSES OPINIONS and WILL,
Men who have HONOR, Men who will not LIE,
Men who can stand before a demagogue
And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking.
Tall men, sun crowned, who live above the fog
in public duty and private thinking.
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The Informer stated that although whites could be helpful,
"NOBODY BUT US [blacks]" could change discrimination.^^
The paper presented its readers with options for
expressing their voice.

The editors continuously urged

the readers to pay their poll tax and vote.

Since

"complaining, petitioning, and conferences" did not work,
African Americans had to utilize votes to achieve their
rights.

A 1931 editorial told its readers that only the

ballot had enough force to bring about a betterment in
conditions.

The paper also mentioned the federal courts

as another possible avenue for justice.

The Houston Informer

argued that African Americans could establish a reputation
of fighting for their rights that might deter racists.
The black press exhorted its readers to struggle for
equality, and editors led the good fight in many instances.
Clifton Richardson joined C. N. Love, editor of the Texas
Freeman, W. L. Davis, editor of the Houston based Western
Star, and two other editors in a challenge to the all-white
Democratic primary in Texas.

Their case against G. W.

Griffith, the Chairman of the Harris County Democratic
Executive Committee, went before the Supreme Court in 1924.
Although the editors lost the case, they began a struggle
against the all-white primary that would continue for many
years.

Love stated that the case placed "the problem of
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the Negro squarely upon the conscience of the Nation."
Carter Wesley, who took over as editor of The Houston
Informer in 1930, played a role in fighting the white
primary.

He also urged Heman Sweatt, the circulation manager

for The Informer in the 1940s, to attempt to enter the
University of Texas law school. 37
The black press in Texas seldom wavered from its support
for equal rights.

The assertiveness of The Houston Informer

came under the scrutiny of the Ku Klux Klan.

The Klan led

economic boycotts against the paper and in 1929 ransacked
the offices of the paper.

The Informer received a telegram

from the Klan in 1939 which railed, "Nigger Be Careful.
This Is White Man's Country."

African American editors

also faced opposition and schemes to silence them.

Whites

in Galveston had Bertram Jackson, the editor of The Galveston
Examiner, drafted into the army in 1941.
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Yet the black

press continued to be outspoken in the crusade for civil
rights.
Individual instances of protest against the inequality
and humiliation of Jim Crow increased, although remaining
infrequent.

For instance, African American singers from

Wiley College refused to give a radio concert when
segregationists forced the singers to use the back stairs
of a hotel.

Civil rights activists urged black Texans to
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organize.

Individual efforts often failed to materialize

or make a sufficient statement. The Houston Informer told
its readers, but organizations could legitimately challenge
the enemies of "democracy and Americanism." 39
The organizations that came into being in the twentieth
century adamantly struggled for the rights of black citizens.
A conference of citizens interested in ending racial discrimination met at Niagara, New York, in 1908.

W. E. B. DuBois

stated that.
We claim for ourselves every right that belongs
to a free-born American--political, civil, and
social—and until we get these rights, we shall
never cease to protest and assail the ears of
America with the story of its shameful deeds toward
us.
DuBois and other reformers of the Niagara movement organized
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) in 1909 with similar goals.^^

Chapters of

the organization developed across the nation, eventually
including Texas.
The NAACP became the most prominent civil rights
organization to appear in Texas.

El Paso organized the

first Texas NAACP chapter in 1915, and by 1919 Texas led
the national NAACP with 7,046 members and thirty-one
branches.

Events such as the beating of John Shillady,

the national secretary of the NAACP, in Austin, the
reappearance of the Ku Klux Klan, and financial problems

/
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retarded the growth of the association, however, and sent
it into a dormant state until the late 1930s.'^
Antonio Maceo Smith played an influential role in
reorganizing the NAACP into a viable force in Texas.

Smith

aided in the creation of new branches and the revitalization
of old ones.

NAACP members established a State Conference

to coordinate the activities of the branches.

At the first

convention of the conference held in Dallas in 1937 the
delegates resolved to struggle against the Democratic white
primary and for greater educational opportunities.

The

convention of 1940 saw the maturing of the State Conference
and the NAACP, as the delegates vowed to fight all forms
of segregation during the next decade.

After attending

the meeting Thurgood Marshall proclaimed that "this Texas
group will really go to town" and that black Texans were
"not afraid to fight for their rights."

Black ministers

also became involved in the struggle as many served as
officers of the state NAACP.

Reverend A. A. Lucas of

Houston, who became the state president of the association
from 1940 to 1942, believed that "prayer without action
isn't worth a dip of Scott's snuff."
The NAACP in Texas stepped up the fight, challenging
the white primary during the early forties.

W. J. Durham,

the Texas Resident Counsel for the association, argued that
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Dr. Lonnie Smith of Houston had been denied participation
in an election.

Since the election included candidates

for national office the denial of Smith represented a
violation of the Fifteenth Amendment.

A recent Supreme

Court decision identifying federal control over primaries
as legal encouraged the NAACP. The association brought the
case of Smith v. Allwright in front of the United States
District Court for the Southern District of Texas.

As the

NAACP expected, the district court and the court of appeals
upheld the exclusion of blacks saying the primaries
represented Democratic party affairs to be regulated by
the party.
on the case.

The NAACP asked for the Supreme Court to rule
After arguments by Durham, Marshall, and

William H. Hastie, the chairman of the NAACP National League
Committee, the Supreme Court ruled the white primary
unconstitutional in 1944. 43
Texas-based groups also joined the struggle for civil
rights.

The Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce formed in

1926 as a self-help organization.

But the chamber did not

represent a return to the earlier self-help organization
that accepted the status quo.

The chamber campaigned for

the employment of blacks in the Dallas postal service and
police department.

The first black Dallas postal employees

appeared in 1942 after a long struggle, which included a
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telegram sent to President Franklin Delano Roosevelt.

The

Dallas Police Department employed two African American
veterans of World War II in 1947, despite the 1937 warning
by ex-Governor Oscar Colquitt that the hiring of black
policemen would pave the way to social equality and result
in racial violence.

The chamber not only aided African

Americans by giving them dignified employment but also
developed low-income rental housing.^^
Although the chamber viewed economic advancement as
an important element in the struggle for rights, the members
also labored for political rights.

They engaged in a house-

to-house campaign to urge African Americans to pay their
poll tax.

The chamber also presented petitions to Dallas

and Dallas County governments citing the necessity of paved
and lighted streets and modern sewage systems for African
American neighborhoods.

As similar chambers spread into

other African American communities of Texas, the Texas Negro
Chamber of Commerce appeared in 1936 to oversee and
45
coordinate the individual chambers.^
Other black community groups formed to seek political
participation.

The Progressive Voters League organized

in Austin to struggle for constitutional rights and the
promise of democracy for black Texans.

The league urged

African Americans to pay their poll tax and not allow
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"apathy, indifference, moral cowardice or fear" to stop
them from enjoying the privilege of voting.

Some black

Texans remained indifferent to voting because of their
exclusion from the all-white Democratic primary.

They

believed their votes to be irrelevant since the Democratic
primary often presented a final mandate on the outcome of
an election.

The Independent Voters League, organized in

Waco during 1928, also strove for the ballot and urged blacks
to participate in general elections.

The Informer

editorialized that gaining the ballot took precedence over
"the fight for the rights and privileges of citizenship."
The editorial added that once qualified by the right to
vote African Americans would be in a position to struggle
for other rights.^

Blacks also spoke out against the

corrupt system that kept them oppressed.
World War II stimulated a desire for change among black
Texans as had World War I.

The black press continued to

play an important role in the development of race
consciousness.

Although African American papers urged their

readers to support the war, the editors also pointed out
the contradictions of fighting racism in Europe while it
survived in the United States.

Black Texans rallied around

the press's call for a double victory of democracy.
should be defeated at home as well as abroad.

Racism

The Informer
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announced that the African American community would join
the war effort but would accept no less than the right to
vote, the end of police brutality, and educational and
economic equality in return.

Black Texans called for a

wartime emergency conference in Austin during June of 1942
to discuss the victory of democracy for African Americans
as well as whites.

An example of individual protest appeared

at Camp Hood when Lieutenant Jackie Robinson refused to
be segregated on a military bus.

After the war The Informer

declared that black Texans would no longer listen to
arguments urging patience in their quest for civil rights.
The racial consciousness generated by the war pushed the
membership of the state NAACP to 23,000 by 1945."^"^
The struggle for civil rights continued to place the
main emphasis on equality rather than integration.

One

of the many letters received by Houston Electric Bus company
protesting the seating system on buses complained against
the encroachment of whites on seats reserved for African
Americans.

After the war, however, the struggle for civil

rights advanced faster than some black leaders believed
wise, and some of the solidarity black Texans exhibited
during the fight against the white primary disappeared.
In 1945 the NAACP and other Texas civil rights
organizations readied themselves to challenge segregation
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in professional education.

The attempt by Heman Sweatt

to become the first black student to attend the University
of Texas law school raised the question of priority between
equality and integration.

When Heman Sweatt, under the

guidance of the NAACP, sought admittance to the law school.
Judge Roy C. Archer ordered the state to build an equal
facility for African Americans or allow Sweatt to enter
the all-white university.
alternative.

White leaders chose the first

The majority of black leaders opposed the

hastily created law school in Houston as unequal.

The

institution closed in 1947 for a lack of applicants, but
the University of Texas established another black law school
and later moved the school to Houston.

Although three

students did enroll, Sweatt refused to attend because of
the new school's inequality compared to its white
counterpart.

The NAACP successfully continued its struggle

to integrate the law school at the University of Texas.
The Supreme Court ruled in the case of Sweatt v. Painter
that exclusion based on race violated the Fourteenth
Amendment.

Sweatt entered the law school in September of

1950.^^
Yet the Sweatt case created dissension within the
ranks of black leaders.

African Americans with ties to

black institutions of higher learning in the state wanted
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a law school equal to all others, even though segregated.
They viewed integration as a threat to the establishment
of an equal black law school.

Carter Wesley emerged as

the spokesman for this group.

Wesley even planned, but

never realized, a group that would emphasize "separate but
equal."

The NAACP, on the other hand, strove for

integration.

As early as 1937 the group announced its

intention "to begin the fight to get Negroes admitted to
the University of Texas."

Henry Bullock penned an editorial

in 1946 stating that both factions sought the same goal
of equality and should "work in concert."

Neil Sapper argued

that the rift between leaders destroyed the solidarity among
black Texans in the field of civil rights and halted any
further advances.

Yet Michael Gillette found that a "flurry"

of civil rights litigation

appeared in Texas between 1946

and 1956.^^
The philosophy of protest against Jim Crow began to
gain ground in the 1920s.

Yet protest had never been

completely absent from the black community.

Even in the

antebellum period instances of slave revolts and slaves
escaping to Mexico symbolized the unwillingness of black
Texans to live under an unjust system.^51

Although African

Americans faced a harsh system of segregation and oppression
after the Civil War, they never accepted second class
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citizenship.

Accommodation appeared as the dominant reaction

of the black community in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.

Many blacks accepted accommodation

believing it to be the best alternative under the circumstances of their times.
out on some occasions.

Nevertheless, protest did ring

More voices began to speak out

against Jim Crow in the decade following World War I.
Education, racial pride, better incomes, migration to the
cities, and civil rights organizations aided the evolution
of the protest philosophy.
While the African American community agreed on the
necessity for civil and political rights, leaders favored
a variety of strategies to secure these rights.
Accommodationists stressed patience and cooperation with
sympathetic whites as the best method to obtain the
rights of citizenship.

Protest leaders believed African

Americans should stand up for their rights.
those advocating protest also appeared.

A split among

Should the goal

of the movement be true equality, although separate, or
through integration?

Would it be wise for African American

leaders to stir up the controversy of social equality?
Integration raised the white fear that black men desired
white women.

For example, Heman Sweatt had to assure whites
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he did not wish to attend the University of Texas law school
52
to find a wife.
The African American community made some important
advances in securing their rights before 1950, although
much remained to be accomplished.
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CHAPTER IV
DESEGREGATION OF PUBLICLY OWNED PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATIONS, 1950-1959

By the middle of the twentieth century, the pursuit
of civil rights became a significant element in the life
of African Americans.

A combination of various factors

in the post-World War II period created the impetus to turn
the pursuit into a movement.

Texas participated in the

growth and maturity of the movement during the 1950s.

The

National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) played an influential role in sowing the seeds for
creation of the movement in the late 1940s and early 1950s.
The association became a major organization in the primary
harvest.

While actively pursuing public school desegregation

after the Sweatt decision in 1950 and the Brown decision
in 1954, the state's local branches of the NAACP also
litigated against segregation in publicly owned public
accommodations.

Segregation in these facilities often

appeared in the extreme form of excluding all African
Americans.

Black Texans also struggled with Jim Crow in

public transportation throughout the 1950s.

The NAACP

initiated most of the litigation against Jim Crow.

White

reaction to the NAACP-led attacks on the status quo arose
82
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and curtailed some activities of the association.

Although

the struggle for civil rights may have been deterred in
the last years of the decade, the legal fight against
segregation represented an important period in the movement
and encouraged further civil rights activities.
The Sweatt case represented a challenge to Jim Crow
laws in higher education.

During the case the NAACP's

strategy shifted from wanting equal facilities to ending
segregation.

The United States Supreme Court decided that

even if equal in physical aspects, intangible factors, such
as the free flow of knowledge, had to be considered when
ruling on the constitutionality of segregation in education.
The Sweatt decision made the Plessy decision vulnerable.
After Sweatt, the NAACP challenged segregation in public
schools.
The African American press of Texas heralded the 1954
Supreme Court decision of Brown v. Board of Education of
Topeka, Kansas, which ended segregation in public schools.
The San Antonio Register trumpeted the decision with the
headline "J. Crow Schools Outlawed."

An editorial in The

Informer proclaimed that the decision should be "No Occasion
For Discouragement" since the South seemed to be grudgingly
accepting school desegregation.

In the summer of 1955 the

San Antonio Register reported that San Antonio became the
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first city in the South to have a desegregation plan for
its schools.

In September San Antonio integrated ninety-

two African American students.

By the fall of 1955 sixty-

five school districts, all outside of East Texas, began
school desegregation with between one and two percent of
black students in Texas attending integrated schools.
Desegregation of schools in East Texas did not appear until
3
the sixties.
Opposition from white Texans to the Brown ruling soon
appeared.

The "Moonlighters," a gang of youths from Orange,

mailed out statements asserting that "any Negro who tries
to go to a white school will find himself in a grave."
Another notice read, "The Bible teaches us that black and
red men are different from white men and it is our aim to
make sure that they respect that difference."

The Citizens

Council, a group organized in Mississippi which opposed
school desegregation, established chapters in many Texas
communities, including Harrison County, Dallas, Fort Worth,
Houston, San Antonio, Kilgore, and Gilmer, in 1955.

The

Citizens Council for Home School Rule of Houston accused
the justices of the United States Supreme Court of being
mentally ill, condemned the Department of Defense for its
personnel assignments, and accused anyone who thought all
men are created equal of being "nuts."

Since fifty-one
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percent of the white population believed Texas should
circumvent the Supreme Court ruling. Governor Allan Shivers
advised members of school boards in the summer of 1955 to
take their time on deciding if and when to desegregate.
In 1956 the governor studied information sent to him by
Governor Thomas Stanley of Virginia detailing the southern
interposition movement to maintain school segregation.
Attorney General John Ben Shepperd expressed hope that the
Supreme Court would eventually reverse the Brown decision.
Some school districts worked to improve black schools, hoping
that doing so would eliminate or at least decrease the
pressure for desegregation.^
Violent opposition also appeared.

When Harry Ridge,

the president of the NAACP in Sulphur Springs, filed suit
to have the city's schools desegregated in 1955, Ridge found
his house riddled by bullets.

City officials later

intimidated him into leaving town.

In 1956 the White

Citizens Council of Beaumont roughed up two black students
attempting to break racial barriers at Lamar Tech.

Economic

retaliation, such as firing parents who tried to place their
children in white schools, also threatened African Americans
who tried to implement the Brown decision.

An ominous hate

group reappeared in Texas during this period.

Attorney

General John Ben Shepperd reported in August of 1955 that.

although the Ku Klux Klan had attempted to organize in
twenty-two East Texas communities, the Klan's attempts had
been unsuccessful.

Four months later, however, the Klan

had a strong foothold in Texas and began denouncing the
integration movement and the NAACP as Communists and tools
of "Romish Popedom."^

The NAACP and other black Texans

readied themselves for the struggle.
The Brown decision motivated many more African Americans
to become directly involved in the civil rights struggle.
Membership in the Texas NAACP rose from 9,342 in 1953 to
16,672 following the ruling.

The NAACP state headquarters

attempted to control the branches and unify action in the
struggle against segregation.

The state conference provided

chapters with instructions for challenging segregation,
including that a branch should notify headquarters before
initiating a lawsuit so a concerted attack could be made
on Jim Crow. State leaders stressed that full integration
represented the policy of the NAACP and that chapters should
/I

not negotiate anything less.
But chapters did not always cooperate with state headquarters.

Some branches remained fiercely independent.

Chapters might start legal action before informing the state
conference.

A. Maceo Smith, executive secretary, accused

the Houston chapter of not following "authorized procedures
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of handling legal cases" when the chapter initiated a case
challenging segregation in the cafeteria of the Harris County
Courthouse.

When the Borger chapter did not file the correct

papers, U. S. Tate, NAACP Council of the Southwest Region,
wrote that branches owed "obedience and support to its State
and Regional organization."

But the San Antonio chapter

complained that the state headquarters did not cooperate
with the chapter during a desegregation case in 1954.
Although NAACP members did not always agree on specific
tactics, the association never lost sight of its main goal-7
integration.
The NAACP initiated the vast majority of civil rights
cases in the 1950s.

U. S. Tate played an important role

in coordinating most of the lawsuits challenging Jim Crow.
Tate and W. J. Durham served as the attorneys in the majority
of the NAACP's lawsuits.

The association sponsored cases

only when individuals agreed to be plaintiffs.

The group

abandoned some cases when individuals refused to partic. . 8
ipate.
Black Texans felt that the condemnation of segregation
in education as a "wrong" should be extended into other
areas of life.

A 1958 editorial in The Informer stated

that, along with educational discrimination, recreational
and institutional discrimination should be struggled against.
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The Informer had protested hotel segregation as early as
9
1952.
Yet Black Texans mainly targeted publicly owned
facilities for desegregation in the fifties.
At a special session of the NAACP executive board held
in Austin during early 1956 the association's leaders planned
strategy for a "head-on fight" challenging segregation.
U. S. Tate promised a "vigorous legal program throughout
the state" attacking segregation in public schools, municipal
and state owned public accommodations, public transportation,
public health facilities, public housing, and in seeking
an end to police brutality.

The precedent for struggling

against segregation in public recreational facilities had
been set by a November 7, 1955, United States Supreme Court
decision.

The Supreme Court at that time reversed decisions

made in the lower courts of Atlanta and New Orleans that
the doctrine of "separate but equal" still applied to public
recreation. The Supreme Court order affected public parks,
swimming pools, and public golf courses.

The NAACP announced

its "head-on fight" since much of the state had ignored
the 1955 Supreme Court decision.

Arthur DeWitty, the NAACP

publicity officer, announced that the association would
pay "specific attention to the final end of color lines
in all the state's parks."1 0 Yet the struggle for the
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desegregation of publicly funded accommodations in Texas
had begun before the national court's decision.
In 1946 a representative of an African American college,
probably Professor W. Astor Kirk of Tillotson College in
Austin, contacted the Texas State Parks Board and requested
facilities for black Texans.

The slow response of the board

caused the NAACP to test the de facto exclusion in state
parks.

Kirk, who served as president of the Austin chapter

after 1951, and three other African Americans attempted
to enter Tyler State Park.

When the park attendant refused

to admit them, W. J. Durham, who had played influential
roles in the cases against the white Democratic primary
and in the Heman Sweatt case as special counsel for the
state NAACP, filed a lawsuit in federal court asking for
equal use of the parks.

As discussed in Chapter I the

legislature hurriedly sanctioned Jim Crow in state parks
a few months after the plaintiffs brought suit.

Federal

Judge Joseph C. Hutcheson, Jr., decided that state courts
should rule on the new state law and dropped the case.
But when black Texans attempted to test the law, state
officials refused to enforce it.

Because of the inability

to find plaintiffs, the NAACP could not build a case, and
11
the segregation statute went unchallenged.
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The 1955 Supreme Court decision once again brought
the issue of access to state parks to the forefront in Texas.
In February of 1956 a delegation of black Texans, led by
representatives of the NAACP, petitioned Attorney General
Shepperd to induce state officials to repeal all laws
maintaining segregation in state parks.

The NAACP delegation

included Dallas attorneys U. S. Tate and Kenneth F. Holbert,
Corpus Christi doctor H. Boyd Hall, George J. Johnson of
Waco, J. 0. Wyatt of Amarillo, E. D. Sprott, Jr., of
Beaumont, Arthur DeWitty of Austin, John Jay Jones of
Texarkana, and L. A. Ribon of San Antonio.

The petition

pointed out that the $6,000,000 of land acquired for state
parks and the $33,000,000 spent on improvements between
1923 and 1950 "were devoted by custom, habit, and tradition
to the use and enjoyment of the white citizens of the state."
The petition went on to declare that:
With the law in the field of public recreation
so clearly stated by all of our federal courts
. there should be little doubt about the
rights of all citizens of Texas to use and enjoy
the public park facilities provided by the state
entirely free from any restrictions or restraints
based on race or color.
Tyler State Park, the park mentioned in the 1948 lawsuit,
allowed both races to enter on a segregated basis in
September of 1956.

Yet the separate facilities provided

for blacks in the park did not meet any standard of equality.
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The end to exclusion only appeared in a few parks and lasted
in most others for years.

An Informer editorial in 1961

lamented the exclusion of African Americans from nearly
all of the state parks in Texas. 1 2
The Informer editorialized that perhaps African
Americans should not accept segregation in public facilities,
such as state parks, even if the state announced its
intention to close the facilities rather than desegregate.
The state "should be pressed to the point of deciding whether
or not it would close all of its public facilities, rather
than let them be enjoyed by Negroes."

Whites could then

determine if they preferred having no facilities or
integrated facilities.

This method, the editorial continued,
1 "^
could also be applied to privately owned public facilities. "
Black Texans, in conjunction with the NAACP, also
challenged segregation and exclusion in city parks as well

as state parks.

By 1948 African American residents of

Houston had only been allowed on municipal golf courses
as caddies, or when they played in all-black tournaments
during Juneteenth celebrations.

Black leaders of Houston

asked for a municipal golf course in the summer of 1948.
Mayor Oscar Holcombe, a former member of the Ku Klux Klan,
made a public appeal to give African Americans a municipal
golf course.

Although nothing came of the appeal, three
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hundred African American golfers organized the Clinton Park
Country Club to give them an outlet for playing golf.

But

blacks still wanted the use of municipal parks that they
deserved as tax-paying citizens.

On January 25, 1950, A.

W. Beal, a doctor, led four other black residents of Houston
in filing a suit against the city for denying them access
to all municipally owned golf courses.

Durham along with

Herman Wright and Arthur J. Madell of Houston acted as legal
counsel for the plaintiffs.

The federal district court

heard the case, and Judge Thomas M. Kennerly found the parks
provided for the races to be substantially equal.

He added

that he did not "think the failure to provide golf courses
in parks used by negroes is, either as matter of law or
fact, a discrimination against negroes." 1 4
The plaintiffs appealed and the Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals ruled in 1951 that the municipal courses should
be opened to African Americans on a segregated basis.

The

circuit court held that segregation where each race received
equal facilities did not violate the Fourteenth Amendment.
Although the city of Houston appealed, the Supreme Court
refused to reopen the case and upheld the ruling of the
circuit court.

Still the city delayed opening courses to

African Americans.

Sid Hilliard, a black political figure

and member of the Harris County Council of Organizations

9.
(HCCO), appeared before the city council in May of 1954
urging acceptance of the court's ruling, but the council
refused.

Yet the next month Mayor Roy Hofheinz and City

Attorney Will Sears advised the city council not to continue
the court battle.

They also argued that the golf courses

should be integrated instead of building a separate course
for African Americans to avoid the expense.

The eight city

councilmen, along with Hofheinz, voted unanimously on June
2, 1954, to end exclusion of African Americans in Houston's
three municipal golf courses, including locker rooms and
lunch counters.

Hofheinz refused a motion to desegregate

all municipal parks, however, saying that black Houstonians
had adequate parks and that the federal court ruling only
applied to the three golf courses. 1 5
A few hours after the city council announced its
desegregation decision, Charles Washington became the first
black Houstonian to tee off on a municipally owned golf
course.

After the game, he ate in the cafe at Memorial

Park joined by the golf pro at the course.

Dr. Beal also

played a round of golf at Hermann Park later that afternoon.
Jack Speer, the city director of golf, greeted the black
16
golfers at Hermann Park.
Another major Texas city desegregated its municipal
golf courses, while maintaining segregation in its other

parks.

Dallas lifted the racial bars in its golf courses

in 1953.

Playgrounds and swimming pools remained separated

by race, however, until June of I963.

17

The NAACP also

challenged segregation in playgrounds.
One of the earliest court decisions favoring total
desegregation of a city park appeared in 1955.

B. T. Fayson,

William Narcisse and four other black residents of Beaumont
brought a request before the city council asking for the
desegregation of Central and Tyrrell parks, the city's
recreational facilities, in June of 1954.

City officials

replied by issuing an administrative order saying "custom
and usage" called for segregation in the parks.

The six

African American citizens filed suit in federal district
court against Mayor Elmo Beard and other city officials
calling for the opening of the parks.

Judge Lamar Cecil

heard the case, and he overruled the city attorney's argument
that the Brown decision did not end segregation in public
parks.

City officials agreed to end exclusion in the parks

but asked for "reasonable regulations," such as the
maintenance of segregation.

Judge Cecil ruled separate

recreational facilities unconstitutional, even if equal
in physical properties.

He cited the Brown decision when

referring to the "intangible or psychological factors" of
segregation.

Cecil argued that the feelings of inferiority

9:
black children might have as a result of being segregated
from schools solely based on race carried over into
recreational facilities.

On September 7, 1955, two months

before the Supreme Court decision calling for the total
desegregation of public parks, Cecil ordered that African
Americans be given "free, unconditional, and unrestricted
use and enjoyment of city parks."

The decision represented

the first in the Fifth Circuit and one of the first in the
nation to eliminate totally all forms of segregation in
public recreation facilities.
Although the desegregation of municipal parks won
gradual acceptance, desegregation of other public facilities
caused more controversy.

At the beginning of the summer

in 1954 the San Antonio branch of the NAACP presented the
city council with petitions asking for unrestricted use
of municipal golf courses, tennis courts, and swimming pools.
The city had not totally excluded African Americans from
these facilities, for they could play golf on one municipal
course two days a week and hold tennis tournaments on
municipal courts.

African Americans also received the use

of one municipally owned pool on a segregated basis.
After weeks of inaction by the council on the
petitions, African Americans forced the issue through direct
action.

In late June five black residents appeared at the
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segregated Woodlawn municipal pool and ignored warnings
that they could not enter.

They declared that no law existed

in San Antonio banning African Americans from swimming in
any municipal pool and swam in the de facto segregated pool,
although the attendant refused to accept their fees.

The

life guard ordered the white swimmers out of the pool, but
the black swimmers left the pool only after a police officer
arrived and recorded their names.

After a conference between

City Manager Ralph Winton, Parks Director Alvin Schmidt,
and Mrs. Lon Hamilton, recreation supervisor, the trio
ordered all pools closed for "repairs and cleaning."

A

charred cross appeared in front of the swimming pool the
next morning. 1 9
Mayor Pro Tem R. L. Lester called a special meeting
of the city council on Saturday morning.

Manager Winton

recommended that an ordinance be passed requiring exclusion
at city pools while ending any kind of segregation at golf
courses and tennis courts.

When Councilman Henry Gonzales

announced his opposition to segregating the pool, segregationist Councilman John Shearer physically tackled
Gonzales.

Shearer threatened to quit the council if the

city allowed African Americans to use Woodlawn pool, even
on a segregated basis, and stormed out of the meeting,
followed by Councilman Ralph Easley.

After the restoration
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of order, Gonzales stated that "as a member of a minority
group, I would be unfair to myself, my family, and the other
groups which suffer the oppression of a segregation policy"
if he voted for the segregation ordinance. PO
Nine members of the local chapter of the NAACP attended
the council meeting and seven gave remarks prior to the
vote.

Emerson Marcee called the passing of the ordinance

unconstitutional and added, "You [the council] are now
destroying the good will that has already existed, and [are]
attempting to go over the law of the nation by enforcing
segregation instead of integration."

Manager Winton stated

that he knew the case would be taken to higher courts and
that only the order of a higher court would cause him to
sanction mixing of the races in the pools.

A period of

"transition or education" should occur before the pools
could be opened to all citizens, he added.

Winton feared

opening the pools would lead to trouble between the races.
The segregation ordinance passed by a vote of five to two
with the dissenting votes coming from Gonzales and Emil
0. Scherlen. The ordinance excluded blacks from nine swimming
pools while restricting them to two. P1
The San Antonio chapter of the NAACP met the following
day, Sunday, in the Second Baptist Church to develop a
strategy for having the Jim Crow swimming pool ordinance
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declared unconstitutional.

In a telephone conversation

U. S. Tate directed Harry V. Burns, president of the chapter,
to have members try to enter a segregated pool.

When the

attendant refused entrance to a member, the association
would have a complaint to file a lawsuit against the city
upon.

Reverend John C. Gage, John Luke, and Douglas Byars

attempted to enter a pool in August of 1954.

The attendant

directed them to a pool "for you all to swim in."

The NAACP

now had an incident on which to challenge segregation.
In March of 1955 the NAACP filed the suit Byars v. White
in the United States District Court.

City officials argued

that segregation ordinances should be ruled constitutional
and that racial mixing in pools would lead to violence.
The situation changed when Gonzales led a campaign in the
council to repeal the segregation ordinance, liberals on
the race question gained a majority on the council, and
the United States Supreme Court decision ordered the
desegregation of all public recreation facilities.

On March

22, 1956, two months before a scheduled hearing in federal
district court, the city council unanimously repealed the
swimming pool ordinance and enacted an ordinance opening
all municipally-owned facilities.

22

As shown by the San Antonio case, swimming pools
remained one of the most difficult municipal facilities
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to desegregate.

White Texans opposed mixing in swimming

pools more than any other accommodation.

Opponents to

desegregation of pools argued that "The taboo against interracial swimming is strong, involving as it does, the
exposures of large parts of the body and erotic associations
..."

Many cities went to great lengths to maintain

segregation in some form.

When the NAACP of Fort Worth

asked the city to desegregate its pools in the spring of
1956, the city voted to close the pools to all swimmers
rather than desegregate.

Fort Worth hoped black residents

would settle for a new pool reserved for their use.
Customary segregation of pools remained strong.

After a

pool attendant at Barton Springs in Austin refused entrance
to two black swimmers, the city ordered that tickets not
be sold to African Americans, but if black patrons insisted
on entering, they could swim for free.

In this way Austin

could show a segregated face to the public while giving
up enough to insure that the city would not be attacked
on the issue.

Yet a few cities voluntarily desegregated

municipal pools.

Swayed by arguments of the local NAACP,

Corpus Christi integrated its newly built pool in May of
1956, despite protests from the local White Citizen's
Council.^

The East Texas city of Marshall turned to the

private sector, however, to maintain exclusion.
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In Marshall only one swimming pool existed, which
excluded African Americans.

Black citizens had been asking

the city council for a swimming pool since 1955.

Mayor

Charles Spangler told black residents to raise $10,000 for
construction, and the city would pay the rest.

Since such

an amount could not be easily raised, African Americans
asked that days be set aside so they could use the pool
on a segregated basis.

But the city refused the request.

On June 4, 1957, Titus Edwards and several students attending
an all-black college in Marshall asked to swim in the pool.
The attendant refused citing, the lack of room.

Edwards

retained the services of W. J. Durham who, with U. S. Tate,
filed a lawsuit against the mayor and the city commissioners
of Marshall requesting that the city be enjoined from
operating the pool on a segregated basis.

Judge Lamar Cecil

heard the case in which city officials argued that the
elimination of segregation would lead to violence between
the races.

The court denied a temporary injunction against

the city calling for the end of segregation but scheduled
24
a hearing for November to find a permanent solution.
Previous court decisions ordering desegregation
influenced Marshall to find other ways to maintain exclusion.
A special election in August of 1957 asked voters to choose
between desegregation of the city pool and allowing the
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pool and other park properties to be sold to private
interests, thus maintaining segregation.

By a count of

1,758 to 89 voters favored selling the pool.

Out of the

900 African Americans qualified to vote only a handful did.
Fear of some form of retaliation may have kept down the
number of black voters.

In October of 1957 city com-

missioners accepted a $10,000 bid from E. N. Power, a real
estate and insurance agent, to buy the swimming pool. The
city also sold Power a community center, a bath house, and
1.9 acres of land.

Desegregation no longer appeared as

an issue as the Supreme Court had only declared "separate
but equal" illegal in places supported by public funds. 25
Exclusion of black Texans from swimming areas also
included beaches.

Four black dentists from Houston filed

suit against the Harris County Commissioners Court in the
summer of 1958 calling for an injunction desegregating Sylvan
Park Beach.

After hearing three years of testimony and

argument, Federal District Judge Joe Ingrahm ordered the
beach to be opened to African Americans in March of 1962.
Ingrahm also overruled the county's argument that the
decision applied only to the plaintiffs and not to all black
. .
26
H oustonians.
Segregation at a state-run event in a Dallas park also
came under the scrutiny of civil rights supporters.

During
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the twentieth century, the Texas State Fair held annually
in Dallas presented a Negro Achievement Day.

Although black

Texans could attend the fair on other days, entertainment
especially for African Americans and the presentation of
the National Negro Achievement Award appeared on this day.
Exhibits and shows always had been non-segregated, and
negotiations in 1953 between the Dallas Negro Chamber of
Commerce and the State Fair executive committee desegregated
the midway, except for two rides.

The fair continued to

segregate the rides Laff in the Dark and Dodge 'em Scooter
because of the potential for "physical contact with white
persons."

Many eating places connected with the fair also

refused service to African Americans.

When the possibility

of a clash over the remaining segregation at the fair
appeared, officials announced in the first week during
October of 1955 that all phases of the fair would be open
27
to everyone on every day.
A few days later the Brownwood chapter of the NAACP
denounced the Negro Achievement Day at the fair for "raising
racial barriers."

Several months before the opening of

the state fair that year the youth council of the Dallas
NAACP announced plans to picket outside the fair during
Negro Achievement Day.

Juanita Craft, the senior adviser

of the Dallas Youth Council which consisted of high school
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and college students, coordinated the plan.

The state

conference of branches sent out a memo to all youth councils
advising members not to cross the picket lines and to attend
the fair on days set aside for white students.
black Texans continued to support the event.

Yet other

Reverend C.

H. Turner of Dallas reacted to the Brownwood chapter's
statement saying the "Special day gives our people an
opportunity to gather on a state wide basis for fellowship
and cultural advancement."
the state planned to attend.

African Americans from all over
John W. Rice, the manager

of the Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce, announced that
the fair did "not practice segregation in any manner."
The chamber had paid some of the expenses of Negro
28
Achievement Day in previous years.
Evidence of continuing segregation caused the chamber
to rethink its position on the Negro Achievement Day.

After

being refused admission to a fun house concession and told
to return on Negro Achievement Day, C. B. Bunkley, Jr.,
the president of the Dallas Negro Chamber of Commerce, called
a special meeting on October 14, 1955, one day after Rice's
statement.

The chamber passed resolutions stating that

its opposition to "segregation and discrimination in any
form" made it impossible to continue support of the Negro
Achievement Day.

The chamber sent telegrams announcing
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the resolutions to the directors of the fair.

Bunkley stated

that directors had promised that all concessions, including
the two controversial rides and eating establishments, would
be desegregated after the 1953 fair, unless unpleasantness
occurred.

No unpleasantness had occurred, according to

Bunkley, and "here it is 1955 and the concessions are closed
contrary to the promise of the State Fair Board." 29
The chamber again reversed its position two days later,
after Mayor R. L. Thorton met with the group and announced
that all rides would be opened for the remainder of the
fair. "Moral and legal commitments," he explained, meant
that certain eating establishments would remain segregated
for the remainder of the 1955 fair.

But Thorton assured

the organization of negotiations with fair officials similar
to those of 1953.
of non-support.

The chamber voted to revoke the resolution

Bunkley declared "I am still against

supporting any organization that maintains a segregation
policy" and resigned from the chamber in protest. 30
The Youth Council of the Dallas NAACP passed a resolution condemning Rice's statement of support for the fair.
Members had sampled concessions for weeks and reported that
instances of segregation had occurred on at least five
occasions that year.

Although some concessions had served

the youths, members uncovered evidence that fair officials
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had warned concessionaires to "be nice to them [Youth
Council]."
action.

The Youth Council readied for its planned direct

Members of the council appeared at the gates of

the fair at 7:00 a.m. on Negro Achievement Day.

They

attempted to dissuade visitors from entering the fair as
members passed out handbills declaring that a visit to the
fair on any other day would result in "humiliation and
disgrace."

The picketers carried signs that read, "Don't

Sell Your Pride for a Segregated Ride-Stay Out," "Racial
Segregation is Un-Clean, Un-American, and Un-Moral-Stay
Out," and "This is Negro Agrievement Day at the Fair-Keep
Out."

When Youth Council members tired, cab drivers and

construction workers took turns at carrying the pickets.
A parade made up of African American students released from
school for the day to attend the fair marched to the fair
grounds where a number of the students broke ranks and joined
the picketers.

Many high school and college marching bands

also refused to enter the fairgrounds.

Although many people

turned away, a larger number of patrons continued past the
picketers into the fair.

U. S. Tate attempted to win

permission for picketers to enter the fair, but fair
officials would not allow the placards on the grounds.
Despite the picketing attendance on Negro Achievement Day
went up from 178,068 in 1954 to 181,725 in 1955.

One reason
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for the large crowd might have been because of the lack
of adequate forewarning to African Americans across the
state.
On October 22 the state conference of the NAACP passed
a resolution opposing the "continued participation of
churches, schools, and other community groups" at Negro
Achievement Day.

The Dallas Youth Council won the ire of

the Texas Citizens Council as the group condemned the
picketing of the fair a few days later.

The Dallas school

board also showed opposition by announcing that students
who had participated in the picket line would not be allowed
to graduate with honors.

The action of the students did
win praise from the national NAACP. 32
In August of 1956 Juanita Craft announced a proposed
state-wide boycott of the State Fair for that year.

She

hoped an early announcement would allow black Texans time
to plan to join the boycott.

Craft urged Dallas Youth

Council members to go to African American churches,
organizations, and homes to discourage attendance.

They

also planned to ask parents of members to supply food for
the marchers.

Edwin C. Washington, Jr., the executive

secretary of the state NAACP, sent out a memo to all Texas
branches citing a resolution calling for "moral and financial
assistance. . . to defeat the spirit and purpose of Negro

10"
Achievement Day at the Texas State Fair in 1956."

But the

Youth Council canceled plans for picketing because of the
state's litigation against the NAACP.

Craft expressed her

belief that "common sense will take care of the matter
[discrimination at the fair]."
But certain concessions remained segregated and the
Youth Council continued the campaign.

In October of 1957

the council mailed 1,000 letters to African American leaders
around the state urging a boycott of Negro Achievement Day.
The council recognized the prominence of black ministers
and asked them to advise their congregations to join the
boycott.

The Youth Council sponsored a picnic and dance

to compete with Negro Achievement Day.

The price of

admission consisted of the ticket issued to black students
to attend the fair on Achievement Day.

Picnickers wore

ribbons branding Achievement Day as an "insult."

Direct

action again appeared at the fair as members of the NAACP,
including adults, and other interested citizens picketed
the fair in I960.

Some African American ministers urged

their congregations to stay away from the fair.

The fair

finally completed desegregation when Dallas opened all its
parks in 1963.^^
Other examples of food facilities remaining segregated
in desegregated surroundings occurred in Houston.

The Harris
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County commissioners leased W. F. Derrington the cafe serving
the Harris County courthouse beginning in June of 1953.
Derrington excluded African Americans from the cafe. On
August 27, 1955, Francis Williams, attorney and president
of the Houston NAACP, along with three other representatives
of the NAACP, appeared at the cafe.
to serve them.

Derrington refused

The NAACP filed suit against Harris County

in Federal District Court.

Judge Ben Connally ruled on

December 20, 1955, that since public tax dollars supported
the courthouse the cafe could not be run as a private
establishment, as the county had argued, where the
restaurateur could decide whom to serve.

Connally ordered

that the cafe had to provide "comparable and substantially
equal" food services for both races.

Connally gave Harris

County ninety days to comply with the court order of
"separate but equal" and ordered that the lease not be
renewed unless the cafeteria complied. 35
On April 10, 1956, Connally signed the order directing
the cafe to be opened, but Derrington had made no provisions
for African American patrons.

That afternoon Williams

announced that a delegation would test the ruling by
attempting to obtain service the next day.

J. M. Wren,

an officer of the Texas White Citizens Council and a 1950
candidate for governor of Texas who ran on a platform of
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segregation, waited in the cafe with nearly 100 other
spectators.

When Williams and four other members of the

NAACP appeared at the basement entrance of the cafe. Wren
shouted, "If the court won't stop you, we will" and attacked
M. W. Plummer, an attorney for the NAACP.

After he threw

several punches, the spectators restrained Wren.
declared, "We don't want Negroes in the cafeteria.
got to have a riot, let's have it."
assault charges against Wren.

Wren
If we've

Plummer filed simple

Wren received an acquittal

after several witnesses testified he did not strike Plummer,
although television coverage appeared to show that Wren
did make contact with Plummer's cheek.

The cafeteria case

created some animosity between the Houston chapter and
state headquarters.

U. S. Tate wrote Williams that the

announcement before entering the cafeteria represented "bad
strategy."

The state conference also objected that Williams

introduced the case as an NAACP case without the prior
36
knowledge of state headquarters.
Judge Connally suspended his ruling ordering the cafe
to be desegregated in response to a motion filed by William
H. Scott, Jr., attorney for Derrington and Harris County.
Scott asked that the case be reviewed by a higher federal
court.

Henry A. Doyle, an NAACP attorney, argued before

the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals that "We pay our taxes
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there, serve on juries there, practice law there, but have
to go out of the building for a cup of coffee."

On December

19, 1956, the court upheld Connally's desegregation injunction.

Derrington asked for and received a thirty-day

stay of the injunction in January of 1957 so the case could
be appealed to the United States Supreme Court.-^
The attorneys for Derrington and Harris County contended that their appeal did not attack the principle of
desegregation, but they argued that integration would damage
the cafe's business as black patrons would drive other
customers away.

The appeal also stated that the federal

judiciary should not have control over private institutions.
County officials argued that although located in a public
building the cafe represented a private institution since
it had been leased to a private citizen.

The Supreme Court

denied the appeal and affirmed the injunction.

Rather than

comply with the order of the highest court in the land,
however, Harris County closed the cafe, canceled Derrington's
lease, and reopened the cafe as a private, segregated club.
The cafe remained private and segregated until 1962 when
Mayor Lewis Cutrer ordered racial barriers to be removed
in all public buildings.

Jim Crow signs had been removed

from rest rooms in the courthouse two years before the
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order.-^

Other desegregated public facilities in Houston

had segregated restaurants.
In 1949 the Houston NAACP petitioned the airlines and
the city to end segregation in airports.
existed at Hobby Airport.

Strict segregation

Jim Crow confined black travelers

to a small space when waiting to change planes.
separating the races littered the walls.

Signs

The Houston chapter

of the NAACP sent letters to the city government and the
Civil Aeronautics Administration (CAA) protesting the segregation.

When the city asked for federal funds to build

a new airport, the CAA refused citing the segregation in
Hobby Airport.

Rather than desegregate the new airport

Houston attempted to pass a bond to build the facility.
Then the city would not need to follow federal rules.
The NAACP sent thousands of letters to Houston citizens
urging voters to oppose the bond, and the airport bond
failed.

The NAACP met with the newly elected Mayor Roy

Hofheinz, who had received a good deal of African American
support.

Hofheinz began to phase out segregation in the

plans for the new airport.^^

Yet segregation still existed

in the airport.
The private proprietor who leased the restaurant serving
the airport ran it as a segregated establishment.

On a

trip from Washington, D. C , to Mexico in August of 1955
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the Indian ambassador to the United States, G. L. Mehita,
and his secretary stopped over at the International Airport.
The manager asked them to leave the main dining room of
the Horizon House and eat in a small dining room reserved
for special guests.

The room also served as the separate

accommodation provided for African Americans.

The following

day many papers, based on the statement of an eye-witness,
reported the incident as segregation against the dark-skinned
Indians.

The manager of the restaurant argued that she

had treated the ambassador as a V. I. P., however, and the
ambassador stated that he did not feel discriminated against
at the time.
The incident at the Houston airport created an
international stir.

A report of the act appeared on the

front page of the London daily papers.

United States

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles offered an apology
to the Indian government for the treatment of the ambassador
and urged the federal government to end discrimination in
all facilities connected with interstate travel.

Mayor

Hofheinz also sent a telegram of apology to the ambassador
stating that "Houstonians don't discriminate against anyone
or any race."

Despite such explanations, the incident did

place an international spotlight on segregation in Texas.
An aide to the mayor admitted that two other instances of
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segregation had occurred at the restaurant.

African

Americans continued to report cases of segregation at the
restaurant.

An editorial in The Dallas Express lamented

a system which apologized to a foreign diplomat for
segregation but allowed American citizens to suffer under
the yoke of discrimination.

Later in that year a federal
court ordered the restaurant to be desegregated. 41 Other

means of transportation also began to desegregate in the
fifties.
Railroads in Texas also went through drastic changes
in the area of civil rights during the fifties.

The United

States Supreme Court ruled in the 1950 case of Henderson
V. United States that segregation in railroads violated
the section of the Interstate Commerce Act which outlawed
subjecting a person "to any undue or unreasonable prejudice
or disadvantage in any respect." Yet de facto segregation
continued in Texas as an African American traveler in 1955
reported that railroad officials often assigned blacks and
whites to separate cars.

Signs designating separate waiting

rooms for the races remained in Houston.

When a Wichita

Falls police officer assaulted Dr. A. L. Roark in an attempt
to enforce segregation at the waiting room of the Houston
Belt and Terminal Company in 1955, United States District
42
Judge Joseph Dooley awarded Roark $500 in damages.^
Jim

1U
Crow also rode on other forms of public transportation in
Texas.
Buses in Texas remained segregated during the early
fifties.

An incident over racial seating occurred on an

Austin bus in November of 1955.

When Howellen Taylor and

her two-year-old child boarded a bus in Austin, they were
hounded by the driver to go to the back of the bus where
"your kind of people belong."

The bus driver stopped the

bus and called the police after Taylor refused to move.
Five policemen arrived on the scene to arrest Taylor, v;ho
received a fine of $25 for violating the Jim Crow law.^' 3
Another disturbance over seating occurred on a Houston
bus in 1955.

A black student boarded a bus and, finding

no empty seats at the rear of the bus but seeing some empty
seats near the front, asked a white man to move to a front
seat so she (the student) could have his.
respond, she sat next to him.

When he did not

He pushed her off the seat,

and a short melee ensued when she hit him with her books.
Other riders on Texas buses, however, did not object as
strongly to integrated rides.

Ola Mae Lacy sat on a Dallas

bus beside a white woman, who did not object.

C. W.

Stephens, a security guard employed by the Dallas Railway
and Terminal Company, ordered Lacy to the rear.
than move, Lacy left the bus.

Rather

Stephens followed her, seized
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her, and called the police.

On November 29, 1954, the

district court in Dallas awarded Lacy a $1,500 judgment
for the assault.

When enforcing segregated seating, Dallas

police did not take the initiative but responded to
complaints made by bus operators.
The United States Supreme Court affirmed the decision
outlawing segregation on buses in the Fleming v. South
Carolina Electric and Gas Co. on April 23, 1956.

Sam P.

Buford, attorney for the Dallas Transit Company, announced
two days later that the company would comply with the highest
court in the land and eliminate Jim Crow from its 530 buses.
The same day, however. Attorney General Shepperd denounced
the abandonment of segregation as "premature."

He added,

"It appears that a militant and noisy minority organization
[NAACP] has sold a bill of goods to the people. ""^^
Opposition to desegregation did appear.

In July thirty

members of the Texas White Citizens Council demanded that
the Dallas City Council enforce segregation on buses.

Addie

B. Frazier of the Citizens Council argued that African
Americans created disorder on the buses.

She added that

the Supreme Court decision did not affect the Texas segregation law and ironically asked the city council, "Are you
gentlemen going to sit there under the seal of the United
States and the seal of the State of Texas and refuse to
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enforce the law?"

Two Dallas men filed suit against the

Dallas Transit Company demanding that segregation be reinstated on the buses.
lead to violence.

They argued that desegregation would

The Federal District Court refused to

hear the case.
Many major Texas cities joined Dallas in removing the
"colored section" signs from city buses.

The Greyhound

Bus Company instructed its drivers to ask African Americans
to sit in the rear, but reported that black riders "are
left alone if they don't want to move."
that it would continue segregation.

Fort Worth announced

Austin's position on

bus seating remained somewhat ambiguous.

Police Captain

R. A. Miles announced that segregation laws remained in
effect but that the police would only enforce the laws if
asked by bus drivers.

In 1956 the Austin NAACP accused

city officials of avoiding a challenge to segregation by
dismissing the case of an African American who had refused
47
to sit at the rear of the bus.^
Segregation on Houston buses had not been strictly
enforced since 1954, a representative of the Houston Transit
Company announced.

After the Supreme Court decision

outlawing segregation on buses, Houston city officials stated
that signs restricting seating would be removed.
drivers did not always agree with the decision.

But bus
Three weeks
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after the Supreme Court decision a bus driver ordered black
riders to surrender their seats to whites and move to the
back.

When the African Americans refused, the driver stopped

the bus.

He got out of the bus and sat under a tree for

an hour until the police came and arrested two women for
"disturbing the peace."
The Houston bus system gradually and peacefully desegregated until a stabbing incident once again stirred
controversy.

A sixteen-year-old white boy and rural resident

of East Texas near Cleveland, David Wilson Taylor, visited
Houston in January of 1958.

On a bus Taylor told a black

woman she could not sit with him because he was a white
person.

Taylor slapped a black girl who sat with him and

a fight ensued in which Taylor suffered a knife wound.
Violence flared in African American communities following
the incident as white hoodlums randomly attacked blacks.
Two shooting incidents left one man wounded.

Although legal

segregation had fallen in the buses, customary segregation
continued as the majority of black Texans sat near the rear
in buses for the remainder of the fifties.

Violence or

the threat of violence must have had some influence on the
seating arrangements."^

Other attempts to intimidate civil

rights supporters also appeared.
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Segregationists resented the civil rights activities
of the NAACP.

In November of 1955 the Citizen's Council

had asked Attorney General Shepperd to investigate the
"communistic relationships" in the NAACP.

Shepperd had

closely followed the attacks on the association in Louisiana
and Florida.

The attorney general rejected charging the

NAACP with Communist ties but initiated a case against the
• +•

n
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association a year later.
Opposition to the NAACP reached a peak in the fall
of 1956 during the attempt to integrate schools in the
Northeast Texas town of Mansfield.

Mansfield did not provide

a high school for black students, so they had to make the
fourteen mile trek to Fort Worth by public bus to attend
a school set aside for African Americans.

Clifford Davis,

a lawyer from Fort Worth, and the NAACP petitioned the
Mansfield school board in July of 1955 to desegregate the
high school.

In the fall the high school denied the attempt

of three African American students to enroll. The Fifth
Circuit Court of Appeals overruled the decision of a lower
court, however, and ordered that the students be admitted
the next school year.

A mob of segregationists formed

outside of the high school during the fall registration
of 1956 to prevent the black students from registering.
Governor Shivers labeled the NAACP "paid agitators" and
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blamed them for causing the racial tensions which occurred
in Mansfield.

East Texas legislators and white voters urged

the governor to call a special session to discuss the passage
of legislation outlawing the NAACP.

East Texans had the

example of two southern states, Alabama and Louisiana, which
had obtained injunctions halting activities of the
association in these states.

Although Governor Shivers

did not call a special session. Attorney General Shepperd
began an intense investigation of the state NAACP. 51
Shepperd invoked the corporate visitation power, which
allowed the attorney general to study the records of any
corporation doing business in Texas, to justify the raids
on NAACP offices and homes of officials.

Shepperd submitted

the confiscated documents to a state district court in Tyler.
The hearing for a temporary injunction against the NAACP
began on September 28, 1956.

For nearly a month Judge Otis

T. Dunagan listened while Shepperd accused the NAACP of
being an illegal profit-making corporation, of forcing
unwilling African Americans into bringing lawsuits against
state institutions, and of illegal political activity.
NAACP attorneys, including Thurgood Marshall and W. J.
Durham, argued that the association had only attempted to
further American democracy.

But Dunagan ruled the NAACP

to be a foreign corporation that had illegally conducted
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business in Texas because it had not paid franchise or other
taxes, had been illegally active in politics, and had created
racial tension.

The judge issued a temporary injunction

against the NAACP on October 23, 1956.

Dunagan called for

future hearings to determine the length of the ban.^
After Shepperd's term as attorney general expired on
January 1, 1957, his replacement. Will Wilson, had a great
impact on the case.

Wilson offered a compromise to Marshall

and Durham that would allow the NAACP to commence operations
in the state and maintain its nonprofit status.

In exchange

the association would pay the franchise tax, comply with
state laws, and restrict itself to charitable or educational
activities.

The attorney general also reserved the right

to examine the records of the association.

After an extended

debate within the NAACP, leaders accepted the compromise.
The ban against the NAACP lasted for seven months and
eighteen days until Judge Dunagan reinstated the association
on May 11, 1957.

But fear of further retaliation by the

state caused the NAACP to be much more cautious in pursuing
civil rights litigation during the remaining years of the
decade.

East Texas legislators, led by representatives

Reagon Huffman of Marshall and Joe Chapman of Sulphur
Springs, continued to attack the NAACP.

A law passed in

1957 required organizations "interfering" in school
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operations to register its members.

Out of fear of the

intimidation that could be utilized against its members
Texas chapters of the NAACP forwarded membership roles to
the New York headquarters.

Legal attacks on the association

kept some African Americans from joining the association.
As late as 1962 the San Antonio Register attempted to assure
its readers of the legality of joining the NAACP.

The

membership and activities of the association also declined
after I960 when the impetus of the civil rights movement
switched from litigation to direct action. 53 The activities
of the NAACP once again increased later in the 1960s,
especially in the areas of school desegregation and the
fight against economic bias.
Although the activities of the NAACP decreased in the
late fifties, other African Americans remained determined
to continue the struggle for civil rights.

In October of

1956 Reverend A. A. McCardell, a future president of the
Houston chapter of the NAACP, told a Houston audience that
African Americans would continue to contend for their rights
no matter the fate of the state's NAACP.

McCardell denounced

ministers who refused to speak out against discrimination.
He especially attacked white ministers who justified
segregation with Biblical arguments.

As had been done

at a number of other similar meetings, the audience
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contributed money for a fund to finance the struggle against
Jim Crow.
The African American press encouraged its readers to
continue support for the NAACP and the struggle for civil
rights.

The Informer ran editorials calling the support

of the association the patriotic duty of all blacks and
their "chance to invest in freedom."

The editorials

emphasized that the NAACP militantly struggled for rights
while others, such as churches, unions, and the governor,
accepted a gradual approach.

All adult blacks, a 1958

editorial stressed, should use weapons, including the ballot,
lobbying, the courts, and cooperation with moderate white
leadership, to fight segregation.

For example, The Informer

suggested that its readers contact their state senators
telling them to vote against segregation legislation.
Joining a civil rights organization represented the best
way to challenge discrimination, and every African American
had an "obligation to the future of the group [NAACP], and
the nation."

The paper also urged black Texans to join

the propaganda battle to dispel the notion that whites would
not accept desegregation and that African Americans did
not want it. 55
Despite efforts to promote unity, policy differences
between black leaders still remained.

Dr. S. M. Nabrit
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asked Governor Shivers to be the main speaker at the
inaugural ceremonies for Nabrit as president of Texas
Southern University.

Francis Williams announced that the

Houston NAACP would protest the choice of Governor Shivers
to speak "because he is an avowed enemy of integration."
The protest appeared in the form of picketing the auditorium
during Shivers's speech.

Yet many black civic leaders of

Houston opposed any protest of the speech.

They did not

want their race to be branded as opposing the executive
of the state. 56
Black Texans also found some supporters outside the
black community.

A practical alliance between African

Americans and labor had existed on the national scene since
the forties.

Yet attempts by the Texas NAACP to gain the

support of labor in the state had met with limited success.
Many union chapters in Texas continued to practice discrimination.

But national leaders aided in influencing

labor unions in the state to become more involved in the
struggle for civil rights.

In 1954 Walter P. Reuther, the

president of the national Congress of Industrial
Organizations (CIO), advocated the enactment of civil rights
legislation.

James B. Carey, the Secretary-Treasurer of

the CIO, told the 1955 convention of the Texas NAACP in
Dallas that the CIO supported the fight against race bias.
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Evidence at the state hearing against the NAACP in the fall
of 1956 linked the state American Federation of LaborCongress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) with the
association.

The AFL-CIO contributed money to the NAACP

and aided in the recruitment of members.

At the 1957 state

convention in Austin, delegates voted 301 to 151 in favor
of a resolution calling for the immediate desegregation
of schools.

The AFL-CIO set up a civil rights committee

in 1958 but continued to sidestep the issue of segregation
in some union chapters. 57
The two largest minorities in Texas also joined forces
in the struggle for civil rights.

Although Texas law

generally recognized Hispanics as white, and African
Americans accused some Hispanic leaders of disassociating
themselves from the struggle against segregation, others
played a prominent role in the movement.

Councilman Henry

Gonzales identified himself with the other minority group
on occasion.

He believed that many of the struggles of

black Texans for civil rights advanced the issue of civil
rights for all minorities.

The League of United Latin

American Citizens passed resolutions opposing the passage
of segregation laws by the Texas Legislature.
also fought the legislation.

Gonazales

As a state senator Gonzales

filibustered over twenty straight hours against the school
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closure law.

He and Senator Abram J. Kazen, Jr., of Laredo

led a filibuster that lasted thirty-six hours and included
six senators.

Because of the filibuster Gonzales received

the state NAACP's "Citizenship Award" for 1957.

The NAACP

also recognized the need to increase rights of other
minorities.

State headquarters urged the Midland chapter

to petition not only for black members to be appointed to
the advisory board to study the desegregation of the city's
CO

schools but also Hispanic members.
Church groups lobbied against segregationist legislation.

Archbishop Robert Lucy of San Antonio called on

the legislators who backed segregationist legislation to
resign.

An interfaith group consisting of Baptist,

Methodist, Lutheran, Catholic, Evangelical, and Jewish clergy
organized in Austin during 1956 to voice support for
integration.

The Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance

pledged funds to allow the NAACP to prosecute a bus
segregation case.

Some Texas churches also added black

members after much consternation and debate.

Yet the custom

of segregation remained strong in many congregations.
Following the Brown decision 330 ministers in Dallas signed
a petition opposing the integration of schools. 59
The Texas Commission on Race Relations pointed out
the existence of "a large number of white persons whose
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conscience permits them no alternative but justice, and
whose awareness of world affairs gives them an understanding
that it is in the national interest to discontinue
segregation."

Although the statement appeared somewhat

exaggerated, by 1959 white Texans had come to what Allan
Scott described as a "reluctant acceptance" of desegregation
60

of publicly owned facilities on a gradual basis.

Yet

the "reluctant acceptance" did not necessarily apply to
the desegregation of privately owned public accommodations.
An out-of-state ally aided in the desegregation of
Houston's Sam Houston Coliseum in December of I96I.

When

the basketball team of the University of California at Los
Angeles threatened to turn down an invitation to the Lion's
Club Holiday Tournament unless integrated seating appeared,
the University of Houston dropped the racial seating barrier.
Previously, African American fans had been bunched together
in a far corner of the coliseum.

Although integrated seating

occurred, white fans ruthlessly hounded the visiting black
players with cat calls.

Visiting teams with African American

players received no choice other than boarding at the
University of Houston campus, while all-white teams stayed
61
in a Houston hotel.
Black Texans initiated numerous civil rights cases
in the 1950s.

The majority of litigation dealt with the
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desegregation of schools and recreational facilities.
But civil rights supporters also targeted segregation in
municipal parks.

In the early fifties, before the Supreme

Court ruled on segregation, lower federal courts often ended
exclusion while sanctioning segregation.

After the Brown

decision, federal courts began to desegregate city parks.
But not much progress occurred in state parks.

Direct action

challenging segregation at the Texas State Fair also
appeared.

Public buses gradually desegregated, but de facto

segregation remained strong.
Litigation against segregation in publicly owned public
accommodations appeared in other southern states.

Lower

courts often ended exclusion but ruled against total
desegregation in the early fifties.

Although some federal

courts in Texas allowed segregation to continue, others
outlawed all racial barriers.

While 1955 decisions of

district courts in Atlanta and New Orleans upheld racial
barriers in public parks, the district court in Beaumont
called for unrestricted use of the parks the same year.
Attempts to lessen or avoid desegregation rulings
occurred.

Many segregationists tried to avoid desegregation

by arguing that such rulings would lead to racial violence.
Some defendants argued that the rulings only applied to
the stated plaintiffs and not to all African Americans.
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To eliminate such an argument the plaintiffs in Fayson v.
Beard brought the suit on behalf of all the black residents
6P

of Beaumont in 1955.

Some city officials utilized the

argument that they would end exclusion if they could
substitute segregation.

After the Brown decision, courts

eliminated any form of segregation as an option.

Some

municipal officials avoided the threat of desegregation
by selling the facility to private investors.

Harris County

sidestepped a court order by converting its cafe to a private
club, and Marshall sold its pool before a desegregation
ruling could be made.

Yet the majority of Texas cities

grudgingly complied with court orders.
Some segregationists limited the number of desegregation
cases black Texans filed.

Municipal and state officials

did not always enforce segregation.

Thus the NAACP could

not qualify plaintiffs for desegregation cases.

Limiting

the number of suits limited the possibility of court-mandated
integration.

In Austin city officials continued a policy

of segregation while refusing to prosecute violators.

That

appeared to be an attempt by the city to satisfy its white
citizenry with segregation while protecting itself from
desegregation action.

State officials also did not enforce

separation in state parks.

If no individual instances of

exclusion occurred, black Texans could not challenge the
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Jim Crow statute.

Segregationists' refusal to uphold the

law eliminated any possibility of the court ordering all
state parks to desegregate.
After the state injunction in 1956, the NAACP lost
much of its potency during the remainder of the 1950s and
into the next decade.

Although the state eventually lifted

the injunction, the case limited activity by the association
and black Texans.

The NAACP remained active in school

desegregation and in bringing the suit against Marshall
challenging segregation in the city's swimming pool.

But

the NAACP lost much of its influence on the struggle.
Support for increasing the struggle continued to grow among
black Texans, however, especially through efforts of the
African American press.
The increasing power of African Americans in Texas
politics also aided in their struggle for civil rights.
The black population of Houston helped to elect many moderate
city and county officials in 1953.

The Houston branch of

the NAACP utilized black political power.

The association

held numerous meetings with city and county officials the
African American community had helped to elect. The association negotiated desegregation and black appointments.
Mayor Roy Hofheinz, who had received a large percentage
of black votes, desegregated a number of municipal
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facilities to keep the support of African Americans.

He

also made some physical improvements in black neighborhoods.
Thus African Americans utilized the ballot as another means
to change their status.
In the late fifties the NAACP, already run with great
local autonomy, had been weakened.

The other two large

national civil rights organizations, the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) and the Southern Christian Leadership
Conference (SCLC), had not established chapters in the state.
Thus civil rights supporters in Texas did not have much
direct contact with the national movement.

A student-led

national movement challenging segregated lunch counters,
however, directly influenced the struggle for civil rights
in Texas.

After I960, a number of local civil rights

organizations led the direct action campaign in the state.
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CHAPTER V
DIRECT ACTION: SIT-INS,
I960

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP) led black Texans to utilize litigation in
attempts to desegregate publicly owned public accommodations
during the 1950s.

Courts could and did order publicly owned

accommodations to desegregate.

Yet courts did not order

privately owned public facilities to desegregate.

Some

segregationists took advantage of the deference to private
property.

When the town of Marshall sold its public pool

to a private investor, city leaders knew that such an act
would allow them to avoid a probable desegregation
injunction.
Civil rights activists had to find another method to
desegregate privately owned public accommodations, including
department store lunch counters.

African Americans could

shop next to whites in most parts of stores but could not
eat next to them at the counters. The alternative to
litigation in challenging segregated public accommodations
emerged by I960 through nonviolent direct action.

Leo Kuper

described two types of direct action in Passive Resistance
in South Africa.

"Change by Embarrassment of the Rulers"
138
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depended on large protests.

For example, African American

nonviolent direct action attempted to embarrass southern
political leaders by drawing attention to an unjust system.
Activists hoped the embarrassment would cause white
southerners to call for desegregation.

Kuper also discussed

"Conversion by Suffering" as another goal of direct action.
Impressed by the capacity of the oppressed class to suffer,
the ruling class might have a change of heart and aid in
bringing about social change.

Methods of direct action

included boycotting, marching, picketing, and using a
facility until arrested or served.

The Congress of Racial

Equality (CORE) recognized the strength of direct action
as
(1) the power of goodwill and non-retaliation;
(2) the power of public opinion against an injustice;
(3) the power of refusing to be a party to injustice,
as illustrated by the boycott and the strike.
Challenging segregation through organized direct action
had appeared in Texas and other areas of the United States,
although on a relatively limited basis, before I960.
Even though black Texans relied on litigation in most
efforts to desegregate public accommodations in the fifties,
direct action did appear in the cases of African Americans
swimming in a segregated pool in San Antonio and picketers
surrounding the State Fair.

Direct action against lunch

counters first appeared outside of the South.

CORE utilized

uo
sit-ins and picketing against St. Louis lunch counters
beginning in 1949.
years later.

The eating facilities desegregated four

The success of the nearly year long 1956 bus

boycott in Montgomery, Alabama, inspired many activists
^^.?°^^° lengthy court cases and look^ to direct action.
African American students, many belonging to the Youth
Council of the NAACP, utilized sit-ins to desegregate lunch
counters in Kansas City and Wichita, Kansas; and Oklahoma
^City, Enid, ..Julsa, and Stillwater, Oklahoma in 1958.

Other

pre-1960 sit-ins appeared in Lexington and Louisville,
Kentucky; Miami, Florida; Charleston, West Virginia;
Nashville, Tennessee; Atlanta, Georgia; and Durham, North
Carolina.

In I96I Leslie W. Dunbar pointed to "a profound

impatience over the rate of change," especially "disillusionment over the progress of school desegregation," as
the main cause for the rapid increase of direct action in
the sixties.

James Laue listed urbanization, governmental

and legal developments, migration, the improvement of African
American education, the rise of nationalism and anticolonialism in Africa, and media coverage as other important
factors in the spread of direct action.

Aldon Morris argued

that attacks by southern states on the NAACP created a
favorable climate for direct action. The attacks "broke
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the hegemony of the NAACP and cleared the way for the use
2
of other tactics . . . "
Young people played an influential role in the direct
action at the Texas State Fair and the Oklahoma and Kansas
sit-ins.

Direct action represented tactics that could

involve all African Americans, unlike the more middle class
alternative of litigation.

Direct action became the main

form of protesjt^__in I960, and college students from North
Carolina initiated the sit-in movement.
At North Carolina Agricultural and Technical College,
an African American college located in Greensboro, four
freshman often met for "bull sessions."

The sessions might

include references to Frederick Douglas, Langston Hughes,
and Mahatma Gandhi.. Inspired by a line from Robert E. Davis'
The American Negro's Dilemma, which stated, "Until the Negro
realizes that he must do something on his own to alleviate
his burdens, he will constantly be plagued by double
standards of justice, cynicism, and other nefarious
treatment," the students decided to challenge the status
quo. 3
On the afternoon of February 1, I960, the students
entered the F. W. Woolworth's in downtown Greensboro.

After

purchasing a few items, they sat at the store's all-white
, -."*;."Tawwrirf*^^

lunch counter.

'••""ft'*"'

Upon being asked to leave, the students
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^£3isedLj-.paying that sin^ce they had purchased items in other
parts of the store they should be allowed to eat at the
.l^m^ counter.

The store employees ignored the students,

but they remained on their stools until the store closed
nearly an hour later.

The sit-in continued the next morning

when^thirty students.occupied stools for two hours.

Larger

sit-ins drawing from students at other African American
colleges^n ^reensboro forced the lunch counter to shut
down.

The stores affected by the sit-in announced inte-

gration of the lunch counters on July 25.
spread throughput _^the rest of the South.

Sit-ins quickly
By raid-April every

southern s_tate had experienced sit-ins, with nearly 50,000
participants.^
The first_Te_xas sit-in appeared in March of I960, but
one city in the state had voluntarily desegregated some
lunch counters in the fifties.

The issue of desegregating

lunch counters first arose in Corpus Christi during 1950.
An African American, after being refused service at the
lunch counter in an H. E. Butt grocery store, contacted
the owner and complained.

Butt ordered all the stores to

begin to serve all customers equally, and desegregation
appeared in all the Corpus Christi H. E. Butt grocery stores
by 1952.

A call from an NAACP jLeader to a Woolworth's after

the store refused ^to_^ serve an integrated party of children

in 1958 resulted in desegregation of the lunch counter.
But Kress's department store still refused to serve African
Americans at its lunch counter.

A local NAACP leader called

^the Kress manager to set up negotiations in March of I960.
After conferences between the managers of Kress's,
Walgreen's, Grant's, and Lichtenstein's and a later meeting
-.4

between the store managers and the NAACP, the stores
desegregated on March,25.

The managers, however, requested

that no formal publicity be given to the decision.

The

lack of publicity would lessen the possibility of a negative
reaction by whites.

African Americans received news of
5
desegregation by word of mouth from black leaders.
The first Texas sit-in appeared thirty-two days after
the Greensboro episode.

On March 2 four students of Texas

Southern University, the state's largest black college with
an enrollment of 3,036, met at the university's law school
and decided to join the sit-in movement.

Two days later

Houston, a city with an African American population of over
200,000 people who formed twenty percent of the city's
population, experienced a^ sit-in.challenging segregated
—[••111—

——^-•^'"^—*

""""

I ""

lunch counters at Jj^eingarten's supermarkets.

«
^

The demon-

strators, made up largely of students from Texas Southern
University, arrived at Weingarten's at 5 p.m. and occupied
the stools until 8:15 that evening. The manager of
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Weingarten's clo_sed the counter shortly after the protesters
arrived.

The counter remained closed when the demonstrators

returned, although they still occupied the thirty stools.
Madings drugstore also closed its counter when demonstrators
appeared there.
Several civil rights activists organized a group known
as the Progressive Youth Association (PYA) in the spring
of i960.

Eldrewey Stearnes, a law student at Texas Southern

University and leader of PYA, announced the organization's
goals as "Total integration, better job opportunities, and
equal use of public facilities."

The PYA served Houston

in a manner similar to the national Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (SNCC).

Both of these student-run

organizations emerged around the same time and coordinated
direct action challenging segregated public accommodations.
The Houston chapter of the NAACP commended those participating in sit-ins.

In a March 7 meeting between NAACP

officials Francis L. Williams and Youth Secretary Herbert
L. Wright and sit-in leaders, Williams and Wright offered
resources of the branch to aid the sit-in campaign.

Yet

other middle-class blacks called for tolerance and nego7
tiations between the races rather than direct action.
Extreme segregationists quickly retaliated "because
of the publicity Texas Southern University Negro students
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received over sit-ins."

Four masked youths abducted Felton

Turner on the evening of March 7 and took him to a wooded
area.

The terrorists told Turner that they had been paid

to beat any black man and told Turner "he made the mistake
of being a Negro."

The hoodlums hung Turner upside-down

from a tree and beat him with chains for thirty minutes.
Then they carved six Ks into Turner's chest.

The incident

caused an international stir as a front-page story in the
Vatican newspaper, L'Osservatore Romano, condemned the attack
as a "brutal and deplorable episode of racial intolerance."
The Houston police diligently investigated the case and
arrested one of the men a week later.

The Houston branch

of the NAACP provided financial assistance to Turner and
sponsored public meetings to raise funds.

Burning crosses

meant to intimidate black residents appeared in some areas
of the city.

Robert Jones, a member of the PYA, reported

a burning cross in his yard.

The white newspapers of

Houston, by printing the demonstrator's addresses and
Q

occupations, may have invited such retaliation.
Less violent opposition also appeared.

On March 14

Dr. Nabrit, the president of Texas Southern University,
told an assembly of students that the sit-ins had been a
necessary stage in the struggle for rights but advised the
students to engage in negotiations.

Nabrit arranged a
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meeting between Mayor Louis Cutrer and PYA leaders.

Dr.

J. B. Jones, the assistant dean of students at Texas
Southern, accompanied the demonstrators.

The mayor warned

the students that protesters could face arrest for violating
the unlawful assembly statutes of Texas.
9
patrols of sit-ins.

Police did increase

None of these actions intimidated the students as
sit-ins and picketing continued to expand into other areas
of Houston.

By March 15 sit-ins had forced six Houston

lunch counters to close.

The managers of the counters chose

to close rather than face desegregation pressure.

The

Houston Council on Race Relations attempted to work out
a cease fire.

PYA members agreed to halt the sit-ins if

the mayor would set up a biracial committee to study
desegregation of lunch counters.

Although Mayor Cutrer

did establish a committee, students became frustrated with
the slow response of the group.

In mid-April the PYA

presented the mayor with a two-week ultimatum threatening
more direct action if large scale desegregation did not
occur.

After a sit-in at the cafe of the Greyhound bus

terminal, the counter became one of the first to desegregate
as twenty-five Texas Southern students received service.
Few other counters desegregated, however, and the PYA planned
.. .
10
more sit-ins.
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The PYA, joined by two white students from Rice
Institute, picketed stores that had refused to serve African
Americans at lunch counters, including Foley's, Kress's.
Grant's, Woolworth's, and Walgreen's.

Twelve African

American students sought service at the segregated lunch
counter of the Continental bus station.

The manager locked

six demonstrators in the shop when they refused to leave.
The police escorted the protesters out of the shop three
hours later. 11
The second wave of sit-ins hit Houston in July.

Three

members of PYA appeared at Foley's, Woolworth's, Kress's,
and Walgreen's on July 26 staging a sit-in at each.

Bouncers

forced the demonstrators away from the cafeteria at Foley's
and roped off the lunch counters.

Twenty students from

Hughes Business College, Wiley College, and Tennessee State
University joined the PYA the following day in sitting-in
and passing out anti-segregation literature, including
handbills stating "We are against Nikita— Communism too.
Why not let's sit together and discuss the matter over a
cup of coffee?"

Students wanted to emphasize that their

attack on segregation did not mean they opposed American
values.

Walgreen's roped off the booths where the protesting

students sat, while Foley's told them they could eat at
a counter in the basement.

The manager of the Continental
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Bus Cafeteria told demonstrators they could wait forever,
but they would not be served.

The PYA reported that most

white customers did not complain about the sit-ins and that
waitresses at Woolworth's said they could not serve the
demonstrators because of orders from management.

An employee

at Walgreen's did threaten to track down one of the
demonstrators. 1 2
Foley's, Woolworth's, Kress's, Joske's, Walgreen's,
Schulte-United, Henke and Pilot, and Weingarten's quietly
desegregated their lunch counters on September 1, I960,
although the white media did not announce the new practices.
Merchants and black leaders agreed that such muting actions
would minimize the possibility of a disturbance.

The stores

ordered their employees to serve African Americans if they
requested service.

The word of desegregation spread in

the black community of Houston as many African Americans
appeared at the lunch counters.

That evening seventeen

segregationists picketed Foley's with slogans including
"This store unfair to white folks."
of advance notice another sign read,

Because of the lack
"The Houston Paper

Betrayed the People." 13
The PYA targeted lunch counters in publicly owned
facilities as well as counters in privately owned stores.
In June of 1961 a white member of the PYA received service
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at the lunch counters in the Harris County Courthouse and
the Houston City Hall.

The managers denied service to

African American members of the PYA, however, and they
quietly left.

The tactic proved that the county and city

did not operate the cafeterias exclusively for employees
and their guests.

A PYA sit-in at the cafeteria of the

police station ended the custom that African American
policemen ate in the kitchen.

In 1962 Mayor Cutrer decided

to end racial bias in city-owned buildings.

The organization

also aided in desegregating Japsen Stadium, the home of
the Houston Oilers football team. 1^/
Arrests did not occur during the initial stage of
sit-ins, but the situation changed in February of 1961.
The PYA staged a sit-in at the cafe of the Union Station,
Houston's main rail terminal, because the cafe had not
complied with the United States Supreme Court's ruling that
all facilities connected with interstate travel should
desegregate.

To prove their intention of interstate travel

at least one of the demonstrators carried a railway ticket
to California.

Police arrested the demonstrators.

The

Harris County Criminal Court convicted the demonstrators
on the charge of unlawful assembly.

The Texas Court of

Criminal Appeals reversed the convictions of eighteen of
the demonstrators because they had not engaged in "unseemly

'50
conduct" during the sit-in.
quietly in booths.

The demonstrators had sat

The court upheld the charges against

five of the protesters because the court found that the
protestors had positioned themselves to hinder the entrance
of patrons into the cafe.

Thus they had interfered with

the cafe owner's right to do business.

The four African

Americans and the one white defendant received separate
trials.

The lawyer for the white student believed the

student would receive more lenient treatment if tried
separately from the black students.

The court fined the

African Americans convicted of blocking the entrance $500
each, while Roberta Graber, a white female facing the same
conviction, received a $100 fine.

The increasing arrests

of activists in I96I represented an attempt by city officials
to end the sit-ins.

To avoid future arrests and make charges

of unlawful assembly less feasible, since Texas law defined
an assembly as three or more persons, the PYA adopted the
strategy of having only a few members stage a sit-in. 1 5
The NAACP honored Stearnes as an important sit-in
leader in the South and invited him, along with sit-in
leaders of eight other states, to give a speech to the I960
national convention in Washington, D. C.

Edward Guillory,

a member of the group, justified the group's activities
in an editorial appearing in The Informer.
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The price for freedom, dignity, and justice
is very great for it is something that money
cannot buy whatsoever. It takes determination,
will power, sacrifice, and most of all christian
faith to win our fight for freedom and equality.
. . . Remember that "Freedom" is never given.
It is always taken, and equality is never offered,
it is always acquired.
Guillory wrote that the students could not "wage this just
cause" by themselves and asked for moral and financial
support from the African American community of Houston "to
help break this barrier of segregation."
The community responded with contributions to pay the
fines of students.

Other forms of support appeared as black

residents supplied activists with many necessities, such
as gasoline.

The Harris County Council of Organizations

(HCCO) aided by raising $10,000 for fines.

The Houston

Medical Forum, a group of forty African American doctors,
also supplied the PYA with financial support. 1 7
Stearnes also led the organization towards its other
stated goal of increased economic opportunities for African
Americans.

Pickets urged Orlando's supermarket to hire

five black employees.

That action resulted in the PYA being

sued and a temporary injunction being filed against the
group.

Stearnes stated that the group would not be deterred,

however, and would continue to picket.

Direct action and

negotiations between the group and Houston stores resulted
18
in the hiring of a number of black employees.
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The PYA attempted to involve the larger black community
in direct action as the group sent out fliers urging African
Americans to boycott stores which discriminated.

Much of

the community did boycott stores undergoing sit-ins.

But

some black leaders opposed the sit-ins and urged less
controversial methods to gain rights.
PYA continued to gain momentum.

Nevertheless the

The Informer editorialized

in June of I96I that the "action-packed and dynamic projects"
of the PYA might thrust the group past the stagnant NAACP
as the city's predominant civil rights organization.

By

1961 the PYA had over 200 active members and many white
and black citizens carried membership cards with the motto:
"Freedom-Dignity-Justice."

Despite this support, F. Kenneth

Jensen wrote that the number of participants in Houston
demonstrations fell far short of the number in other large
southern cities.

Dissension within the ranks of the PYA

weakened the organization, and the Houston Sit-in Foundation
indefinitely suspended financial and legal support to the
PYA in January of 1962.

Direct action in Houston ended
with the disappearance of the PYA. 1 9
Leadership in the African American community reverted
to a more conservative tint.

Leaders rejected demonstrations

as a means of gaining civil rights.

Julius Carter, founder

of the African American newspaper Forward Times, announced

in 1963 that "Our job should be to build Negro economic
power, to build the Negro market.
respect us."

Then the whites will

Francis Williams, the chairman of the

Intergroup Citizens Committee of Houston, called for peaceful
desegregation in I963.

The city's chapter of the NAACP

also reorganized and attempted to increase membership in
20
1963.
The next two student-led protests in Texas during
March of I96O occurred on the same date.
Austin and Galveston first experienced direct action
on March 11.

As in Corpus Christi, mediation played an

important role in the desegregation of lunch counters in
Galveston, but unlike Corpus Christi, African Americans
turned to sit-ins and the threat of the disruption of trade
to bring about negotiations.

Twenty-five black students

from Central High School in Galveston held a sit-in at
Woolworth's.

After the manager closed the counter, the

demonstrators went to Walgreen's, McCrory's, and Kress's.
The managers there also closed the counters.

The students

continued to stage sit-ins for the rest of the week. The
21
police monitored the situation but made no arrests.

A one-day sit-in appeared in Waco led by students
of Paul Quinn College on March 9. But a sustained effort
did not appear.
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An all-white committee of eleven persons, consisting
of legal, media, business, and religious leaders, quickly
assembled in an attempt to mediate a solution.

The committee

negotiated with the store managers, and the managers agreed
to desegregation as long as certain conditions would be
met.

The conditions called for "responsible" black leaders

to organize the African American community for desegregation
and that for the first few weeks only small groups of adults
should use the counters.

The managers also asked that

demonstrations against counters not desegregating be
postponed for at least a month, that extra police help
monitor the integration, and that white ministers publicly
support desegregation.

A temporary committee of African

Americans, including businessmen, doctors, and representatives of the high school students, assured managers that
the conditions would be met.

Thus the managers agreed to

desegregation. Through church services, lodge meetings,
school sessions, and informal gatherings black leaders urged
African Americans to comply with the conditions of
desegregation.

The general white population first heard

official news of the desegregation through the April 5
edition of the Galveston Tribune.

The announcement on the

same day as the desegregation gave little time for white
opposition to form.

Despite a few grumblings most of the

white community accepted desegregation.

Governor Leroy

Collins of Florida called the head of the chamber of commerce
of Galveston inquiring about the method used to desegregate
in such a quiet and easy fashion.
The other March 11 protest began in Austin when a
biracial group of thirty-two students, mainly African
American, picketed outside the campus of the University
of Texas calling for equal opportunity in universitysponsored athletics, housing, and theatrical productions.
The university banned black students from intercollegiate
sports and drama presentations.

Exclusion also existed

in all but a few men's dormitories.

Demonstrators carried

signs and passed out anti-segregation pamphlets, but protest
leaders urged picketer's to avoid "heated discussion" or
actions that might be perceived as causing trouble.

The

picketing lasted for a few days in March and ended after
a meeting between university officials and demonstrating
students.

Students labeled the meeting "unsatisfactory,"

and later complained about the conservative nature of the
official committee set up to study desegregation.
gation efforts continued on the campus.

Desegre-

In September of

1961 students presented regents a petition with approximately
6,000 signatures calling for the integration of athletic
teams.

The lobby of Kinsolving Dormitory, an all-white
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women's dormitory, became the site of a 1961 sit-in held
by fifty African American students, mainly women, opposed
to the segregated facility.

The students sat-in for an

hour as they talked, studied, or watched television while
ignoring requests to leave.

In connection with the sit-in

the university placed a number of black students on disciplinary probation for denying "properly constituted
authority," and The Daily Texan, the campus newspaper, warned
against "further agitation" that might alienate white
supporters.

Three students initiated a law suit against

the university calling for the desegregation of dormitories
in November of I96I.

The board of regents finally

desegregated the university's three remaining dormitories,
23
including Kinsolving, in June of I964.
After the few days of picketing against the university
in March of I960, the students turned their attention to
the segregated lunch counters in the city.

Negotiations

between merchants and an interracial coalition of student
groups arranged by the Austin Commission on Human Relations
broke down on April 21.

Lynn Goldsmith, a University of

Texas student, announced that unless desegregation appeared
in a week the coalition would be forced to use other methods
"to present the problem effectively and to find a satisfactory solution."

Activists from the University of Texas,
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St. Edwards University, Huston-Tillotson College, and the
Episcopal and Presbyterian seminaries picketed Congress
Avenue, the thoroughfare to the capitol building, and
announced their intention to begin sit-ins the following
day.

Some passersby heckled the picketers, while merchants

made clear their intention to refuse service.

One restaurant

owner proclaimed, "If I can't stop them at the door and
they sit down, I'm not going to serve them."

Representatives

of H. L. Green's, Kress's, and Woolworth's announced that
they would follow community practices when deciding whom
to serve.

Yet the Austin Commission on Human Relations

recognized "the democratic and moral rights of Negroes to
equality of service at lunch counters of stores serving
the public."^^
On April 29, seventy-five to 100 activists launched
sit-ins challenging lunch counters at seven locations on
or near Congress Avenue.

Before the sit-ins began, the

demonstrators received written instructions telling them
to be courteous, not to laugh out loud, and not to strike
back.

When the students staged sit-ins, merchants closed

their counters rather than serve the large groups of
protesters.

A few black diners did eat at segregated

counters as individuals or in small groups before larger
groups followed.

At Woolworth's the first few African
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American students to arrive received service, but after
more students appeared, the manager stated that he could
not "keep it [the lunch counter] open in the face of a
demonstration."

The Woolworth's lunch counter manager also

claimed to have served individual blacks a week earlier.
The activists remained at the closed counter for four hours.
Although the sit-ins did not desegregate the stores, the
protests stimulated discussion.

The managers of Bray and

Jordan pharmacies, although not targets of the initial
protests, announced their intention to serve all customers
pc

rather than run the risk of facing sit-ins.
As students picketed and staged sit-ins challenging
segregated lunch counters Mayor Tom Miller and other Austin
community leaders formed a biracial action group.

Former

Texas Supreme Court Associate Justice W. St. John Garwood.
chaired the group.

Individual African Americans or those

in groups of two or three received service at a number of
lunch counters the next day.

Renfro drugstores refused

to desegregate their counters and faced additional demonstrations.

By mid-May the situation seemed stable enough
P/

that the biracial group disbanded.
Mediation also played
an important role in desegregating the lunch counters of
San Antonio.
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San Antonio appeared fairly progressive in the area
of civil rights, when compared with other southern cities.
Yet segregated lunch counters existed in the city.

Even

before the national sit-in movement began, the San Antonio
chapter of the NAACP on January 1, I960, announced plans
to integrate the counters.

On March 7, Mary Andrews, the

president of the NAACP's Youth Group, sent letters to six
downtown stores requesting equal service.

At a NAACP rally

on March 13 a crowd of 1,500 listened while Harry V. Burns,
president of the local chapter of the NAACP, and Reverend
Claude Black, a civil rights activist, announced March 17
as a deadline for desegregation of counters or demonstrations
would follow.

By late February the Council of Churches

had organized white representatives of Jewish synagogues
and Catholic and Protestant churches to discuss the
situation.

Reverend C. Don Baugh, the executive director

of the Council of Churches, responded to the NAACP's
ultimatum by calling a meeting of the council and the local
merchants for March 15.

After weighing the economic

consequences of remaining segregated as opposed to
desegregating, the merchants chose to desegregate on the
conditions that small groups of African Americans would
integrate counters, that no action would be taken against
stores which did not desegregate for thirty-days, and that
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white ministers would support the actions and urge their
congregations to continue patronage of desegregated lunch
,
27
counters.
When the news of desegregation spread through the
African American community, an editorial in the San Antonio
Register urged "self-control, exemplary conduct, poise,
and quiet dignity" by all who would take advantage of the
new situation.

When four African Americans received service

at S. H. Kress's a few minutes after the store opened on
March 20, San Antonio became the first city of the old
Confederacy to integrate a lunch counter in the spring of
i960.

Desegregation occurred at six variety stores and

twenty-one chain drug stores.

In most instances integration

went smoothly, although Harry Burns did receive a bomb
threat.

Joske's, whose managers participated in the

negotiations, asked for the thirty-day grace period to
clarify the store's policy.

The Youth Council wrote Joske's

a letter stating that the decision to wait threatened "the
progress we have made."

J. H. Morse, the vice president

of Joske's, maintained in an April 8 letter to Mary Andrews
that the store would desegregate when "a change in community
customs and practices in all public restaurants" occurred.
To avoid demonstrations Joske's desegregated a lunch counter
in the basement while continuing to exclude African Americans
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from eating facilities on the first and fourth floor.

The

NAACP labeled the token desegregation degrading and began
picketing and attempting to block the doors of the segregated
cafeterias on April 23.

Store guards kept the protesters

out of the facilities, but Joske's closed the eating
facilities after a patron slapped a demonstrator.

Joske's

finally desegregated the cafeterias in the summer after
a number of conferences with the newly formed antisegregation Interracial Committee.

City officials of San

Antonio had announced they would not consider sit-ins as
po

disturbing the peace, and no arrests occurred.
The opposite of this attitude toward law enforcement
against protesters appeared in Marshall. The African American
community of Marshall in the spring of I960 numbered over
9,000 and accounted for forty percent of the town's total
population.

Inspired by television reports of sit-ins

elsewhere, students from Wiley College, with an enrollment
of about 500, and Bishop College, with an enrollment in
Marshall of about 400, planned and participated in sit-ins
beginning on March 26.

Some history of civil rights

activities existed at the colleges.

In the late fifties

the United Christian Movement, Inc., a civil rights group
established in Shreveport, recruited Bishop and Wiley
students for activities in Louisiana, including voter
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registration.

At a rally on the Wiley campus attended by

seventy students in early March of I960 activists formalized
plans for the sit-ins.

The students drilled in passive

resistance for a week and received pamphlets containing
guidelines, including James Lawson's eleven commandments
of non-violent protest and a booklet entitled "How to
Practice Non-Violence."

Protest signs, such as those crying

out for "First Class Citizenship" and "Freedom Now," appeared
on the campuses, although whites repeatedly tore them down.
Dr. C. 0. Simpkins, leader of the Shreveport chapter of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), aided
in organizing the students.

The activists targeted three

lunch counters for sit-ins.

The managers of Woolworth's,

Fry-Hodge Drugstore, and the Union Bus Depot refused to
serve the ten protesters when they appeared. The Marshall
police watched the students until they left the store and
increased patrols of the town. 29
The attitude of law enforcement officers toward the
sit-ins became more apparent a few days later.

The police

picked up twenty-five students who had participated in the
demonstrations and brought them to police headquarters for
questioning.

The demonstrators received a lecture on the

importance of law and order before being released.

Criminal

District Attorney Charles Allen asserted that if any more
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sit-ins occurred, charges would be filed.

The Marshall

city commission issued a statement recognizing the right
to demonstrate but also insured the right of merchants to
select whom to serve.

The statement went on to say that

the right to demonstrate would not be allowed to "incite
public disorder" and would be seen as "unlawful and will
be handled as a violation of the law."

The district attorney

also warned twenty-one white racists against violence.
30
Allen declared, "We want no Little Rock here."
Yet
violence erupted on the courthouse lawn a few days later.
On March 30, African American students once again
challenged segregated lunch counters.

The police arrested

the demonstrators and took them to jail in the courthouse.
About 200 black students gathered on the lawn of the
courthouse singing patriotic songs.

When officers took

the students into custody, others swarmed in to take their
place.

Allen stepped out of the courthouse and ordered

the students to disperse or face arrest, and two fire trucks
rolled up to the protesters.

The students held their ground

until the release of the jailed protesters.

The firemen

then directed water from high-pressure hoses on the gathering
of 700 students, over seventy-five percent of the enrollment
at Bishop and Wiley colleges.

The Marshall police called

into neighboring counties asking for extra law enforcement
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officers for a show of force.

The next day Texas Rangers

guarded the courthouse lawn.

Texas Highway Patrolmen, some

armed with tear gas grenades, cruised the streets of
Marshall.

At least one agent of the Federal Bureau of

Investigation appeared in Marshall.

Three intimidating

attack dogs joined the authorities on the courthouse lawn.
The dogs belonged to private citizens, however, and Allen
ordered them removed. 31
At a rally on the campus of Wiley College held on March
30, that attracted over 200 people, student leaders from
Wiley and Bishop colleges called for a boycott against
Marshall's businesses.

Russell Peabody, one of the sit-in

leaders from Wiley, also announced the intention to continue
protests.

District Attorney Allen had warrants for the

arrest of fifty-seven demonstrators on the charge of unlawful
assembly.

But Allen stated that the warrants would not

be served unless more demonstrations took place.

The

fulfillment of Peabody's promise of further sit-ins and
Allen's decision to serve the warrants if demonstrations
occurred appeared on the following day.

Although the

students went in groups of twos to sit-in against the lunch
counters to avoid the charge of unlawful assembly, officers
arrested the demonstrators for violating a city ordinance
which made refusing to leave a store after being asked by
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the manager a crime punishable by a fine.

Officers went

to Wiley and Bishop colleges to serve the warrants to waiting
students after the reappearance of sit-ins.

Romeo Williams,

an African American attorney from Marshall, represented
the students in bond hearings.

Police arrested six more

students for unlawful picketing and two for tearing down
signs designating a launderette for whites only.

C. B.

Bunkley, Jr., W. J. Durham, and U. S. Tate joined Williams
in defending the protesters.

Bunkley met with student

leaders, and all parties agreed that sit-ins would be halted
for a short period to plan the boycott and obtain bond money.
The African American communities in Marshall and Dallas
held rallies and contributed to funds, such as the Citizen
Student Aid Fund, to help with the payment of legal expenses.
Williams also announced that the NAACP might be called upon
to defray some of the costs.

The association did supply

some bail money through efforts such as establishing the
NAACP Fighting Fund For Freedom.

A. P. Watson, president

of the Marshall branch, announced to association headquarters
that black property owners in the Marshall area had promised
bond money in excess of $40,000.

Although most of the

students received fines, authorities eventually dropped
32
the charges.^

The demonstrations in Marshall led to a

state-wide investigation.

v^

1

'

'
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Governor Price Daniel and District Judge Sam Hall argued
that the students had been agitated into demonstrating by
outsiders.

White citizens from Marshall expressed the

sentiment that "They [the protesters] weren't our good
Nigras."

Daniel ordered agents of the Department of Public

Safety to investigate Bishop College faculty member Dr.
Doxey Wilkerson, an ex-member of the Communist Party.

The

investigation charged Wilkerson with planning Texas sit-ins
since December of 1959.

Governor Daniel stated that "The

stirring of strife and dissension . . .

is a known Communist

aim," and he urged blacks not to be influenced by Communists.
The association with communism cost Wilkerson his position
at Bishop College, even though he had resigned from the
Communist Party in 1957.

President M. K. Curry, Jr., fearing

the college might be construed as favoring communism if
Wilkerson remained, fired Wilkerson after he refused to
resign.

But Curry defended Wilkerson as a victim of

"character assassination by association," and as one who
unfairly became connected with the sit-ins.

The cry of

Communist influence in all Texas sit-ins continued as the
House General Investigating Committee argued that "clever
subversives" had manipulated activists into "fomenting class
warfare as a prelude to conquest."

Activists faced charges

of Communism because they seemed to challenge the strong
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American belief in the right of property holders.

The

accusation of Communist influence increased opposition in
the cold war era.

Moses Leroy, a civil rights supporter

from Houston, declared that the branding of the city's civil
rights groups as Communists would convert relatively moderate
whites into extreme racists. 33
The state also investigated the role of the NAACP in
the demonstrations.

The investigating committee accused

the NAACP of violating the 1957 judgment prohibiting the
association from being connected with lawsuits in which
it did not have a direct interest.

The committee spe-

cifically accused the association of having supplied Wiley
College president T. W. Cole with $35,000 to pay fines of
demonstrators.

No firm evidence appeared supporting the

charge, and Attorney General Will Wilson dropped all of
the charges in December of 1961. 34
Presidents Cole and Curry urged students to end the
demonstrations that would create more tension, but they
also lauded the students on "fighting for a just cause."
Some Marshall merchants called for a meeting to plan action
against the demonstrations, including some form of economic
retaliation, but District Attorney Allen persuaded them
to cancel the meeting.

Because the deeply entrenched

southern traditions in the town would not bend, the Marshall
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sit-ins became the first in Texas which failed to desegregate
any lunch counters. 35
The second failed protest movement appeared in Beaumont.
On April 20, eighteen African American students from Lamar
State College of Technology staged sit-ins at a number of
lunch counters and many of the counters closed in a similar
fashion to Walgreen's, which posted a sign stating: "Lunch
Counter closed in the interest of Public Safety."
Weingarten's Supermarket and White House Dry Goods Company
dismantled their lunch counters, although the managers
claimed the demonstrations did not influence the actions.
These businesses may have stopped lunch counter service
to avoid alienating their large black clientele while
maintaining the pretense of segregation.
Although students directed the majority of sit-ins
in Texas, two ministers initiated limited demonstrations
against segregated lunch counters in Dallas.

In March of

i960 W. J. Durham announced that every legal means would
be used to gain equal rights in Dallas, but that the NAACP
had no plans for demonstrations.

Civil rights supporters

depended on negotiations of a biracial committee of the
Dallas Citizens Council (DCC), an organization of Dallas
businessmen dedicated to the betterment of the city, to
negotiate desegregation.

Yet some civil rights supporters

tired of waiting.
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Reverend T. D. R. V. Thompson and Reverend

Ashton Jones, a sixty-three year-old white minister from
California who attempted to integrate eating establishments
on the way to Jackson, Mississippi, staged a biracial two-man
sit-in at Kress's and Green's on April 26.

The Dallas

Express announced a week later that these two stores and
three others had opened lunch counters on a desegregated
basis.

When Green's and Kress's did not follow through

on the pledge to desegregate, civil rights activists picketed
the store for eight weeks beginning in October.

In an

article in The Dallas Express Reverend H. Rhett James,
chairman of the Education-Action Committee of the Dallas
Community Committee, denounced the fact that the stores
"integrate" the money of African American customers while
not allowing them the right to drink "a 100 coke seated
on an integrated basis."

The Community Committee had the

responsibility of carrying out the desegregation negotiated
by the DCC. Although James recognized the need for direct
action. Reverend E. C. Estell, president of the Community
Committee and member of the biracial DCC committee, disagreed
with the picketing and believed negotiations would end
segregation.

The picketing had little impact on the store's

policy, so James, who had resigned from the Community
Committee, sent the manager of Green's an ultimatum
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threatening more drastic forms of nonviolent protest unless
the counters desegregated. 37
As frustration on the part of civil rights activists
increased by January of 1961, Durham, a member of the DCC,
encouraged African Americans to sit-in or boycott TitcheGoettinger, Sanger's, Green's, Kress's, Neiman-Marcus, and
Harris's.

The Youth Council of the NAACP and students from

Southern Methodist University participated in sit-ins and
picketing for several months.

Before initiating a sit-in,

members of the Youth Council would purchase an item in
another part of the department store.

When refused service,

the student brought up the contradiction of being able to
make a purchase in one section of the store and being refused
service in another.

Members also harassed managers of the

stores as individual students constantly met with or
telephoned managers asking them why the counters refused
service to African Americans.

Thus managers spent a lot

of time answering the same question.
streets in front of the stores.

Picketers also filled

In response to protests

the Dallas City Council passed a law in February of I96I
prohibiting people from gathering in front of a "public
or private building so as to obstruct, prevent or interfere
38
with its use" under the penalty of a $200 fine.-"
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Civil rights leaders then turned their attention to
economic boycott of the stores.

Estell accepted this more

discrete form of direct action as he urged African Americans
to boycott the stores when shopping for Easter.

In May

of 1961 The Express ran an advertisement urging support
of the boycott.

Some history of boycotts existed in Dallas.

During the 1950s some African Americans had refused to shop
at downtown stores lacking bathrooms and dressing rooms
for black patrons.

The mass boycott in I96I led to a change

in the status quo.

The DCC negotiated the desegregation

of forty-nine lunch counters on July 26, 1961.-^"
As elsewhere in the South, black Texans felt frustrated
with the slow pace of desegregation and turned to direct
action hoping to speed integration.

Many of the structural

preconditions Laue listed as necessary for direct action
existed in Texas during I960.

Seventy five percent of the

1,187,125 African Americans lived in urban areas.

President

Curry of Bishop College explained the impact education had
on the sit-ins when he proclaimed that "you can not
continually teach students the fundamentals of American
democracy" without having some of them adopt democratic
principles.

Coverage of sit-ins elsewhere also stimulated

students in Texas.

Roosevelt Peabody said that when watching

reports of protest on television, students thought "they

are doing that for us.
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We finally thought let's do it for

1
40
ourselves.
High school and college students played a major role
in sit-ins.

Students of Central High School in Galveston

began the sit-in that desegregated lunch counters in the
city.

Students from four African American high schools

participated in picketing at San Antonio.

Black colleges

and universities such as Texas Southern in Houston and Bishop
and Wiley colleges in Marshall organized demonstrations.
Clarence Laws declared that the absence of African American
colleges in Dallas hampered the beginning of demonstrations
41
in that city.^

Students from integrated colleges and

universities such as the University of Texas and Southern
Methodist University initiated and participated in other
protests.

Even though a number of Texas colleges had

desegregated by the early sixties, accommodations in nearby
towns often remained segregated.
Although SNCC did not appear in Texas during I960,
local organizations often directed the sit-in campaigns.
The PYA aided sit-ins in Houston and for a short time became
the city's premier civil rights organization.

Local chapters

of the NAACP played a role in the sit-ins from giving vocal
support and urging protests to supplying legal defense and
bail money.

Some members became more directly involved.
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The Youth Council initiated sit-ins at some Texas cities.
Adult members participated in picketing at Dallas and San
Antonio.

The NAACP also urged the black community to comply

with gradual desegregation.

The Southern Regional Council

(SRC) estimated that 6,500 activists had demonstrated in
Texas cities by September of 1961."^

The number of parti-

cipants totally refuted United States Senator Lyndon Baines
Johnson's remark after the Greensboro sit-ins that apathy
would keep Texas students from demonstrating.

The number

of demonstrators in the state compared with an SRC estimated high of 16,000 in Tennessee to a low of 1,600 in
Mississippi for the same period.

More civil rights

supporters could participate in border states with a "milder"
system of segregation than in Deep South states where Jim
Crow ruled with a firm hand.

Yet more black Texans did

not participate because they were less inclined to attack
/2

a system that did not represent strict segregation.^

The African American community also had members who
opposed sit-ins.

Reverend Tommy Young of Dallas warned

demonstrators that they threatened to destroy the "wonderful
relations" existing in the city.

He stressed that respect

The SRC estimate included civil rights supporters
paritcipating in direct action and those attending mass
meetings.
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must be earned, and respect could not be earned through
demonstrations.

The Beaumont NAACP refused to play a role

in that city's sit-ins.

The chapter did not want to be

associated with a form of direct action many Texans believed
illegal.
mediation.

Some middle-class blacks urged patience and
A fear of economic retaliation may have

influenced the call for patience.

Yet a number of

middle-class blacks gave financial aid to demonstrators.
Of course, the greatest opposition came from the white
community.

Opposition among white Texans quickly surfaced.

Two University of Texas students exploded a home-made bomb
outside a meeting of the University Regional Council, a
group planning a boycott of segregated restaurants in Austin.
Officials in Texas communities accused outside agitators
of causing the demonstrations.

Some persons from outside

the state influenced the protesters, including Roosevelt
Peabody who came to college in Marshall from St. Louis,
Illinois, and the two servicemen who staged a sit-in at
Killeen hailed from St. Louis and New York City.

Yet the

vast majority of participants and leaders came from Texas.
For example, Eldrewey Stearnes hailed from Galveston.

In

response to an allegation that outsiders dominated the
demonstrations in Marshall protest leaders issued a statement
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that "a large number of the students are Texans and a
substantial number are local Marshall citizens. ""^"^
Segregationists cited protection of American values
when calling for laws to limit sit-ins.

They cloaked

opposition to any change in the status quo in rhetoric of
protecting the right of enterprise.

Jack Cox, I960 guber-

natorial candidate, proclaimed that business deserved
protection from "this kind of vandalism."

Mayor Lewis Cutrer

enunciated his firm belief in private enterprise's right
"to operate as it sees fit."

When demonstrators took steps

to avoid state unlawful assembly charges, communities either
revived local laws, such as in Marshall, or created new
laws as in Dallas.
Some state legislators attempted to legally halt the
civil rights protests.

Representative Lloyd Martin of

Normangee introduced and gained support from a number of
legislators for an anti-sit-in bill in the spring of I96I.
The bill provided for the prosecution and levying a fine
of $50 to $250 against anyone refusing to leave a privately
owned business when asked or interfering with the flow of
business.

The bill allowed police to arrest small groups

of demonstrators who avoided breaking the unlawful assembly
law.

Martin explained the bill as a businessman's right-

to-work law.

Other East Texas representatives claimed the
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bill had nothing to do with segregation but with the
protection of property, employers, and employees.

Yet some

legislators labeled the proposed legislation as a "filthy
damn race bill."

Representative Charles Whitfield of Houston

declared that the state had ample laws to protect property.
He urged the legislature not to act like the legislatures
of Louisiana and Alabama and to "keep this bill off the
record and off our conscience."

Representative John Alanz

of San Antonio reversed the usual Communist argument of
segregationists when he told reporters that the antiCommunists voting for the bill gave Communists more
"ammunition to shoot at this country and this state."

But

the Committee on State Affairs reported favorably on the
bill, and it received a majority of votes in the house.
Most of the votes came from East Texas but support also
came from West Texas including representatives J. Collier
Adams of Lubbock and J. Edgar Wilson of Amarillo. Talk of
protecting property rights influenced some of the votes
on the bill.

Representative Reed Quillam of Lubbock voted

against the bill but testified to having carefully considered
the doctrine of property rights before casting his vote.
The bill did not garner the two-thirds vote necessary to
continue on to the Senate.
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By September of I96I at least 117 demonstrators had
been arrested in Texas with the most common charge being
unlawful assembly.

Authorities mainly cited article 449

of the unlawful assembly statutes when arresting demonstrators.

The clause made a group's interference with

business activities punishable by a fine not exceeding $500.
Some arrests for assault and loitering also appeared.
District Attorney Allen argued that arrests occurred because
protesters had violated the constitutional rights of store
owners.

Attorneys for the demonstrators argued that the

arrests occurred because of the skin color of their clients.
In April of 1962 the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals reversed
the convictions of the lower courts.

The two-to-one decision

by the appellate court agreed with the United States Supreme
Court's ruling that a sit-in did not constitute an unlawful
assembly.

Two hundred more protesters in the state had

been taken into police custody for intimidation value. 47
Some authorities utilized the Reconstruction-era law
outlawing vagrancy against civil rights activists.

When

Reverend Ashton Jones spoke to a civil rights rally at Wiley
College, the Marshall police arrested him for vagrancy.
Jones reported brutality from Harrison County Sheriff Earl
Franklin and other law officials.

Participants in the

earlier sit-ins had also reported brutality from Marshall

law officials.

After posting bond, Jones received threats

of rearrest unless he left Marshall.

Sheriff Franklin

telephoned Police Chief Harvey Teasley of Shreveport advising
him of Jones' plans to stop there.
in Shreveport.

Jones also faced arrest

Tyler police arrested George Goss, a white

student, in 1963 for vagrancy as he attempted to promote
demonstrations in that East Texas city.
beaten by police.

Goss reported being

Authorities in Abilene arrested two

African Americans for requesting service at the bus terminal
cafe and had them fined for drunkenness.

The military police

arrested three soldiers who staged a sit-in at Kileen and
/o

threatened a protester's husband with transfer."^

Despite

legal and extralegal opposition, however, the majority of
the sit-ins during the first half of I960 succeeded in
desegregating at least one lunch counter.
Of the approximately seventy sit-ins in the southern
United States during the spring of I960, nearly forty
succeeded in desegregating one or more lunch counters.
All of the successful sit-ins occurred in states outside
of the Deep South states of Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana,
Mississippi, and South Carolina. The Texas sit-in campaigns
during the spring of I960 took place in eight cities and
came to successful conclusions in six.

Martin Oppenheimer

pointed out that a large subordinate group (African
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Americans) created "fear within the dominant group [whites],"
and that fear made change "more difficult, no matter what
technique is used."

Texas supported the statement for

Marshall, the city with the largest percentage of African
Americans in its population at forty, refused to desegregate
any lunch counters.

The African American population in

other Texas cities which experienced sit-ins ranged from
five to twenty percent.

Although the smaller ratio of

African Americans influenced the success rate of demonstrations, the position of Texas outside the Deep South
played a greater role.49

Texas represented a microcosm

of the southern experience.
As sit-ins failed in the Deep South sit-ins failed
in far eastern Texas cities with close ties to the Deep
South, such as Beaumont and Marshall.

Significant deseg-

regation did not occur in Houston until six months after
the initial sit-ins.
into Central Texas.

Desegregation became easier farther
Austin desegregated a number of counters

after less than a month of sit-ins. In West Texas many
restaurants desegregated through negotiations.

But change

often came later to West Texas because the small proportion
of blacks meant less pressure to change.

Fewer African

American colleges in the region hampered the formation of
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sit-in campaigns.

Cafes did not desegregate in Lubbock

until 1963.^°
Factors other than geographic and demographic ones
also influenced the high success rate of the Texas sit-ins.
White religious leaders aided the desegregation movement.
Some ministers had condemned segregation from their pulpits
in previous years.

They played influential roles in

establishing mediating committees with lunch counter managers
and inserted some of the moral issues about desegregation
into the meetings.

After the businessmen decided to

integrate, ministers often encouraged their congregations
to accept desegregation as a positive step.

African American

ministers urged church members to comply with the conditions
of gradual desegregation.

Along with black ministers a

few white ministers led protests including Reverend William
Oliver in Beaumont, whom the police arrested. 51
The final decision on desegregation belonged to the
lunch counter owners and managers.

In meetings businessmen

weighed the impact of ending segregation against the loss
of business caused by demonstrations.

Whites fearful of

conflict often refrained from shopping at that store and
using the counters. But stores did not only lose revenue
from lunch counters.

Boycotts by black patrons on the rest

of the department store accompanied many of the sit-ins.
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Most owners agreed that opposing sit-ins and allowing the
demonstrations to continue to disrupt business would be
worse economically than the losses that might occur from
white patrons who would refuse to shop at a store with an
integrated lunch counter.

A limited number of white

customers canceled accounts after desegregation, but the
losses did not approach the potential problems of allowing
sit-ins to continue.

Although Texas businessmen shared

many of the prejudices of other whites in the community,
businessmen placed economic concerns above the preservation
of southern traditions. Thus the conservative and
capitalistic solution aided in bringing about a change in
the status quo.

Businessmen kept a conservative tint on

desegregation, however, by demanding that African Americans
utilize counters in small numbers.

Customers would more

readily accept small groups of well dressed African Americans
than large groups of youths, merchants believed.

Yet some

owners of counters still relied on their right to serve
whom they chose or of following public standards as an excuse
to remain segregated.

Further opposition appeared in the

practice of overcharging African Americans.

A Houston

drive-in charged black patrons $2.45 more for a cup of coffee
than the nickel white customers paid.

Whites hoped this
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practice would keep African Americans from asking for
service. 52
The media also aided in gradual desegregation.

White

newspapers, radio, and television did not announce
negotiations or plans to desegregate.

The fait accompli

reporting decreased the chance for strong opposition to
mount.

William Brophy wrote that the excellent com-

munication between Dallas' black and white communities aided
in the desegregation of that city's lunch counters.

Dallas'

white newspapers did not cover the demonstrations, thus
lessening the chance of extremist parties learning about
the protests and turning them violent.

Whites often strongly

opposed publicity which might encourage more demonstrations.
The manager of H. L. Green's in Dallas ordered a reporter
who began filming a sit-in out of the store.

The national

coverage that Marshall sit-ins received angered white
citizens of the town.

The censorship may have retarded

change, however, as concerned citizens did not know the
situation.
For the most part white customers accepted integrated
lunch counters.

White citizens in most Texas cities had

witnessed at least some desegregation in public buildings
during the fifties and could more readily accept desegregation of lunch counters than citizens who had experienced
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no change on the public level.

Sit-ins failed in Marshall

where public facilities had remained segregated.

But Robert

Goldberg pointed out in his study of desegregation in San
Antonio that the gradual progress may have instilled apathy
among much of the African American population.

The high

percentages of Hispanics in San Antonio and Corpus Christi
also may have eased the transition as many Anglo patrons
had eaten with people of darker complexions before.

The

Texas AFL-CIO announced its support of the sit-ins as did
the national AFL-CIO.

The American Civil Liberties Union

chapter in Houston, the only chapter in Texas and one of
the few in the South, provided legal defense for the
+ +
54
protesters.
Despite changes which occurred, the exclusion of blacks
from the mediating committees in many cities represented
a major limitation.

When African Americans did participate,

civil rights activists often remained excluded.

The

committees also only dealt with the issue of lunch counters,
leaving restaurants, hotels, and theaters segregated. 55
Civil rights activists would have to resort to further
protest when challenging segregation in theaters and other
public accommodations.
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CHAPTER VI
DIRECT

ACTION: STAND-INS,
1961

Direct action became the prominent method of fighting
segregation in privately owned public accommodations after
the spring of I960.

Sit-ins challenging Jim Crow lunch

counters appeared in Texas as a reaction to earlier sit-ins
in other southern states.

The sit-ins inspired civil rights

activists to utilize direct action to challenge segregation
in other privately owned public accommodations.

On the

first anniversary of the sit-in movement, February 1, 19o1,
the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC)
announced a "second phase" of direct action challenging
segregated theaters.

Yet the second phase of direct action,

known as stand-ins, had been pioneered by college students
in Austin, Texas.
Inspired by the sit-in movement Houston Wade, an
African American student at the University of Texas,
suggested a variation in direct action tactics to Chandler
Davidson, a white student and reporter for the university's
newspaper, The Daily Texan.

Wade proposed disrupting the

business of segregated theaters and forcing owners to choose
between segregation and._prof its.
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In late November of I960
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Davidson and Wade organized a group of students dedicated
to the utilization of direct action in the struggle for
civil rights.

Davidson served as chairman of Students for

Direct Action (SDA). He announced that SDA would publicize
the plight of African Americans, especially in their
exclusion from public accommodations, identify individuals
responsible for the plight, and take "peaceful, lawful,
but definite action to remedy the situation."

Davidson

added that most of the university's students did not know
about the segregation practices near the campus.

SDA first

met under the auspices of the student government Human
Relations Council but planned to remain independent of any
faction of student government.

Davidson stated that

independence allowed SDA to avoid the "extreme conservatism"
and "bureaucratic procedures" of the university which made
direct action "virtually impossible."

As one of its early

actions SDA circulated a petition asking students to
patronize at least one integrated restaurant per week.

2

SDA became directly involved in the struggle against
segregation shortly thereafter.
SDA and the University Religious Council (URC) organized
a demonstration challenging segregation early the next month.
On the evening ^^^ece.inMr 2, I960, a biracial group of
200 University of Texas students demonstrated against the
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segregated Texas Theater near the campus.

The students

stood in line to purchase tickets to a movie and, when they
came to the ticket booth, asked if all Americans would be
admitted.

The ticket attendant refused to sell tickets

to the black protesters and, although they could purchase
tickets and enter the theater, white students declined "until
all Americans are sold tickets."

The protesters then

returned to the back of the ticket line to begin the
procedure again.

Two graduate students who instructed

English classes at the university, Claude Allen and Sandra
3
Cason, joined the stand-ins.
Reactions to the demonstrations varied.

The manager

of the theater, Leonard Masters, told the protesters he
could not sell tickets to black students because of the
policy of the chain which recently had reaffirmed its
decision to uphold segregation.

When the protesters

continued to wait in the ticket line, the manager set up
another ticket booth inside the theater and forbade the
protesters to enter.

He also threatened to call the police

if the demonstrations continued.

The protesting students

did not go into the building but remained in front of the
theater urging other patrons to stay out, too.

Some movie-

goers continued into the movie, and a few patrons and riders
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in passing cars jeered the protesters.

Others refused to

enter, however, and some even joined the demonstration.
Stand-ins quickly spread to another theater near the
campus which also excluded African Americans, the Varsity.
As in the earlier protests students stood in line and asked
ticket sellers, "Do you still discriminate against
Americans?"

Picketers also appeared carrying anti-

segregation signs including one that proclaimed, "Your money
spent here supports segregation."

The manager of the Varsity

used a public address system to tell customers to ignore
the protesters and step up to the ticket office.

Many did,

as a member of SDA reported that the customers "just look
right through you.

When they go into the movie, they put

on their blank stare and look embarrassed."

The theater's

position remained that "The company has a right to refuse
service to all it chooses."

The Foundation for the

Advancement of Conservative Thought distributed newsletters
on the campus saying businessmen should have the right to
make their own decisions.

The refusal of the theaters to

negotiate made SDA recognize that the demonstrations had
to continue at a rate of at least two to three per week
in order to convince the theaters of the group's seriousness.
Stand-ins continued on many of the cold, rainy December
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evenings. The resolve of SDA won the group national
5
attention.
During the winter break from classes members of SDA
spread the word about the stand-ins.

Cason, chairperson

of the Human Relations Council, met with the executive
committee of the National Student Association (NSA).

The

committee passed a resolution commending the stand-ins.
The committee also informed members of the NSA of an SDA
resolution urging national demonstrations against theater
chains which practiced segregation anywhere in the United
States.

Davidson met with many student groups throughout

the country that showed support for the stand-ins.

Eleanor

Roosevelt sent Cason a telegram stating, "I admire so much
the stand which the students at The University of Texas
have taken."
The demonstrations continued and gained momentum when
classes convened at the university for the spring semester.
Although the protesters remained peaceful, having been told
not to retaliate against aggression, the Austin police
arrested two youths for assaulting picketers.

Eyewitnesses

reported that the attackers had "spit on them [the
picketers], pushed them, shoved them into the gutter, and
threw football blocks" into them.

In mid-January SDA sent
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material to other colleges asking for sympathy demonstrations
at all segregated theater chains.
SDA chose the anniversary of Abraham Lincoln's birthday
for the sympathy demonstrations.

The executive board of

SDA announced that commitments for sympathy demonstrations
on February 12 had come from San Antonio; Dallas; Houston;
Shreveport; New York City; Chicago; Los Angeles; San
Francisco; Ann Arbor, Michigan; Cambridge, Massachusetts;
Oberlin, Ohio; and Champaign, Illinois.

Stand-ins at ABC-

Paramount theaters, the chain which owned the Varsity,
occurred in San Francisco, Boston, Chicago, and New York.
Stand-ins also appeared at segregated theaters in Shreveport,
Dallas, San Antonio, and Houston.

The largest stand-ins

up to that time occurred in Austin on Lincoln's birthday.
That morning Reverend Lee Freeman announced to his
congregation that he would participate in the stand-ins.
Students from three Austin colleges, Huston-Tillotson
College, Concordia Lutheran College, and St. Edward's
University, joined together with the SDA as 450 protesters
picketed and sought admittance to the two theaters near
the campus.

The stand-ins moved that night to two segregated

downtown theaters, the State and the Paramount.

As they

marched protesters denounced the segregationist governors
of the southern states of Arkansas and Louisiana.

Protesters
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sang, "We are going to hang Orval Faubus to a sour apple
tree," and "We're going to send Jimmie Davis to an integrated
hell."^
A few segregationists appeared during the demonstration
carrying a sign with a quote wrongly attributed to Lincoln's
second inaugural address, "I do not believe in the social
or political equality of the two races."

The quote did

paraphrase some of Lincoln's statements in the 1850s.
Charles Root, who managed the Interstate chain in Austin
that owned three theaters facing demonstrations, argued
that the protesters should "go back to Russia" if they
believed rights of minorities could ever overshadow rights
of the majority.

Root stated that the demonstrators had

their rights but added that the theater owners also had
rights.

The Federal Bureau of Investigation in Austin

investigated Davidson for Communist ties.

State Senator

Frank Owen of El Paso branded the demonstrations as
"communist inspired" with views of "overthrowing" the
government.

Owen's statement, however, does not appear

to have been strictly segregationist as Owen had participated
in the 1957 House of Representatives filibuster against
9
new state segregation laws.
Opposition also appeared from official channels at
the University of Texas.

Chancellor Harry Ransom referred
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to picketing by students as "gratuitous and silly."

The

Board of Regents objected to students from the university
participating in the protests.

After an SDA-led protest

in 1962 that challenged a segregated- club off campus, board
member Thornton Hardie argued that participating students
should be "summarily dismissed."

He believed that picketers

showed little interest in acquiring an education and should
not be at the university.

Other board members said little

could be done, however, since demonstrations took place
off campus and in the students' free time.

But the

university administration did investigate Claude Allen
because of his pro-integration views.

When interviews with

students in his classes revealed that Allen did not attempt
to influence them, the university dropped the investigation.
A decision to shift Allen from working with students to
a research assignment may have contributed to the termination
of the investigation.

Another volley against SDA came when

Arno Nowotony, Dean of Student Life, proposed at a Board
of Regents meeting after the Lincoln day marches that all
organizations not officially recognized by the university
be barred from the YMCA near the campus.

SDA represented

the only group utilizing the YMCA for organizational meetings
which would feel the effect of the ruling.

Nowotony added

he had heard rumors that financial support for SDA came
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from northerners and outsiders, although Davidson vehemently
denied the rumors. YMCA officials declared they would protect
"free speech and free assembly," however, and allowed SDA
to meet there.

More support for SDA appeared when 227

members of the faculty endorsed the stand-ins while
condemning "arbitrary barriers that isolate groups of
individuals from each other."
joined the stand-ins.

But few professors actually

One professor warned his graduate

students not to participate in the stand-ins or risk damaging
their future careers.
Stand-ins continued throughout the spring of I96I with
SDA leading the stand-in campaign in Austin as well as the
rest of Texas.

Davidson and Wade helped organize the

campaign in San Antonio.

Activists from Southern Methodist

University of Dallas, Texas Christian University of Fort
Worth, Trinity and St. Mary's universities of San Antonio,
and Wiley College in Marshall met with SDA at the University
of Texas-YMCA to discuss stand-in strategy.

In April

Davidson wrote ABC-Paramount president Leonard Goldenson
and the United States State Department that "We seek through
persuasion to improve those parts of the American system
which we deem defective."

An open letter in The Texas

Observer gave Goldenson's address and urged readers to write
letters saying they would only patronize integrated theater
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chains.

The group also solicited contributions through

the letter for the purchase of a full-page advertisement
in The New York Times condemning the policy of ABCParamount.

According to the letter The Daily Texan had

refused to print a similar letter.
had supported

The campus newspaper

stand-ins until university administrative

pressure caused the editors to change their stance.

SDA

received more national publicity in June when ABC commentator
Edward P. Morgan sympathetically portrayed the group's
activities.

Another sympathy demonstration appeared in

New York when four members of the Young People's Socialist
League acting upon urging of SDA leaders staged a
11
thirty-seven hour sit-in in Goldenson's office.
An University of Texas government student also protested
against the theaters.

Booker T. Bonner played an active

role in challenging theaters on an individual basis.
Although a member of SDA, he disagreed with the format of
protests and the fact that whites held most of the decisionmaking positions in the group.

Bonner pondered an action

which would impress upon people the seriousness of the
situation.

He also wanted to prove to members of the African

American community that they did not need to be dependent
on white leadership. He decided to demonstrate in an one
man vigil and hunger strike in a hope of "bringing attention
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to what was happening here and to try to prevail upon a
person's mind [about the unfairness of segregation]."

In

February Bonner sat on a stool in front of the Texas Theater
forgoing food and sleep for 6O5 hours.

During the sit-in

Bonner received verbal abuse and intimidation from
segregationists.

He enacted a similar protest in June when

he sat in front of the theater for a period of time on seven
consecutive days.

Bonner held and leaned against a picket

which read: "RACIAL SEGREGATION (1) A DESTROYER OF OUR GLOBAL
PRESTIGE, (2) A DAMNATION IN OUR DEMOCRACY" on one side
and "Racial Segregation is an imbecility, a coward's shield,
12
and an unearned badge of superiority" on the other.
The Jewish community of Austin played an influential
role in forcing desegregation.

When the Varsity announced

the coming of the movie "Exodus," Jewish leaders planned
to purchase 900 tickets to resell in the community.

The

manager's statement that the tickets could not be sold to
African Americans, however, caused the leaders to forgo
the purchase in protest.

Letters from two rabbis and the

local chapter of the B'Nai B'rith to members of the Austin
Jewish community urged a boycott of the movie.

But the

theaters reaffirmed their policy of segregation following
the incident.

Direct action had brought the situation

—
V
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of segregated theaters into the public spotlight, but only
negotiations could bring about a permanent change.
Rabbi Charles Mintz, the president of the Austin
Commission on Human Relations, consulted with a representative of ABC-Paramount in New York.
the Jewish community pressured Goldenson.

Other members of
The corporation

made the decision that a solution should be found in order
to end the demonstrations which had hurt business.

On August

4 representatives from the campus theaters, a faculty member
of the University of Texas who had endorsed the stand-ins,
Rabbi Mintz, and Houston Wade initiated negotiations.

The

terms of the agreement desegregating the Texas and Varsity
theaters included not issuing a statement to the press (a
theater manager temporarily called off the desegregation
because of a question from a reporter), and the managers
reserved the right to end desegregation if it hurt business.
The students agreed to cancel further demonstrations at
all Austin theaters.

After the policy became effective

on September 1, Root announced that the policy of the
Interstate chain had "always been that we would integrate
when the time was right, when the people were ready."

Yet

the Paramount and the State theaters, also part of the
Interstate chain, remained segregated through 1963.

Root

argued that these theaters would integrate "when the rest
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of the Austin business district is ready."

University of

Texas students once again demonstrated against the Paramount
and State beginning in March of 1963.

All Austin theaters

desegregated during the summer of 1963.^^
Even though students at San Antonio joined the stand-in
campaign during 1961, picketing of a segregated theater
in that city had occurred six years earlier.

When the Texas

Theater scheduled "Carmen Jones," a movie with an all-black
cast, theater officials advertised that exclusion would
end for the run of that movie.

Segregation remained,

however, as theater officials restricted African Americans
to the balcony and mezzanine.

An NAACP committee, consisting

of Reverend S. H. James, Mrs. Charles C. Andrews, and Dr.
J. T. Daniels, conferred with theater managers.

Members

of the committee argued that racial bars should be dropped
permanently.

After the managers claimed they could not

change theater policy, the committee vowed to discourage
African American patronage.

The San Antonio chapter of

the NAACP picketed the Texas Theatre on the nights "Carmen
Jones" played.

Picketers carried signs proclaiming, "Don't

be a sucker for 'special privileges,'" and "Segregation
destroys brotherhood."
the picket line.

Many black citizens refused to cross

The local NAACP negotiated with theater
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officials over the issue of segregation, but segregation
remained in the city's theaters.''^
San Antonio experienced stand-ins as part of the nationwide demonstrations held on Lincoln's birthday in 1961.
Fifty African American, Hispanic, and Anglo students from
St. Phillip's, Incarnate Word and Our Lady of the Lake,
and San Antonio colleges, and St. Mary's and Trinity
universities demonstrated at the Majestic theater.

When

the protesters stood in the ticket line, the attendant
directed black students to the booth selling tickets to
the "colored balcony."

The protesters returned to the back

of the line when turned away.

The group Students for Civil

Liberties sponsored the demonstrations.

At their convention

in San Antonio the Archdiocesan Council of Catholic Men
endorsed the stand-ins and proclaimed, "We view as fiction
the opinion of some that segregation is a local custom and
a significant practice in the community."

Segregated seating

ended in the Majestic on January 1, 1962, after earlier
trial desegregation in the theater did not produce an uproar
among the white population.

Negotiations between theaters

and the Interracial Committee played an influential role
in desegregation.
Stand-ins also appeared at the theaters in Dallas in
response to the national call for protests on Lincoln's
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birthday. Thirty African American high school and college
students carrying Bibles utilized stand-ins challenging
the Palace and the Majestic theaters, both owned by the
Interstate Circuit chain.

A representative of the Majestic

told the protesters they could sit in the balcony or go
to a theater in South Dallas set aside exclusively for
African Americans.
the end of the line.

The students refused and returned to
A biracial group of fifty students

from Southern Methodist University joined the demonstration
in front of the Majestic.

A faction of the NAACP Youth

Council, the "Freedom Fighters," led the stand-ins.
ministers also joined the stand-ins. 1 7

Many

The Dallas stand-ins continued at a sporadic rate
through the spring.

When black protesters returned to the

Majestic, ushers roped off an area where the protesters
could stand.

They peacefully remained in the roped off

area until all white patrons had purchased tickets.

Then

the ushers lowered the ropes and allowed the African
Americans to attempt to purchase tickets to the main floor
of the theater.

Ticket sellers again denied protesters

the right to mixed seating.

A stand-in by sixty students

and two faculty members from Southern Methodist University
appeared in front of the Tower theater in December of I96I
as a reaction to the barring of a black Boy Scout group.

20D

The scouts had purchased tickets in Fort Worth to the Dallas
theater, but the manager, Raymond Willie, excluded the group
from the theater.

He argued that since the scouts bought

the tickets in Fort Worth he had no way of knowing the
ethnicity of the purchasers.

In a meager attempt to

compensate for denying the scouts the right to see "King
of Kings," a movie based on Jesus Christ's life, the theater
refunded the price of the tickets and bus fare back to Fort
1S
Worth. All Dallas theaters desegregated in July of 1963.
The Progressive Youth Association (PYA) led stand-ins
against Loew's, State, Metropolitan, and Majestic theaters
in Houston beginning on Lincoln's birthday.

Yet Eldrewey

Stearnes assured reporters that the planning of the
demonstrations had no connection with the nationwide
movement.

During the stand-ins Stearnes told reporters,

"We are Americans.

It is horrid to see foreigners allowed

into first run movies and not us."

In April Stearnes

traveled to New York and conferred with top officials and
attorneys of Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer, the parent company of
Loew's theaters.

While in New York Stearnes acted in

conjunction with the Congress Of Racial Equality (CORE).
When he returned to New York in the summer of 1962, Stearnes
and Richard Haley, the assistant to James Farmer, the
national president of CORE, met with Charles Kurtzman, the
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vice president of the Loew's theatre chain, to discuss the
situation in Houston. 19
Unlike those in most other Texas cities, Houston demonstrators faced arrest.

The Houston police arrested a number

of protesters and the district attorney charged them with
unlawful assembly designed to interfere with the flow of
business at the theaters.

Yet Frank Briscoe, the Harris

County District Attorney, refused to press charges against
thirteen protesters arrested in April.

The brushing of

a theater patron, G. L. Brandt, by a protester, Judy Ann
Gipson, precipitated the arrests.

Although both parties

agreed to the accidental nature of the incident, the police
brought the protesters to the station.

After hearing of

the arrests Councilman Louis Welch criticized the police
department and complained to Mayor Cutrer about the "double
standard" in law enforcement.

Welch argued that the "Police

knew they couldn't make a case of the picket charge but
they brought in the pickets just to mug and print and
otherwise harass them."

He accused the mayor of knowing

of the practice and defending it.
case for lack of evidence.

Briscoe dismissed the

Assistant District Attorney

Pete Moore also expressed doubts over the legality of another
, 20
arrest.
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The district attorney did press charges of unlawful
assembly against thirty-six participants of other stand-ins.
Protesters appealed the arrests to the State Court of
Criminal Appeals, but the court rejected the appeals.
Stearnes wrote Governor Price Daniel asking for clemency,
since "We will be going to jail for a crime no greater than
asserting our rights and beliefs in the American way of
life."

Stearnes urged Daniel "to strike a meaningful blow

against these undemocratic practices, needless prosecutions,
and awesome segregation."

The Houston Council on Human

Relations sent a telegram to the governor saying clemency
would aid in healing the "breach between races in Houston."
The Central Jurisdiction of the Methodist Church also asked
the governor to intervene.
the appeals.

Nevertheless, Daniel refused

Previously in I96I the Texas Supreme Court,

in a case involving a labor strike, had ruled some forms
of picketing to be unconstitutional.

The court held that

The constitutional protection of the rights
to freedom of speech and free assembly do not
license interference with and obstruction of free
ingress and egress of public ways and entrances
to and exits from places of business by picketing.
After testimony from theater officials and police officers
that protesters created a "formidable barrier" to patrons
and blocked the sale of tickets, the demonstrators received
fines of between $150 and $250.

The fines could either
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be paid or worked off at a rate of $3 for each day spent
in jail.

When the state announced the denial of the appeals,

Texas Southern University, the Harris County Council of
Organizations, and Houston residents raised the'^close to
$10,000 in fines.

The Texas Supreme Court decision

eliminating charges against sit-in participants also applied
21
to stand-in participants.
A number of Houston theaters desegregated in June of
1963.

The majority of the remaining segregated theaters

in the state dropped racial barriers that summer.

Yet some

segregationists protested the integration of the King Center
Twin Drive In of Houston.

They carried pro-segregation
signs and threw rocks at black motorists. 22
A student of Texas Southern University had an impact

on stand-ins in West Texas.

Stand-ins spread to the

Panhandle of Texas in the summer of I96I.

Black residents

of Amarillo who attended college elsewhere brought the notion
of direct action to the city during summer vacation.

On

Juneteenth twenty-one students participated in stand-ins
challenging the State and Paramount theaters.

Police Chief

Claude Evans ordered the protesters to disperse in the name
of law and order, but they refused.

The police then took

the students to the police station.

Although the police

made no charges, the students remained in custody until
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they gave their names and addresses.^^

The theaters remained

segregated.
Controversy in Amarillo over segregated theaters once
again came to public attention in June of 1963.

African

American businessmen had entered into negotiations with
community leaders to discuss segregation.

A group of civil

rights activists, consisting of high school and college
students, expressed disappointment over the limited progress
being made.

John Molden, a demonstrator, denounced Amarillo

as the "segregation center of the Southwest."

He pointed

out that Jim Crow allowed black residents to attend only
one drive-in theater in the east section of the city.

Fannie

Lovelady, a former student of Texas Southern University
and member of PYA, told reporters.
We have apparently exhausted every negotiable
means and feel that an orderly, passive, nonviolent demonstration may be the means by which
the general public may be made aware of the acute
necessity of immediate action in the area of
movie entertainment and eating establishments.
David Hughes, a black businessman participating in the
negotiations, believed that talks, instead of direct action,
would win civil rights.

24

A stand-in of approximately thirty protesters appeared
at the Paramount and State theaters on June 25.

The theaters

refused to sell tickets to the group, but the manager of
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the Interstate chain in Amarillo suggested that African
Americans might be allowed to enter if only a few asked
for entrance at a time.

The theaters sold tickets to two

African Americans later that d a y . ^
Segregation in Texas theaters received national
attention and the president aided in the desegregation.
During the summer of 1963 President John Kennedy met at
the White House with over 1,600 business executives in charge
of public accommodations, including theaters, hotels, variety
theaters, and drug stores, to discuss equal access in these
facilities.

The Texas executives John Adams, president

of the Interstate Circuit Theaters, and John Rowley,
president of the Rowley United Theaters, attended a meeting
held on June 4, 1963.

Kennedy urged the businessmen to

cooperate with the desegregation of public facilities.
In the weeks following the meeting Adams ordered that all
Interstate theaters desegregate.

Many other theaters soon

followed.^^
The SDA-initiated stand-in campaign seemed to have
more success than SNCC's attempt to organize a campaign.
Stand-ins motivated by the Austin experience spread to at
least two other Texas cities and five other cities across
the country.

Reverend James Bevel, a civil rights activist
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in Nashville, reported that students in that city represented
the only group to commit to SNCC's call.^'^
As with the sit-ins, college and university students
provided the main impetus for the stand-ins.

Although

university officials could not directly attack the protesters
since they demonstrated off campus, officials utilized the
power they possessed.

Professor Jesse Ritter, Jr., of North

Texas State University, a civil rights supporter, reported
being threatened with dismissal if he participated in
stand-ins.

Officials of the university also told Ritter

that his contract would be allowed to lapse.

Activists

over the state utilized the technique of orderly standing
in line to avoid arrests for obstructing sidewalks.
students also remained on public property.

The
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Civil rights activists in Texas quickly picked up on
and joined the sit-in movement in the spring of I96O.

But

students at the University of Texas also developed the
stand-in tactic to fight segregation in theaters that not
only spread into other parts of the state but other sections
of the nation.

Local groups such as SDA and PYA led the

stand-in movement in the state.

Austin became the scene

of a number of other important civil rights activities in
the following years.
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CHAPTER VII
CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS AND THE MARCH ON AUSTIN

Civil rights supporters continued the struggle to change
the status quo in the state during 1962 and 1963.

Leaders

in Texas cities, including Houston, Corpus Christi, Austin,
and San Antonio, urged municipal officials to pass antisegregation ordinances.

Civil rights leaders in Texas also

focused on changing the state's segregation policy.

They

adopted tactics from national civil rights leaders.

A civil

rights march on the state capital coincided with the civil
rights march on Washington, D. C.

Although influenced by

national events, civil rights activists in the state
continued to direct the struggle.
On June 21, 1962, El Paso became the first former Jim
Crow city to pass an ordinance ordering desegregation of
privately owned public accommodations under penalty of law.
Alderman Bert Williams introduced before the city council
an ordinance making discrimination in any public accommodation a misdemeanor punishable by a fine up to $200.
The council needed to pass such an ordinance, Williams
argued, if members wanted El Paso to become an international
city and a convention center.

He also referred to a decision

at a national mayors' conference which cited legislation
216
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as advancing integration more rapidly than voluntary
desegregation.

The El Paso Chamber of Commerce, theater

chains, military groups, and various religious groups
supported the ordinance.

Although Mayor Ralph Seitsinger

argued that desegregation should occur on a voluntary basis,
the city council unanimously overrode the mayor's veto when
passing the ordinance.
national attention.

The El Paso ordinance did gain some

In 1963 United States Assistant Attorney

General Burke Marshall asked El Paso attorney Richard T.
Marshal to send a letter to the Senate Commerce Committee
relating the success of the ordinance.

The committee studied

the viability of a similar public accommodations law on
the national level.

The ordinance did not have a large

impact on the status quo of El Paso as most of the public
accommodations already had desegregated and African Americans
only accounted for two percent of the city's population.
The large Hispanic population and El Paso's location in
far West Texas must have influenced passage of the antidiscrimination ordinance.

The action set a precedent for
1
civil rights activists in other Texas cities.
A movement for a similar ordinance began in Houston

during July of 1962.

Eldrewey Stearnes argued in front

of the city council that the majority of cities in the United
States had laws forbidding segregation in public
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accommodations.

Since Houston proclaimed itself the leading

city in the South and as "Space City, USA," he continued,
the city should be representative of American principles.
Therefore, he urged the council to pass an ordinance
forbidding segregation.
appear in Houston.

Yet a sustained struggle did not

The movement in Houston lost much of

its momentum after the Progressive Youth Association (PYA)
collapsed in 1962.

Some civil rights supporters accused
2
the city's black leaders of accepting the status quo.
A more lengthy struggle took place in San Antonio.
The city council of San Antonio had passed an ordinance
in 1941 forbidding discrimination against Hispanic members
of the United States armed forces, federal employees, boy
scouts, and Reserve Officer Training Corps members.

The

law did not outlaw discrimination against black military
personnel, however, and they continued to receive unfavorable
treatment.

Four African American air force employees

protested their 1962 transfer to San Antonio because of
the city's reputation for segregation.

United States

Representative Henry Gonzales and W. W. McAllister, San
Antonio's mayor, attempted to assure the workers that
segregation did not exist in the city.

Although San Antonio

had made large strides in dropping racial barriers relative
to other southern cities, the local chapter of the National
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Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP)
pointed out that racial barriers remained.

The NAACP cited

unfavorable publicity the city received over the incident
when requesting an anti-bias law.

Harry V. Burns, president

of the chapter, wrote Mayor McAllister in October of 1962
focusing on the protest of the air force employees as
"another indication that practices of racial discrimination
and segregation are retarding the moral and economic progress
of the city." Burns argued that an anti-bias law "will help
to promote moral and economic progress."

The push for an

anti-bias law gained momentum in March of 1963 when Reverend
Emerson Marcee, the state president of the NAACP, urged
all branches to struggle for the passage of ordinances
3
forbidding segregation.
But Mayor McAllister believed that an ordinance might
be beyond the authority of the council.

A committee set

up by the city council then decided an ordinance would be
improper.

The report of the committee in early June of

1963 recognized the need to end the practice of discrimination.

Yet members believed an ordinance forcing

desegregation would limit the right of property ownership.
The report proclaimed that since San Antonio supported the
ideal of individual rights, the city could not "deny a
practical application of that freedom" by mandating whom
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accommodation owners must serve.

The committee adopted

a plan for voluntary desegregation of public accommodations
but did not rule out the possibility of passing an ordinance
if the voluntary method failed.

On the advice of the

committee the city council created a Committee on
Desegregation to aid in the implementation of the voluntary
system.

Two African Americans, J. E. Taylor and Everett

Jennings, served on the thirteen-member committee.^
Reaction of San Antonio's black leaders to the system
of voluntary desegregation greatly varied.

In a letter

to councilman Jack Kaufman, Burns labeled the program as
impractical.

Again Burns attempted to show that an ordinance

would be beneficial to the total city as he argued that
the voluntary program created "an unfavorable position for
business places."

Reverend C. W. Black, a civil rights

activist and member of the NAACP, feared the voluntary
program would allow businesses to remain segregated.

On

the conservative side of the desegregation question Valmo
Bellinger, the publisher of the San Antonio Register, stated
that the committee should be given a chance to prove its
efficiency.

An advertisement in the paper praised the

voluntary program and proclaimed that "Freedom diminishes
for all of us, when it is denied to even one of us."

Joseph
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Scott, a civic leader, called the council's action a "giant
step in the right direction."^
The NAACP referred to the committee as a delaying action
and began demonstrations calling for an anti-segregation
ordinance and full citizenship.

On June 12 pickets appeared

outside a meeting of the city council.

Signs read: "Not

favors but rights," "Full Citizenship by Anti-Segregation
Ordinance," and "Equal Job Opportunities- City Hall, Water
Board, Public Service Board, Fire Department, Bus Drivers."
While members of the NAACP sat in on meetings of the city
council. Burns proposed a plan to substitute for the program
of voluntary desegregation, including passage of ordinances
assuring citizens of equality in employment opportunities,
housing, and the utilization of public accommodations.
The committee proclaimed the "accelerated progress" of
desegregation in San Antonio, however, and set a target
date of July 4 for complete desegregation.
Even though the committee claimed that 95 percent of
San Antonio's public accommodations had been desegregated
by July, the NAACP labeled voluntary desegregation as
"unsuccessful."

Burns reported that he continued to receive

reports of discrimination against African Americans.

Black

leaders also argued that "resegregation" had appeared in
some accommodations that had vowed to desegregate.

Burns
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asserted that "Any further delay is further inference to
businessmen that they can continue to practice segregation."
He appealed to all citizens "who believe in freedom and
justice" to attend the August 28 meeting of the council
"as an expression of their opposition to the continued
practices of racial discrimination in our city."
On the morning of August 28, the same date 250,000
civil rights supporters marched on Washington, D. C , fifteen
African Americans participated in the NAACP sponsored sit-in.
When Sharon West, one of the participants, asked the council
to pass an anti-bias law, the mayor told the group a city
law "is not the way to reach the goal we both want."

West

condemned the outcome of the encounter as "the same old
story of sit and wait."

Burns called for citizens to mail

letters and cards to local, state, and national political
officials urging support for civil rights legislation.
The NAACP also announced that the need for an anti-bias
ordinance would be brought to the attention of President
John Kennedy during his visit to the city in November.
Thus signs reading "SEGREGATED CITY RECEIVES FED. SUPPORT"
and "Rights not favors" greeted the president.

After the

NAACP asked the city council to amend the 1941 ordinance
to include African Americans, City Attorney Sam Wolf ruled
the 1941 ordinance to be invalid and proclaimed that the
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council did not have the right to pass an anti-bias law.
The ordinance finally passed in November of 1965, but a
black leader commented that "it didn't matter anymore" since
the national Civil Rights Act of I964 already had been
+ ^ 8
enacted.
Civil rights activists in Austin also sought an antibias ordinance for the city.

Beginning in February of 1963

a committee consisting of the Austin Commission on Human
Relations, the Austin Council of Churches, and the NAACP
initiated informal negotiations with the city council.
The committee presented city officials with a proposed
ordinance written by Joseph Witherspoon, a member of the
University of Texas law faculty and a recognized authority
on constitutional and administrative law.

University of

Texas students picketed city hall in the spring of I963
urging passage of the ordinance.

At a public hearing of

the council on October 17, 1963, a large cross section of
people argued for the ordinance.

But Mayor Lester Palmer

favored a voluntary method of desegregation as the best
solution.

At a later meeting the city attorney found the

proposed ordinance unconstitutional. Volma Overton, the
Austin NAACP president, threatened direct action if an
9
ordinance did not pass.
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As in San Antonio, activists in Austin brought the
need of a city law to the attention of the president of
the United States.

Overton wrote and council member Emma

Long endorsed a statement sent to President Lyndon Johnson
describing the discrimination that continued in Austin.
The civil rights activists hoped the letter would remind
Johnson that continued discrimination in Austin, the capital
of his home state, could embarrass him politically.
Activists also hoped the president would use his clout in
Austin to help get the ordinance passed.

Johnson's

administration paid particular interest to the civil rights
activities in Austin.

Sterling Holloway, chairman of the

Austin Commission on Human Relations, warned the White House
of the possibility of demonstrations unless the city council
passed the ordinance.

In the election year of 1964 pres-

idential aide Cliff Carter wrote, "I do not think it would
be good for there to be any form of racial disturbance in
Austin, particularly this year."

He also suggested that

a government official urge Mayor Palmer to appoint a Civil
Rights Commission.

10

The NAACP sponsored a speak-in as a form of direct
action.

At 10:00 a. m. on April 2, 1964, civil rights

supporters appeared at a city council meeting.

When given

the opportunity to speak, Overton began a filibuster by
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reading from John Howard Griffin's Black Like Me.

Activists

Booker T. Bonner, Claude Allen, Arthur DeWitty, and Reverend
Wesley Sims also represented the pro-ordinance position
in the filibuster.

When Sims spoke on brotherly love during

the filibuster, former state senator Joe Hill shouted down
the reverend saying, "I'm not your brother!"

Economic

intimidation appeared when Councilman Louis Shanks closed
out Overton's account at his store.

Mayor Lester Palmer

argued that Austin had already made great strides in the
area of civil rights and did not need an anti-bias ordinance.
He vowed to remain in the chambers as long as the filibuster
lasted, although extreme exhaustion on the fourth day forced
him to leave for the hospital.

Support came from University

of Texas students and folk singer Joan Baez, who led a
11
"freedom hootenanny" in front of city hall.
The speakers blocked the council from attending to
city business until a walk-out by the council ended the
speak-in after five days.

Sims sat in the mayor's vacated

chair and closed the filibuster with a prayer asking for
forgiveness of "this sinful city."

Overton labeled the

adjournment as illegal and vowed that "The NAACP has not
given up on its fight for an ordinance" and would return
to the next meeting of the council.

Over twenty-five

activists appeared at the following city council meeting.
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Mayor Pro Tem Travis LaRue asked that the council be allowed
to complete the city's business before the protesters took
the floor.

Bonner jumped to his feet and proclaimed that

"any business that you [the council] do will be out of
order."

When he refused to be quieted, policemen carried

Bonner out of the chambers.

Police also ejected Sims and

Brad Blanton, a University of Texas student, and formed
a human wall between other activists and the councilmen.
Attempts to negotiate between Overton and Mayor Palmer
temporarily halted the demonstrations, but the lack of
results caused civil rights supporters to resume direct
action. 1 2
Protests began once again at the June 11 meeting of
the city council.

Activists held up signs calling for an

ordinance ending discrimination in "Job Opportunities,
Education, Housing, Public Accommodations."
removed the signs.

Police forcibly

But direct action continued as Sims

asked the audience that "all of those who believe in human
dignity kneel with us in prayer."

At a meeting later in

the month supporters released helium-filled balloons in
the chamber carrying placards calling for a civil rights
ordinance.

The NAACP canceled further demonstrations after

passage of the national Civil Rights Act in early July.
Yet the NAACP did announce that Austin still needed an
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ordinance to "cover the many areas not covered by this bill."
The establishment of a city civil rights commission to
investigate complaints of civil rights violations ended
the thought of protests. -^
A campaign for an anti-discrimination law did not appear
in Dallas.

In many cases the Dallas Citizens Council (DCC)

had eased the transition of desegregation.

Thus a sig-

nificant amount of desegregation had occurred.

Although

racial barriers still existed and some of the integration
only represented token efforts, many African American leaders
of Dallas had accepted negotiation and gradual change rather
than direct challenges to the status q u o . ^
Civil rights activists struggled for local ordinances
to ensure desegregation.

When debating civil rights

ordinances, parties did not argue over whether desegregation
should take place but how.

Local officials declared that

the vast majority of public accommodations had desegregated
voluntarily and that with time the rest would come around.
White leaders claimed they did not want to deprive businessmen of the flexibility to choose whom they served and decried
mandatory desegregation as an usurpation of American freedom.
Voluntary desegregation also represented a way to protect
the status quo and not bring about "revolutionary" change.
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Some black leaders agreed that desegregation should occur
through voluntary means. 1 5
Civil rights supporters countered the argument that
mandatory desegregation would hurt business rights by
attempting to prove that an anti-bias ordinance would aid
economic prospects.

Supporters argued that a law would

attract conventions, bring national recognition, and win
business.

A picket in Austin told businessmen that

"Integration Means Profit."

Black moderates in San Antonio

utilized an even more conservative argument.

Harry Burns

warned the city council that failure to pass an ordinance
might drive dissatisfied African Americans to join the Black
Muslims.

Burns contrasted the Muslims' militant nature

with the cooperation of the NAACP.

1A

Although civil rights supporters wanted to appease
whites, activists demanded "Human Rights Over Property
Rights."

They argued against voluntary desegregation saying

African Americans should not have to wait for something
that should be a right and not a privilege.

Reverend Black

denounced voluntary desegregation because "it makes the
white man the judge of the Negroes' rights."

Although the

original El Paso ordinance dealt with ending segregation
in public accommodations, activists also struggled to include
a ban against discrimination in job opportunities, education.
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and housing.

They believed an ordinance the best method

to ensure their rights against segregation and discrimination. 1 7
Numerous groups came together in the struggle for civil
rights ordinances.

The military impacted the debates over

the El Paso ordinance.

Because military personnel played

an important economic role in many of the cities debating
ordinances, fear of losing this resource influenced the
cities.

The endorsement by the military aided in the passage

of the ordinance at El Paso.

The report of President

Kennedy's Commission on Equal Opportunity saying "that 'off
limits' declarations be made for those civilian
establishments refusing to desegregate" had some impact
on the ordinance debate in San Antonio.

The naval air

station in Corpus Christi established a committee to make
18
oure of integration for its personnel.
Although some support did come from national forces,
local groups provided the main impetus.

Some Texas civil

rights supporters also struggled for a state law banning
segregation.

Like many of the local white leaders Governor

John Connally favored voluntary over mandatory desegregation.
The governor's views on certain issues, including civil
rights, caused liberals to organize.
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Three hundred liberal Democrats who opposed the
conservatism of Democratic Governor John Connally met in
Dallas on July 13, 1963.

The liberals formed a group known

as the Democratic Coalition.

The coalition consisted of

supporters of civil rights, labor, and other liberal causes.
The four co-chairmen of the organization included W. J.
Durham, president of the Texas Council of Voters and a lawyer
for the NAACP; Hank Brown, president of the Texas AFL-CIO;
Albert Pena, president of the Political Association of
Spanish-speaking Organizations (PASO); and Franklin Jones,
Sr., spokesman for a group known as liberal loyalist
Democrats.

The coalition announced its immediate goal of

bringing about maximum voter turnout in the upcoming election
to repeal the poll tax.

The coalition also planned to

organize a grass roots movement to increase the number of
qualified voters in the 1964 election.

The focus of such

a movement would be on "selected precincts and counties"
where liberal support could be garnered.

Black repre-

sentatives in the coalition asked for an amendment assuring
them of an equal share of control in the coalition.

Durham

contended that similar coalitions had cheated African
Americans out of their deserved benefits before.

Another

section of the amendment denied the coalition's support
to any candidate who practiced, accepted, or defended
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gradualism "as symbolized by the voluntary approach to these
problems [discrimination] as advocated by the conservative
element because of social pressures."''^
African American leaders who had aided in the creation
of the coalition sent Governor Connally a petition calling
on the officials of Texas to use every means available to
bring about equality in all parts of the state.

The petition

asked Connally to speed-up desegregation and to issue a
broad executive order ending segregation in all state
facilities and in businesses requiring state licenses.
The proposed executive order would be similar to those
recently enacted by the governors of Kentucky and North
Carolina.

Ten subcommittee members of the Texas Council

of Voters Executive Committee signed the petition.

The

African American leaders included Erma and Moses LeRoy and
Francis Williams of Houston, Reverend C. William Black,
Jr., and G. J. Sutton of San Antonio, Durham of Dallas,
Marion Brooks of Fort Worth, Willie Melton of Kendleton,
20
and Booker T. Bonner of Austin.
Connally gave his indirect answer to the petition in
a 30-minute televised speech on July 19, 1963.

The speech

directly responded to President John Kennedy's proposed
national civil rights bill.

Connally especially denounced

the section of the bill calling for mandatory desegregation
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of public accommodations.

The speech epitomized the

governor's reliance on the private sector to make progress
in desegregation.

Connally announced that, although he

supported equality under the law while pledging continued
efforts in this area and endorsed the integration of
tax-supported institutions, he opposed federal legislation
banning racial discrimination in privately owned public
accommodations.

He feared that such legislation would attack

the freedom and right to own and manage private property.
Connally argued that the proposed Civil Rights Bill "would
deprive the owners of private businesses of the right to
decide whom they serve."

The governor also objected to

the broad powers given to the Attorney General of the United
States.

The attorney general would be allowed to file

injunctions, under certain circumstances, on behalf of
individuals forcing the desegregation of schools and public
facilities.

Connally asserted that he could not support

"the proposition of violating one person's rights to bestow
privilege on another person, regardless of the color or
21
race of either."
Connally urged Texans to continue to listen to moderate
voices which had allowed their state to "avoid the cold,
arbitrary tool of government edict."

He maintained that

the civil rights issue should be solved locally and that
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Texas already had made "tremendous" progress in that
direction.

Texans could be led but did not like to be

pushed, Connally warned, and the governor believed federal
legislation would be pushing.

Although Connally opposed

the legislation, he vowed to uphold the law if it passed.
He believed, however, that what came out of Washington would
"not change the character of the problem, nor provide the
real answer."

The governor had adopted the states' rights

argument of the Deep South and defended some types of segregation.

Connally did identify voluntary desegregation

as progress, however, while some Deep South governors
strongly opposed any type desegregation.

At governor's

conferences in the following months Connally positioned
22
himself with the moderate border states.
A number of Texans supported the governor's speech.
United States Senator John Tower, a Republican, also opposed
the public accommodations section of the civil rights bill.
He agreed that desegregation should be on a voluntary rather
than a compulsory basis.

Other local and state officials

seconded Connally's speech.

Dallas Mayor Earle Cabell,

a Democrat, voiced the opinion that "Governor Connally
expressed the views and objectives of a vast majority of
the people of Texas-of all races."

Republican legislator

Henry Stollenwreck agreed with the governor's opposition
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to the public accommodations section but expressed disappointment over Connally's failure to attack the employment
practices section.

A majority of the telegrams to the

governor's office supported Connally's speech.

A. B. Beddow,

president of the Texas real estate association, praised
the governor for defending the rights of private property
owners.

Support also appeared from segments of the African

American community.

A member of the Midland Negro Chamber

of Commerce sent a telegram to Connally's office calling
it the "Best and most outstanding speech by any Governor
in the nation today."

Reverend A. H. Forbes, Jr., minister

of the Metropolitan Church in Fort Worth, wrote that "You
have our unquestionable support and confidence in all your
endeavors."

Telegrams disagreeing with the governor's speech

covered the political spectrum from civil rights supporters
accusing Connally of being "anti-Kennedy" to extreme
segregationists labeling the governor a "nigger-lover."
Other segregationists took heart in Connally's speech.
A few days after the governor's speech, segregationists
protesting the entrance of African Americans into a Houston
formerly segregated drive-in carried a sign denouncing
Kennedy and lauding Connally as "The only one whose [sic]
going to stand up for white people's rights. . ."

A poll
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of Anglo Texans reported that seventy-five percent opposed
the public accommodations section of the bill.^^
Opposition to Connally's speech appeared in many
sections of the African American community.

The Informer

marveled at the high percentage of hotels, theaters, and
restaurants Connally cited as being integrated.

The editors

expressed the hope that "Negroes in East Texas don't take
the governor at his word and show up for such public
accommodations, it is likely that some one will go to jail."
Even though Connally pledged to do all in his power to speed
the desegregation of tax-supported facilities. The Informer
noted the slow rate of desegregation in state parks, which
the governor could have directly influenced.

Other than

Bastrop State Park all of the numerous state parks in East
Texas remained segregated.

Segregation continued at the

swimming pool in Bastrop Park.

The editorial also accused

Connally of playing a "Cat and Mouse game" with his black
supporters by promising them a lot but delivering little.
Although Connally had appointed some black Texans to state
agencies, such as the prison board, few African Americans
held positions involved in policy making.

State Attorney

General Waggoner Carr had appointed J. Phillip Crawford
24
assistant attorney general in the summer of 1963.

2 "^6
Clarence Laws, the Dallas regional secretary of the
NAACP, contended that Connally had forgotten history when
he implied that Texas had extended rights without the
precedence of law.

Winning the right to vote in the

Democratic primary, the right to attend institutions of
higher learning with whites, and the right to travel in
desegregated carriers had only come about as a result of
legislation.

Durham added that expensive court cases had

been necessary before any change occurred.

Albert Pena

asserted that if the governor believed so much in the
voluntary approach, he should voluntarily sign an executive
order desegregating state parks and public schools.
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Booker Bonner denounced the governor's speech as "an
affront to all Texans, Negroes and whites."

Bonner had

watched most of Connally's speech on television at the
private Club Caravan in Austin, where Bonner worked as a
waiter.

The speech increased his opposition to the

governor's policies.

Bonner had worked in Don Yarborough's

1962 gubernatorial campaign against Connally.

Although

Bonner had not totally agreed with Yarborough's policies
relating to black Texans, Bonner totally objected to
Connally's paying attention to a select group of African
American leaders while ignoring the majority of black
m
26
Texans.
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The United Political Organization (UPO), a pro-Connally
group consisting of approximately 150 wealthy conservative
black leaders, had formed in 1962.
employment and voting rights.

The UPO emphasized

The group did not speak out

against civil rights demonstrations but advocated economic
and political advances, which the white establishment
respected, as the best method to gain rights.

The UPO's

endorsement helped Connally win a number of black votes
in 1962.

Bonner had chastised the UPO for selling out its

community and for being "Uncle Toms."

The Informer accused

UPO leaders of trading political and constitutional rights
for a few jobs and political appointments.

M. J. Anderson,

president of the UPO, had written the governor in early
1963 saying more African Americans should receive political
appointments or the UPO would become an ineffective unit
for the next election.

The UPO officially proclaimed

Connally's speech as the "most significant and positive
statement on civil rights by a public official in the history
of the state."

Yet some members expressed disagreement
27
with the governor's speech.
Connally's speech also had an impact on the national
scene.

A few days after the speech Vice President Lyndon

Johnson received a staff memorandum concerning his fellow
Texan's speech.

The memo pointed out the irony of the state
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having segregation legislation on its law books which
affected private property, and Connally denouncing the
interference of legislation in desegregating private
property.

Hobart Taylor, Jr., a black Houston resident

and vice chairman of the national Equal Employment
Opportunity Committee, wrote Johnson a letter expressing
concern over the controversy caused in Texas by Connally's
pQ

speech.

Although the turmoil gained some national

attention, Texans continued to lead the struggle in their
state.
The state's civil rights supporters believed that
Connally had misrepresented himself to black Texans, while
the speech represented the true stance of the governor on
racial matters.

E. Price Cunningham, a spokesperson for

the Texas Council of Voters, insisted that Connally's stand
on civil rights had aligned "Texas with the Old South
(particularly Alabama and Mississippi) and others dedicated
to blocking progress."

Bonner, Houston Wade, an influential

leader of the stand-in campaign in that city, and five other
civil rights supporters met at the University of Texas YMCA
in the following days. There they decided on an action that
29
would spotlight the governor's civil rights policies.
Connally's stand on the desegregation of public accommodations led to direct action.
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Bonner sent Connally a registered letter asking for
a meeting to discuss their disagreements over the public
accommodations section of the Civil Rights Bill.

When

Connally left Austin without replying, Bonner went to
Connally's office in the state capitol on July 29 to demand
an appointment for a meeting.
he received an appointment.

He refused to leave until
When Bonner criticized Connally

for allowing segregation to continue, Howard Rose, the
governor's executive assistant, argued that Connally had
a better civil rights record than most southern governors.
Bonner replied that any segregation represented too much.
He demanded that the humiliation of being segregated from
a few accommodations equaled that of being barred from all.
Bonner staged a one-man sit-in as he spent the day in the
waiting room and moved to the hall when the waiting room
closed for the evening.

That night he temporarily broke

his vigil to lead forty biracial picketers, mostly students
from the University of Texas, in a one-hour march around
the governor's mansion.

Protesters carried leaflets labeling

Connally "a Jim Crow governor of the worst kind" who had
"exploited the trust and hopes of Negroes." Bonner announced
that he and other civil rights activists planned large scale
demonstrations in Texas for August 28 to coincide with the
march on Washington.

Bonner returned to the hall for the
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rest of the night and waited in the governor's office the
next day.

The 26-hour one-man sit-in ended when Governor

Connally announced from Houston that he would meet with
Bonner, although Connally did not believe anything needed
to be discussed concerning his position on civil rights.
A source of conflict appeared when Bonner stated that he
would be accompanied to the meeting by at least four
supporters.

Rose insisted, however, that only Bonner would

the meeting.
Reaction to the sit-in came quickly.

The Club Caravan,

where Connally often ate, fired Bonner the following day.
The owners said they "laid off" Bonner because his private
affairs interfered with his job and because of an accusation
of theft.

But Bonner did not accept this reasoning.

He

told reporters that he had been blacklisted by Austin
employers and that state and federal police had been
investigating him.

Bonner expressed his anger at the lack

of rights for African Americans and labeled the NAACP as
"too tame" for him.

Bonner had served in Korea and felt

disturbed about fighting for the United States and finding
out he still had few rights at home.-^31
Bonner continued to lead marches around the governor's
mansion until the scheduled meeting.

He hoped marches would

maintain interest in integration activities and inspire
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others to join future demonstrations.

On August 1 seven

civil rights supporters marched and a group of ten segregationists, consisting of youths aged twelve to twenty who
called themselves the Children of the Confederacy, countermarched.

Edmond Jackson, a student of the University of

Mississippi and a member of the White Citizen's Council,
led the segregationists.

No confrontation occurred as they

left ten minutes after the integrationists arrived.

Bonner

also planned a parade of pickets for the night before the
scheduled meeting with Connally.

He hoped for a large crowd

in order "to prove to the governor on Tuesday that we mean
32
business."
Upon reading about Bonner's sit-in Francis Williams,
a member of the Democratic Coalition, searched for other
leaders to attend the meeting with Bonner.

At 11:30 a.m.

on August 6, Bonner arrived in Connally's waiting room
flanked by six other civil rights leaders: four blacks.
Dr. Ruth Bellinger and Sutton of San Antonio, Cunningham
of Dallas, and James McCoy of the University of Texas, and
two Hispanic leaders, Henry Munoz and Lalo Soils of San
Antonio.

When told the governor would see him, Bonner asked

that the other leaders be allowed to attend.

After a short,

private consultation with Bonner, Sutton, and Cunningham,
the governor canceled the meeting. Connally balked at the
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presence of the other leaders.

Sutton wondered if the

governor planned to meet with African Americans "one at
a time."

Bonner proclaimed that "One Negro can't speak

for all the rest of the Negroes in Texas." Bellinger became
extremely agitated at the cancellation of the meeting since
she had served as the co-chairman of Connally's 1962
gubernatorial campaign in Bexar County. The minority leaders
left behind a petition once again asking Connally to issue
an executive order banning segregation in state-owned
facilities.

The petition also asked for the enactment of

at least a $1.25 minimum hourly wage law, the repeal of
all Jim Crow laws in Texas, the immediate integration of
all public schools, and access to college and university
33
facilities for all races.
Sam Wood, the state capital correspondent of The Austin
American, labeled Bonner's sit-in at the governor's office
as "obviously politically inspired to embarrass Connally."
Wood said the liberal Democratic Coalition wanted to fan
the flames for "liberal opposition to Gov. Connally in the
1964 election."

The sit-in represented a planned strategy

to revive the minority coalition. Wood claimed.

But the

Democratic Coalition did not join the sit-in or the planning
of further demonstrations.

Although members of the

coalition, including Bonner and Williams, joined the civil
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rights activities, the coalition never became officially
1
A 34
involved.

After hearing about cancellation of the meeting, close
to fifty civil rights supporters renewed picketing of the
mansion.

Bonner said that he had given up on the possibility

of a personal conference with the governor and that the
picketers would switch their emphasis to the state capitol.
Bonner told reporters that "every Negro man in Texas will
know the governor definitely is not his friend. . . . The
Negro must know his rights are legal or he will never get
them."

Counter-marchers heckled Bonner with chants of "you

ran away today," and carried signs proclaiming, "Connally
yes, Kennedy no." 35
Yet another black leader in Austin did not support
the activities at the governor's mansion.

Dr. J. J.

Seabrook, president of Huston-Tilotseon College, accused
Bonner of attempting to create a sensation.

Seabrook said,

"We don't want outside people coming in and telling us what
must be done in Austin.

They do not know how much already

has been done in this city."

The fact that Huston-Tilotseon

received at least some support from the white establishment
may have influenced Seabrook's statement.

Opposition to

^Bonner had grown up in Wallis, Texas, and lived for
a number of years in Austin.

2.4
Bonner also appeared from other areas of the state.

Reverend

C. A. Holliday of Fort Worth, the first African American
appointed to the State Board of Corrections by Connallyin
March of 1963, labeled Bonner's actions as "uncalled for
at this time."

He praised Connally as a progressive in
36
the area of civil rights.
When national civil rights groups planned a march on

Washington, D. C , on August 28 to protest for equality,
those who favored integration in Texas scheduled demonstrations to correspond with the national march.

Bonner

announced plans to organize a march in Austin to the capitol
and the governor's mansion.

Civil rights leaders recognized

that some black Texans would not be able to make the trip
to Washington.

Thus a state march would give them an

opportunity to vent their frustration.

Bonner, Williams,

and other civil rights leaders met at a YMCA in Houston
to discuss strategy for the march.

Civil rights supporters

sent out over 1,200 mailings to urge groups and individuals
across the state to attend the march.

For example, Erma

LeRoy sent information sheets to numerous organizations
describing the stance of the governor.

She accused Connally

of aiding the segregationist argument.

LeRoy urged the

organizations to "Make it clear that he [Connally] can't
be a hero to the East Texas segregationists and Negro
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citizens at the same time!"

She defined the controversy

as one of "PROPERTY RIGHTS VS. HUMAN RIGHTS."

Although

Bonner announced the march, Williams did much of the
organizing.
and Houston.

He worked with groups in cities such as Dallas
A few days before the march Bonner and other

supporters handed out leaflets in the Austin African American
community soliciting participants.

Clarence Laws urged

African Americans to attend the national march, but he stated
that the Austin march would be a good alternative for those
who could not afford the trip to Washington.

The organizers

expected 4,000 civil rights supporters to join the two-mile
"March For Jobs and Freedom" through downtown Austin.

Along

the route a committee of five planned to deliver a petition
to Connally calling for integration of all state-owned
facilities.

The Freedom Now Committee received permission

for the August 28 march from the Austin City Council. 37
Dallas organizations, including the NAACP, the Catholic
Inter-Racial Council, the Texas Council of Voters, and the
Dallas Full Citizenship Committee, planned car pools and
buses to Austin and Washington.

Civil rights groups in

other Texas cities planned to do the same.

The Informer

announced that air-conditioned buses would leave Houston
for Washington and Austin.

Approximately seventy Houstonians
38
participated in the Austin march.^

2.6
Labor supported both civil rights marches.

The AFL-CIO

of Houston announced its "whole-hearted support" for the
demonstrations in Washington and Austin.

Labor called on

the state to abolish the use of race, creed, or color as
a basis for employment.

The AFL-CIO injected some of its

own agenda into the civil rights controversy such as the
repeal of the right-to-work laws and the passage of a minimum
wage law. 39
^
Some opposition to the march appeared within the African
American community.

D. B. Mason, attorney and head of the

Dallas County Democratic Progressive Voters League, announced
his opposition to the march.

He asserted that none of his

group would join the march "because we feel that Gov.
Connally has done well and advanced our cause as well as
could be expected in Texas at this time."

He pointed to

the appointment of two African Americans to state boards
as steps in the right direction.

Connally's appointments

to previously all-white boards included Holliday and Charles
Jackson Clark to the State Board of Morticians.

Mason added,

"In Texas we must take things slowly and cannot advance
as rapidly as in the East or North."

Harsher opposition

appeared from segments of the white community.
Governor Connally had offers of "protection" against
the Freedom Now marchers.

The Indignant White Citizens
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Council (IWCC), led by Bob Joiner of Grand View, also asked
for a permit to march in Austin on the 28th.

Connally urged

the group to postpone their march, however, saying he feared
violence if the two groups confronted each other.

Joiner

expressed displeasure over Connally allowing the integrationists to march while asking the segregationists to
stay away.

"We are not barbarians," Joiner claimed, "we

know right from wrong."

He added that the IWCC would march

if the civil rights supporters did.

Bonner also disagreed

with the governor on the attempt to censor the racists.
"He's [Connally] asking those people not to express their
constitutional rights," Bonner argued.

The IWCC planned

to hold its march three hours before the Freedom Now march.
Joiner expected to lead at least 3,000 segregationists.^
The fear of confrontation between the rival demonstrations increased the anxiety looming over the state
capital.

A large number of state and local police organized

in Austin to prevent instances of violence and abusive
heckling during the marches.

Austin Police Chief R. A.

Miles called every available police officer to duty for
the day of the march.

He assigned two hundred uniformed

and plainclothes police to monitor the protests.

The

officers received riot equipment, including batons and
helmets.

Even before the marches had been announced, the
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Austin police initiated a stepped-up program in riot control.
State police planned to encircle the capitol to aid local
police.

Waggoner Carr had received a report outlining laws

that might be enforced against marchers.

The report brought

up the possibility of using the state national guard if
needed. 42
The IWCC parade started out from Congress Avenue at
11 o'clock on the morning of the 28th.

Eleven marchers

"swelled" the ranks of the segregationists, most of them
carrying Goldwater or pro-segregation signs.

Joiner told

reporters, "One of our aims is to support and protect the
governor." When reminded the governor did not seem to want
the IWCC's help. Joiner accused Connally of having been
around "the Kennedy brothers too long."

From his red

pick-up, which led the marchers. Joiner shouted, "You are
either a Communist and a nigger lover, or you will join
us.

You can't be in the middle."

After the march. Joiner

expressed his disappointment that "so many gutless Texans
have refused to stand up and say they are for segregation." 43
General Edwin A. Walker, who had traveled to Oxford,
Mississippi, in 1962 and rallied segregationists in an effort
to stop the integration of the University of Mississippi,
visited Austin as an observer.

In a press conference held

after the first march the ex-general stated that "Joiner's
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group represents, in spirit, millions more Americans over
the nation than those [Freedom Now] to parade this
afternoon."

Walker added, "I came to see how much interest

and support the pro-Kennedy, pro-Communist, pro-social rights
program could get in Texas.
flop."

It will be an obvious political

Walker accused the Kennedy administration of

supporting civil rights demonstrations "to take the spotlight
off their biggest flop-Cuba. "^"^
A crowd of participants in the Freedom Now march
gathered at the Doris Miller auditorium in East Austin for
a pre-march rally early that afternoon.

Seven black youths

led the crowd in freedom chants and songs.

Approximately

600 to 1,000 civil rights supporters, including fifty whites,
began the two-mile trek at 2 p.m. in 102 degree weather.
High school and college students made up the majority of
marchers.

Other marchers included members of the clergy,

representatives of liberal groups including an official
delegate of the state AFL-CIO and a staff member of the
Democratic Coalition, and professionals.

They streamed

past the capitol as some marchers chanted and spelled
"freedom," while others sang "I want to be a free, free
man" and "Tell John Connally we shall not be moved."

Some

of the slogans on the sea of signs included "Jim Crow Must
Go," "Gradualism, Tokenism, Connallyism," "Faubus - Wallace
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- Barnett - Connally," "Total Freedom Is What We Want,"
"If Not Now, When?," and "No More 500 Per Hour."

The

marchers continued on to a rally in Woolridge Park."^
Opposing forces made their presence known during the
civil rights march.

Joiner and a few of his followers

heckled the marchers along the route, and the segregationists
followed the demonstrators to the park.

When Joiner's group

created a disturbance during the opening prayer of the rally,
African American youths rose to confront the segregationists.
Austin police formed a line between the groups, and the
racists retreated.

Another segregationist had watched the

parade from the steps of the capitol and, commenting on
the size of the march, told reporters, "If that's all the
supporters Kennedy has here, he's sure flopped."

/6

At the rally Williams introduced eight speakers.
Although Bonner had argued for and won the right to speak
to the crowd before Durham, he surrendered the platform.
Williams introduced Bonner as "the man who started it [the
protest] off."

After encouraging the crowd to applaud

themselves for their effort, Bonner proclaimed that he had
been speaking for the last month and wanted to give other
speakers a chance.

Bonner hoped to gain the trust of the
other civil rights leaders with that move. 47
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A major difference between the national and the state
marches appeared when the executive. President Kennedy,
met with leaders of the march on Washington, while Connally
did not meet with leaders of the Austin march.

Although

organizers had announced their intention to deliver a
petition to Connally, Durham told the cheering crowd that
"I didn't want to see the governor.
to see us go by."

I wanted the governor

Connally worked in his office as the

marchers passed, and after the march, he commented on being
pleased that no serious incidents occurred.^

But Connally

suffered numerous verbal attacks during the rally.
Civil rights supporters saw their chance to change
the political leadership of the state.

Marion Brooks, a

Fort Worth physician, told the crowd, in somewhat exaggerated terms, that the 625,000 eligible African American
voters, the 800,000 Hispanic voters together with the two
million liberals and the 500,000 labor supporters would
"sweep the state house clean."

Reverend Claude Black

proclaimed, "We are tired of humiliation.

We come here

to warn Connally and all other segregationists that their
days are numbered."

Durham asserted that "I've got news

for Governor Connally.

Tell him that each of us Negro voters

will remember him on election day."

Dr. Ruth Bellinger

declared that the governor had "let us down." 49
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Durham also attacked the UPO because of the group's
support for Connally.

But the organization did not give

unconditional support to the governor.

Many members remained

upset over his speech and resigned from the group in protest.
Reverend H. Rhett James, the UPO executive secretary and
a protest leader in Dallas, sent a telegram to Don
Yarborough, a supporter of the proposed national Civil Rights
Bill, hinting that he might be asked to oppose John Connally
again in the gubernatorial race of I964.

Other members

urged Connally to establish a board to recommend state civil
rights legislation that would include the establishment
50
of a human relations committee.
The rally included two clerical speakers from Dallas.
Reverend William Oliver of the First Community Church, who
had brought a bus load of twenty-eight marchers to Austin,
told the crowd that churches should be aware of their
responsibility in the area of race relations.

Reverend

B. L. McCormick of the St. Paul Methodist Church also
1 51
spoke.
The cooperation between African Americans and Hispanics
in the struggle for civil rights became apparent during
the march.

Durham proclaimed that "They'll never separate

Latin Americans and the American Negro any more in politics."
Henry Munoz, a representative for PASO, read a statement
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from Albert Pena ending with the sentence, "Until justice
is blind to color, until education is unaware of race, until
opportunity is unconcerned with the color of men's skins,
we have fallen short of assuring freedom of the free."
A difference of opinion appeared in the Hispanic community,
as in the African American community, however, over the
best methods to win civil rights.

A few days before the

march the president of the League of United Latin American
Citizens, Paul Andow, denounced public demonstrations as
casting "aspersions on our government in the eyes of the
rest of the world."

He identified "education and self-

improvement" as the best means to fight discrimination.
The rally ended at 5 p.m. with Durham asserting that civil
52
rights supporters could unseat Connally in I964.
Nearly 250,000 civil rights supporters marched in
Washington, D. C , on August 28, I963.

Although Texans

participated in the national march, state activists planned
a march separate from the Washington march.
appeared in the two marches.

Similar agendas

During the march at Austin

activists called for a state civil rights act, while national
marchers pushed for a federal civil rights act.

Similar

liberal groups appeared in both marches, but the influential
roles played by Hispanics represented an unique feature
of the Austin march.
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Governmental reactions to the marches also differed.
The national executive, President John Kennedy, met with
leaders after the Washington march, while Texas' state
executive, Governor John Connally, had made apparent his
refusal to meet with leaders.

The national march directly

stimulated passage of the Civil Rights Act of I964.

The

Austin march did not have a similar outcome, however, as
the state did not pass a civil rights act until 1967.
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Local marches also took place in Texas on the 28th.
Approximately 300 demonstrators, including a number of white
ministers, marched around the Corpus Christi city hall.
Protesters carried signs and banners including "Make Our
City First Class," "Go Slow Means No Go," and "No One Is
Free Until All Are Free."^"^
Civil rights activists in Texas struggled for antisegregation laws on the local and state levels during 1962
and 1963.

Although some voluntary desegregation had occurred

outside of East Texas, activists realized that only the
mandate of law could end segregation.

Texans participated

in the struggle for civil rights legislation on the national,
state, and local levels.
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CHAPTER VIII
CONGRESS OF RACIAL EQUALITY AND THE SOUTHERN
CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

The four major national groups that opposed discrimination, including the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE), the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(SCLC), and the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee
(SNCC), played prominent roles in the civil rights movement.
All of these organizations had an impact on Texas.

The

NAACP had been active in the state since the early twentieth
century.

The association aided in ending the all-white

Democratic primary, integrating the law school of the
University of Texas, and in fighting segregation through
litigation.

Although SNCC did not establish a chapter in

Texas during the period being studied, its activities
elsewhere in the nation did influence supporters of civil
rights in Texas.

In I964 a SNCC field secretary appeared

in Houston recruiting workers for the voter registration
in Mississippi that summer.

The other two important groups

in the arena of civil rights, CORE and the SCLC, did not
form chapters in Texas until the mid-1960s.
260
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A small group of civil rights activists organized CORE
in Chicago in 1942.

The organization became dedicated to

non-violent direct action in the struggle against discrimination. Through the utilization of direct action CORE
challenged discrimination in public accommodations,
education, employment, and housing in the North.

After

the Montgomery bus boycott, however, members of CORE
envisioned the possibility of moving direct action into
2
the South.
CORE had a connection to Texas since the group's
inception.

James Farmer, one of the founding members and

national director after 1961, was born in Marshall and spent
formative years in Austin as the son of a professor at Samuel
Huston College.

Austin introduced Farmer to the inequalities

of Jim Crow which Farmer vowed to struggle against.

He

later received a chemistry degree from Wiley College in
3
Marshall.
Some of CORE'S civil rights activities on the national
front in the early 1960s influenced Texas.

In connection

with the sit-in movement CORE led sympathy demonstrations
against northern chain stores targeted in the South,
including some chains in Texas.

For example, CORE picketed

Woolworth department stores in the North.

The New York
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CORE chapter picketed the city's Paramount Theater in
sympathy with stand-ins initiated at Austin.'^
CORE became directly involved in Texas civil rights
activities during April of I96I when two black soldiers
stationed at Fort Hood, Robert Curtis and Samuel Gillian,
staged a sit-in at a lunch counter in the nearby town of
Killeen.

The deputy provost marshal placed the soldiers

in custody, questioned them for one hour, and told them
that army policy called for military personnel to abide
by local laws and customs.

Farmer sent President Kennedy

a telegram urging him to "make it clear to all officers
that the public policy of the United States does not and
cannot support segregation."

Kennedy referred the case

to the Justice Department and the Secretary of Defense.
In 1961 CORE published a study portraying the bleak economic
5
opportunities of African Americans in Houston.
In the summer of I96I CORE planned to have a small
group of civil rights activists travel by bus from
Washington, D. C. to New Orleans.

Stops at terminals along

the way would allow the Freedom Riders to test the United
States Supreme Court decision, Boynton v. Virginia, which
prohibited segregation in all services at interstate bus
and rail terminals.

Shortly after the court's decision

bus terminal cafes in Houston and Dallas served African
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Americans.

Yet Earl Senn, the manager of the Bus Center

Cafe in Marshall, announced his intention to continue to
serve passengers on a segregated basis in two exclusionary
cafes.

Senn argued that since his cafe only had location

in common with the bus station, the regulation dealing with
interstate travel should not force his cafe to desegregate.
He added his astonishment at not being able to "choose whom
to serve in a private place of business."

United States

Attorney General Robert Kennedy stated in July of I96I that
of the at least ninety-seven terminals in the nation
improperly continuing the practice of segregation in waiting
rooms, restaurants, rest rooms, and drinking fountains,
thirteen appeared in Texas.

Although CORE officials canceled

the Freedom Ride in the face of violence in Alabama, other
civil rights activists continued the ride to Jackson,
Mississippi, where police arrested the riders.

Activists

vowed to fill the Jackson jail, and at least three Texans
spent time there.
The original Freedom Ride had been planned to end before
entering Texas, but a bus of Freedom Riders started out
from Los Angeles for Jackson planning to make stops in Texas.
The bus riders, eleven of whom had tickets marked for
Jackson, stopped in Fort Worth where they entered a restaurant at the Greyhound bus station that had been desegregated

for several months.

A biracial group of over 275 onlookers

assembled to watch the riders integrate the cafe.

Five

uniformed police and a number of plainclothes officers
patrolled the area.

Police escorted a group of white youths

out of the station when one of them flicked a cigarette
at a rider.

But no other violence occurred, and the bus

left for scheduled stops at Waco, Galveston, New Orleans,
7
and Jackson.
Freedom Rides also occurred on trains.

The Greyhound

and Continental bus stations in Houston had been desegregated, but the cafe at the Union Railroad Station refused.
A number of Progressive Youth Association (PYA) members
had been arrested while challenging segregation at the cafe
in the station.

The PYA invited members of CORE to visit

Houston and aid in testing segregation at the station.
The PYA needed out-of-state visitors to prove that the
railroad terminal cafe refused service to African American
interstate travelers.

A group of eleven young Californians,

mainly students, arrived in Houston aboard a train on August
11.

When the eleven riders and seven members of the PYA

staged a sit-in at the Union Station cafe, the police
arrested the protesters on the charge of unlawful assembly.
The riders described their eight-day stay in the Harris
County jail as being dominated by the jailers' "vicious
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attitude," "basic unjustness," and "uncontrolled bias."
The activists reported being beaten by the other prisoners
at "the encouragement of the guards."

Although some of

the PYA members refused to leave the jail, attorneys bailed
out each rider on a $500 bond.^
One of the earliest attempts of CORE to organize in
Texas appeared in August of 1962.

The PYA had always

proclaimed that civil rights issues in Houston should be
solved by local citizens.

When CORE became involved in

Houston, the media reported an alleged breech between the
groups.

But Eldrewey Stearnes refuted the rumors.

Stearnes

and Richard Haley, assistant national director and director
of the southern office of CORE, came to an agreement
concerning the national group's activities in Houston.
Haley agreed that "the elimination of segregation is up
to the community."

The leaders discussed picketing private

cafes as well as national chains, San Jacinto Vocational
School, and Mading's drug stores.

Haley, Marvin Robinson,

the regional secretary, and Norman Hill, Program Department
Director, presented a workshop of the CORE Interracial Action
Institute.

The workshop informed citizens of CORE'S history

and philosophy and of techniques of non-violent direct
action.

Reverend A. Edward Bell became president of the

newly formed chapter.

In 1963 members picketed the First

2DO

Baptist Church which did not accept black members.

CORE

made minimal inroads into the state before 1964; however,
the group had only formed chapters in Houston and Austin.
Lack of funds had limited the size of the field staff and
the area of recruitment for CORE.^
In early I964 Issac Reynolds, a field secretary of
CORE, arrived in San Antonio.

He announced that the

organization planned to increase its civil rights activities
in the tri-state area of Texas, Louisiana, and Oklahoma.
Reynolds stated that CORE especially planned to expand
organization in Texas because the group believed "local
officials might do things for the Negro they ordinarily
wouldn't with President Johnson in office," since local
officials would not want to politically embarrass the
president from Texas.

He announced that CORE would work

hand-in-hand with local civil rights groups.

Some desire

to join up with the national organization had come out of
San Antonio during the previous year.

Alfred A. Featherston,

a resident of San Antonio, wrote a letter to James Farmer
in December of 1963 asking to create a chapter of CORE in
the city.

Featherston complained that city demonstrations

for racial equality had been "sporadic" and believed, along
with others, "that a sustained effort closely affiliated
with the national effort is urgently needed here."

Seventeen
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members made up the nucleus of the chapter which organized
in February of I964. The chapter incorporated members of
the local branch of the NAACP.

Not all African Americans

favored the introduction of CORE into the city.

A black

resident wrote that the organization would "undo the good
that has been accomplished [in San Antonio]."

The white

media also argued that a national civil rights group should
not interfere with the "advanced" state of racial conditions
in the city.
Before leaving San Antonio, Reynolds led training
sessions in non-violent resistance.

The chapter applied

the strategy as it joined the struggle for a city-wide
anti-discrimination ordinance.

Members spoke to the city

council in favor of the ordinance and participated in a
sit-in at city hall.

On another occasion members of CORE

debated with the city council the city's purchase of police
dogs.

Reverend Black stated that the African American

community "doesn't sleep so well at night, because dogs
have been released on our children in other areas of the
country."

Members also picketed the Reus cafe which only

served African Americans in the back.

The cafe had refused

to serve James Farmer when he visited the city in February
of 1964.

Farmer stated that the incident proved voluntary

desegregation did not work and at a rally at Mount Zion
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First Baptist Church called the voluntary method a conspiracy
to "contain the civil rights movement."''''
Some controversy arose concerning membership in the
San Antonio chapter.

A number of service men belonged to

the CORE chapter and spoke of being pressured by officers
to quit, even though the Department of Defense had issued
an order giving servicemen the right to participate in any
social and political activities while off duty.

Don Watkins,

an airman at a San Antonio base, became chairman of the
San Antonio chapter at a later date.

Another question over

membership appeared within the organization.

The chapter

discussed extending membership to members of the Nation
of Islam.

Farmer wrote Featherston in March of I964 that

CORE should not give membership to or cooperate with Muslims
because the Nation of Islam's separationist teachings clashed
with CORE'S integrationist views.

Farmer did encourage

the chapter to defend and to protest denial of the civil
rights of black Muslims.

12

Another newly established CORE chapter participated
in direct action in the spring of I964.

Reynolds and Bruce

Baines, another CORE field staff member, spoke at a meeting
of approximately twenty Southern Methodist University
students and ten students of Bishop College, which had moved
from Marshall to Dallas, in March of I964.

After Reynolds
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and Baines informed the students about CORE's activities,
the students expressed interest in establishing a chapter
in Dallas.

When the chapter formed in the following month,

Ted Armstrong, a student at Bishop College, became the
chairman.

During the same month the group joined with the

Dallas Coordinating Committee on Full Civil Rights (DCCFCR),
led by Reverend Earl E. Allen, a Methodist minister, in
picketing the Dallas school board and distributing literature
calling attention to the slow rate of integration in the
city's schools.

Later that summer the school superintendent

announced the desegregation of vocational classes at a new
V,
1 13
school.

The Dallas chapter also utilized direct action against
a segregated cafeteria.

The Piccadilly Cafeteria in Dallas

excluded African Americans, although chain restaurants in
other Texas cities, including San Antonio, Waco, and Corpus
Christi, served black patrons.

On May 30 CORE again joined

the DCCFCR in initiating demonstrations in front of the
cafeteria.

Eleven civil rights activists wedged themselves

into the foyer blocking the entrance.

When the biracial

group of protesters ignored warnings of police to leave,
police arrested the protesters for violating the city
ordinance against unlawfully blocking the entrance of a
public building.

Police carried the eleven protesters to
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police cars and paddy wagons.

Reverend Allen stated that

these civil rights actions represented "just the beginning."
He added that the demonstrations originated as an "outgrowth
of our failure to reach an agreement with the Dallas Public
School Board, plus the fact we have not been able to get
some type of understanding with the power structure of the
city."

Demonstrators appeared at the cafeteria the next

day, but they peacefully obeyed police orders to disperse.
State Judge Dallas A. Blankenship granted Piccadilly
a temporary restraining order prohibiting protesters from
going within fifty feet of the cafeteria's entrance.

The

order specifically mentioned DCCFCR as well as Allen,
Armstrong, Clarence Bordnax, a member of CORE, and William
E. X., an Islamic pastor.

John Wilson, Jr., local attorney

for CORE, announced that others not named in the petition
would continue to demonstrate. The activists formed two
lines on either side of the cafeteria, while employees barred
the entrance.

When refused entrance, the protesters returned

to the end of the line.

Some of the demonstrators carried

placards with the caption "Did JFK Die in Vain?" under a
picture of the late president.

Although plainclothes police

monitored the demonstrations, no arrests took place during
the next few days.

I. W. Anderson, the attorney for the

cafeteria, asked that Allen and Armstrong, who joined the
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picketing, be cited for contempt for violating the court
order.

Judge Blankenship suspended the restraining order

after attorneys, including two from the NAACP, filed a motion
15
claiming the court had no authority to issue the order.
As demonstrations continued, opposition mounted.

Four

University of Texas students carried a Confederate flag
and hummed "Dixie" to counter the humming of "We Shall
Overcome" by civil rights supporters.

Monitoring police

took the segregationists to headquarters because of the
explosive potential of the situation.

Police released the

students after a warning from the chief of detectives.
More opposition appeared as Piccadilly attorneys petitioned
for and Judge Dee Brown Walker granted a temporary
restraining order prohibiting protests within ten feet of
the cafeteria's entrance.

Wilson and Charles J. Morris,

another civil rights lawyer, argued that the order violated
the constitutional rights granted by the Fourteenth
Amendment.

They also referred to recent Supreme Court

decisions ruling that state courts could not assist
businesses in continuing segregation.

Morris finally argued

that the demonstrations did not have an unlawful purpose,
as the cafeteria had claimed, but attempted to win service
for African Americans "which is their constitutional and
lawful right. "''^
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After the arrest of three protesters at a demonstration,
about two dozen civil rights supporters marched to city
hall where they sang, prayed, and chanted on the steps and
in the building.

Allen stated the demonstrators had not

violated the law, but rather that the police and the
cafeteria had violated the law by using state and city
licenses "in a discriminatory manner."

Because Wilson

refused to accept a truce with the cafeteria, judges began
to demand cash bonds for the release of demonstrators.
The NAACP aided the financial situation, but the
Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance (IMA), an organization of prominent African American clergy in Dallas,
refused financial help.

Some members of CORE referred to

the alliance as "Uncle Toms."

A split between the older,

more established African American leadership, including
the IMA and those with ties to the Dallas Citizens Council
(DCC), and members of CORE had occurred over the best
strategy to gain civil rights.

Established leaders advocated

negotiations, while CORE and other activist groups believed
direct action and lawsuits the best methods for changing
the status quo.

Allen announced that Martin Luther King

and James Farmer had both offered to come to Dallas unless
the situation improved. 1 7
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On June 24, Judge Brown issued a permanent injunction
ordering Allen, Armstrong, and members of CORE to stay fifty
feet from the cafeteria and to stop singing freedom songs
near there.

Sworn petitions by the Piccadilly's lawyers

claimed the demonstrations had caused financial losses to
the restaurant in excess of $200.

Wilson doubted if an

appeal to the injunction would be necessary since the
national Civil Rights Bill seemed on the verge of passage.
Three days later CORE received an agreement from Piccadilly
promising to desegregate if the bill became law.

The

cafeteria dropped all injunctions and damage suits and urged
the city to drop criminal charges against protesters.

18

CORE also challenged segregated recreational facilities
in Dallas.

Members went from a protest at the Piccadilly

Cafeteria to another exclusionary public accommodation.
On June 21 civil rights activists entered the Bowlero bowling
alley in South Oak Cliff Shopping Center.

The chanting

and singing demonstrators sat or stood on lanes forcing
the alley to close.

They remained on the premises playing

juke boxes and shooting pool until the police arrived and
ordered the demonstrators out.

Nine of the activists refused

to leave, and officers arrested and carried them out.

Later

that month at the county meeting of the American Bowling
Proprietors Association eight of the eleven members
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voluntarily desegregated. Three restaurants and a shoe-shine
parlor in Dallas also desegregated voluntarily during the
campaign challenging Piccadilly.''^
After passage of the Civil Rights Act, CORE concentrated
on winning equality in housing, education, and employment.
The Dallas chapter established the Open Door Project to
help the black community take advantage of the advances
in employment, housing, and marketing.

For example, members

became involved in a slum clearance project.

The Dallas

group also announced its willingness to aid minorities other
than African Americans. The chapter formed in Tyler sent
letters to the city council requesting that Jim Crow signs
be removed from the rest rooms in city and state owned
buildings.

The chapter then worked on getting African

Americans hired in Tyler banks and on voter registration.

20

While CORE had not organized in Texas early in the struggle
against segregated accommodations, it joined the movement
in the state before the SCLC became active.
The SCLC emerged from the Montgomery bus boycott in
1955-1956 which had served as the catalyst for the direct
action phase of the civil rights movement.

Martin Luther

King, Jr., and other leaders of the boycott believed they
could build upon the Montgomery movement to spread civil
rights initiatives across the South.

For this purpose they
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created the SCLC in 1957. The group dedicated itself to
the utilization of direct action as a way of winning rights
PI
for African Americans.
Although the SCLC did not establish a chapter in Texas
until 1964, SCLC did have an earlier impact on the state.
Students from Bishop and Wiley colleges became involved
in the SCLC-sponsored Crusade for Citizenship in Louisiana.
On March 19, 1959, students aided in organizing a mass voter
registration attempt in Shreveport where 250 African
Americans crowded the Caddo Parish Courthouse.

King also

appeared in the state before any attempts at organizing
SCLC chapters.

In October of 1957 King spoke to an audience

at the Dallas Memorial Auditorium and in May of 1959 he
spoke to the graduating class at the Erma Hughes Business
College of Houston urging African Americans to accept nothing
short of full desegregation.

22

Although King also sent an emissary to observe the
i960 Marshall sit-ins and consulted with University of Texas
students on the utilization of nonviolent activities in
1962, chapters of the SCLC did not appear in Texas until
two years later.

The Methodist minister Reverend Marshall

E. Hodge became the president of an early chapter organized
in Fort Worth.

He believed that the city needed better

communications between the races, since black leaders who
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had contact with city leaders often did not represent the
grass roots movement in the African American community.
Hodge explained that the SCLC would spend most of its ener^-v
in struggling for equality in employment and education.
Fort Worth had made limited progress in the desegregation
of public accommodations, but Hodge argued that the economic
situation of African Americans had to be improved before
po

they could utilize the accommodations.

An even more active

Texas civil rights supporter also asked for SCLC's aid in
the struggle to desegregate public accommodations.
Booker T. Bonner wrote to the SCLC headquarters in
Atlanta shortly after passage of the Civil Rights Act.
He suggested that the SCLC set up a Texas committee which
would report in advance to the local United States attorney
on what accommodations activists would attempt to desegregate.

Bonner believed that federal marshals would go

in before the activists appeared to make sure the facility
would desegregate according to the Civil Rights Act.
Activists could take advantage of the fact that Johnson
would not want to be embarrassed by having his home state
showcased by violence over integration, like that occurring
in Alabama.

Thus marshals would especially be diligent

in monitoring the situation in Texas.

But since the SCLC

did not respond to Bonner's suggestion, he decided to
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demonstrate how it would work.

Bonner told Woodrow Seals,

the United States attorney in Houston, that activists would
attempt to desegregate cafes in LaGrange and Wallis.

As

Bonner had predicted, a number of federal agents monitored
the demonstration and escorted the activists from Wallis
to LaGrange.

But SCLC still did not utilize Bonner's plan.^^

An SCLC affiliate in East Texas did aid in directing
a campaign challenging segregated public accommodations
more than a year after the passage of the Civil Rights Act.
In March of 1965 the Texas Democratic Coalition discussed
the possibility of bringing 1,500 Texas youths together
to learn about political and direct action.

Although

objections and differences caused the program to be tabled,
the state AFL-CIO adopted a similar plan and held a
conference for seventy-five students in June at Austin.
The speakers, including Reverend James Bevel of the SCLC,
an important figure in the Birmingham demonstrations, Bonner,
and Reverend William Oliver, a white minister of a predominantly African American church in Beaumont, motivated
the students and filled them with "more ambition."

At the

conference civil rights supporters donated money to send
students to Mississippi. 25
Wendell Baker, a black resident of Huntsville, had
been in touch with Oliver describing the continuing
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segregation in his home town.

Civil rights supporters in

the town attempted to have SNCC join the struggle in 1963-64,
but the effort failed because of the group's preoccupation
with the upcoming Mississippi project.

Oliver passed along

the details of his conversation with Baker to Bonner, who
persuaded the civil rights wing of the Democratic Coalition
to pay more attention to civil rights violations in East
Texas.

The arrest of Tom Lichten, a white student who had

attended the Austin conference and had made the week-long
trip to Mississippi, in Trinity for riding in a car with
African Americans provided a catalyst for civil rights
demonstrations in Huntsville.

P6

Gerald Davison, Andy Polk, Robert Jones, three black
youths who had attended the Austin conference, and Larry
Massey, all students from Huntsville, organized a meeting
in their home town.

Ten youths and ten members of the Voters

League discussed the Trinity arrest and the segregated
facilities in Huntsville.

The next day forty high school

students from the town established the civil rights group
Huntsville Action For Youth (HA-YOU).

Members planned action

against segregated accommodations in the town.

On the

afternoon of July 18, a stand-in appeared in front of the
Life Theater which segregated black patrons to the balcony.
Theater employees refused to allow the thirty youths, all
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African Americans except for Gilbert Campos, another member
of the Mississippi excursion, to buy tickets for the white
section.

When the activists began to gather pickets, hurried

consultation between theater officials led to the protesters
being sold tickets for mixed seating.

The activists then

moved on to the exclusionary Texan and Raven cafes to find
themselves locked out.

The police monitored the demon-

strations but made no arrests.

Members of HA-YOU next spread

out through the black community of Huntsville to explain
the movement and gather support. 27
The youth group decided to affiliate with a nationally
recognized civil rights group.

Representatives of both

SCLC and SNCC sought the membership of HA-YOU.

Oliver asked

Reverend Hodge, who had become the Southwest regional
director for SCLC, to speak at a mass rally in Huntsville.
The Atlanta headquarters of SCLC appointed Bonner the Texas
field representative and sent him to Huntsville.

Other

prominent members of SCLC to appear in Huntsville included
Reverend Richard Boone and Reverend Alfred Sampson.

HA-YOU

affiliated with SCLC.^^
At a rally Sampson assured the audience of SCLC's
determination to remain active.

"We're going to stay here

until the Negro obtains his full freedom.

We're going to

tie up everything in this community until this is
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accomplished."

Sampson set up a negotiating meeting between

himself, Bonner, and Davison and law enforcement officers.
They discussed the need for human dignity and to "shut up
the hecklers."

Sampson also attempted to broaden the base

of support by meeting with older black citizens.

Although

he admitted that African Americans had to be careful of
economic retaliation which limited their responses, Sampson
asked them not to oppose the activists.

He also expressed

King's disappointment with two black ministers who had locked
civil rights rallies out of their churches.

Sampson asked

church members to urge their ministers to join the "freedom
fight."^^
The policy of segregation in Huntsville appeared
entrenched as a downtown cafe again refused to serve a group
of activists.

On the same day the owners of the Raven Cafe

agreed that the service of a few black patrons represented
the best way to end the demonstrations.
refused to serve a large group.

Yet the owners

After the Negro Chamber

of Commerce denied any participation in the demonstrations,
two members of the chamber received service in the Raven
the next morning.

HA-YOU denounced the action as token

. .
..
30
integration.
Some white civil rights activists, such as Reverend
Oliver, had participated in the Huntsville demonstrations.
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Many of the leaders of the demonstrations felt that a showing
of white support could aid in transforming traditional
southern thinking.

Twenty-six white civil rights supporters

consisting of professors, college students, and professionals
arrived in Huntsville and went to the Raven Cafe.

They

filled the seats of the Raven and refused to move until
HA-YOU had been informed of the complete desegregation of
the cafe.

The owner admitted to the integration of only

a few black patrons at a time.

After a tense period of

waiting, the police arrested the protesters for disturbing
the peace and took them to jail.

While in jail they wrote

a letter denouncing the southern caste system, which Oliver
later read on Houston television. 31
When black activists returned from the segregated
Huntsville State Park, where they had danced in the Pavilion
without incident, they first heard of the arrests.

HA-YOU

quickly organized a march of 250 people to the courthouse,
and they circled the jail singing freedom songs.

Elmo

Willard, a black civil rights lawyer from Beaumont, bailed
the protesters out with $5,600 of bail raised in the African
American community.

Sampson led activists to the Raven

the next day to request service.

Although the owner told

Sampson he could not enter, the fourteen other activists
received service.^32
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Opposition to the demonstrations appeared early in
the campaign.

A man carrying a shotgun confronted a civil

rights march, but a FBI agent apprehended him before an
incident could occur.

Hecklers also harassed the activists

with cat calls ranging from "monkeys" to "damn communists."
A heckler called Oliver an "albino nigger."

An extreme

hate group filled the streets of Huntsville when the Ku
Klux Klan marched to the Raven Cafe after its integration.
Neutral observers of the civil rights demonstration also
suffered violence and intimidation.

When a Houston reporter

attempted to photograph the demonstrations, a man attacked
him.

Mayor Raymond T. Wright told The Houston Post, "The
less publicity given these things, the better." 33
Intimidation of civil rights workers also appeared

from law officials.

The sheriff's office, the city police,

the Texas Department of Public Safety, the Texas Rangers,
and the FBI monitored events in Huntsville.

Early in the

demonstration HA-YOU leaders sent a telegram to Governor
Connally asking him to send Department of Public Safety
officers to the town.

HA-YOU accused the local sheriff

and police chief of turning their back on violence directed
toward the protesters.

Bonner became the victim of extreme

police brutality when thrown down a staircase in the courthouse.

In the fall of 1965 the SCLC reported to President
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Johnson that negotiations with FBI agents, the United States
Justice Department, and the United States District Attorney
had not relieved any of the injustices in Huntsville.
SCLC asked the president to intervene personally.

The

The

telegram emphasized the fact that the injustices against
the civil rights workers took place in Johnson's home state
of Texas.

In this way, the SCLC somewhat utilized Bonner's

earlier plan.

In January of I966 Bonner delivered a petition

to Governor Connally asking him to

investigate the 148

"illegal arrests" that had taken place in Huntsville.

Walker

County Judge Amos Gates had nine young protesters committed
to the Texas Youth Council for habitually disobeying city
ordinances.

Mance Park, the superintendent of the African

American Sam Houston High School, expelled twenty-nine
students for wearing HA-YOU sweat shirts, and the police
arrested eleven students.

Park also banned Bonner from

the school grounds.

The highway patrol arrested Reverend
Boone for not having a Texas license plate. 34
The demonstrators also had the announced goal of
obtaining economic equality.

HA-YOU picketed a grocery

store in August protesting against the store's hiring
practices insisting that fifty percent of the workers be
African Americans.

Bonner led a march from Huntsville to

Austin in August of 1966 to show support for Hispanic farm

28^
workers and the need for higher wages.

Other goals of the

demonstrations included immediate school desegregation,
voter registration, and full police protection for all
.4.35
citizens.
Preoccupation with civil rights activities elsewhere
kept CORE and SCLC from establishing chapters in Texas during
the early 1960s.
during I96I.

CORE began to form chapters in the South

But the group spent much of its time on

activities east of the Mississippi River, such as helping
sharecroppers of Fayette and Haywood counties in Tennessee
fight economic retaliation.

Therefore, CORE utilized its

resources to a greater extent in struggling against the
more obvious inequalities existing in the Deep South.

But

CORE did realize that numerous inequalities existed in Texas
and did become involved in a limited degree. By I964,
however, few chapters had been established in the state.

36

The SCLC did not establish a base in Texas until seven
years after the group organized in 1957.

The SCLC struggled

to increase voting rights for African Americans over the
South.

The SCLC may not have given Texas as much attention

as other southern states because Texas did not represent
such a desperate situation in voting rights.

In fact Texas

ranked first in the number of black voters among southern
states.

Thus the SCLC organized where civil rights abuses
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appeared worse.

During the early sixties the SCLC busied

itself with direct action campaigns in the Deep South.
The fact that the SCLC did not establish a chapter in
Houston, the Texas city with the largest African American
population, illustrated the inactivity of the group in the
state.
The two national groups saw the benefit of organizing
in the state after a Texan became president.

Civil rights

supporters believed the extra scrutiny of the nation would
influence Texas to make progress in civil rights faster
than normal.

President Johnson also might utilize his

influence in his home state to aid in civil rights progress.
Although CORE and the SCLC did fight segregation in Texas,
the activities of these groups often focused on expanding
black economic opportunity.

The organizations did bring

about an increase in the hiring of African Americans.
Although obviously influenced by national events, Texas
activists planned and implemented the civil rights movement
in the state during the early 1960s.

Yet some civil rights

supporters understood the benefits of joining with a national
organization.

The lack of participation by national groups

may have hampered Texas' movement.

For example, Alfred

Featherston complained that an extended struggle with Jim
Crow in San Antonio could not be coordinated by relying
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totally on local organizations.

W. Marvin Dulaney wrote

that local leaders in Dallas often accepted tokenism in
negotiated desegregation.

Once national groups appeared

in that city, the organizations advocated direct action
to win total desegregation.

SCLC and CORE added resources

to and revitalized movements in many cities.

CORE or SCLC,

if well established in Texas during 1963, would have been
able to aid George Goss, who was arrested for vagrancy,
in the organization of demonstrations in Tyler as SCLC did
in Huntsville.
Even though SCLC and CORE appeared in Texas after much
of the struggle to desegregate public accommodations had
occurred, the organizations did play an influential role
in breaking some instances of lingering segregation.
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CHAPTER IX
NATIONAL AND STATE CIVIL RIGHTS LAWS

The controversy over segregation in privately owned
public accommodations stirred heated debate in Texas during
1963 and 1964.

Business considerations often entered into

the desegregation decision.

Although southern traditions

influenced the pace of desegregation in many privately owned
public accommodations, businessmen also bowed to profit
considerations.

Managers might continue segregation hoping

not to alienate white customers, but would desegregate when
faced with real economic losses caused by civil rights
demonstrations.

Although Texas ranked above many southern

states in the rate of desegregation, a significant number
of public accommodations, especially in East Texas, remained
segregated.

The limited success of voluntary desegregation

led to calls for legislation mandating the end of racial
barriers.

Texans joined in positive and negative reactions

to the possibilities of civil rights legislation on the
national and state levels.
By 1963 the threat of economic losses led to the
voluntary desegregation of hotels, theaters, and restaurants
over much of Texas.

Many major hotels in Houston

desegregated on April 1, 1962.
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The convention hotels took
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the initiative after Assistant Secretary of Labor George
Weaver accused the Shamrock Hilton of excluding him based
on skin color.

Weaver had received a confirmation of his

reservation made by phone, but the hotel claimed to have
lost the reservation when Weaver appeared.

The announcement

that organized labor and several other major groups refused
to hold conventions at discriminatory hotels influenced
the decision on whether or not to uphold southern traditions
while sacrificing customers.

Many of the remaining racial

barriers fell during the summer of 1963 when the Texas Hotel
and Motel Association urged members to voluntarily deseg1
regate.
Pragmatic decisions about profit and loss replaced
the argument dealing with the right of property holders
to decide whom to serve.
As businessmen eliminated more racial barriers based
on economic reasons, segregationists countered by arguing
that granting civil rights would have a negative impact
on the American economic system.

They focused on an

important state industry when attempting to halt integration.
In the fall of 1963 William J. Simmons, an official of the
White Citizens Council of America, told an audience of oil
industry representatives that the civil rights movement
posed a threat to the oil industry and other big businesses.
If successful, the civil rights movement would give

II i
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political power to "conformist bureaucrats" who would
"hamstring, harass, and subdue all industry."

Simmons argued

that the political power depended upon the support of black
voters. Politicians gained the needed loyalty of African
Americans through government spending.

The oil industry

had paid an unfair share of taxes already, Simmons argued,
and would have to pay more. Simmons warned that a complex
business could not "survive in a country dominated by Negro
2
politics."
President John Kennedy believed that segregation in
public accommodations greatly influenced the public's
attitude toward racial equality.

The elimination of racial

barriers in public accommodations would ease the acceptance
of other progress in race relations.

Kennedy took a direct

role when he met with seventy owners of segregated accommodations, including five from Texas, on June 4, 1963.
Harry Akin, president of Night Hawk Restaurants in Austin,
reported that the Kennedy brothers, president and attorney
general Robert, had voiced tremendous concern over "what
may happen unless we make improvement in integrating public
facilities."

Upon his return to Austin, Akins called a

meeting of proprietors of Night Hawk Restaurants which led
to the desegregation of twenty-seven additional restaurants.
Kennedy spoke with over 1,600 business people and civic
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leaders on the issue of segregation in public accommodations
during the summer of 1963.^
With segregationists making pragmatic appeals some
businessmen decided to forgo dropping racial bars. Others,
of course, followed southern tradition by maintaining
segregation.

The United States government confirmed that

some segregated facilities remained in many southern cities.
Small communities with populations of fewer than 10,000
inhabitants represented the worst scenario with segregation
existing in eighty-five to ninety percent of the towns.
Segregation continued to exist in much of East Texas."^ The
necessity of a law to end segregation in all public
accommodations became apparent.
Even before the meetings between President Kennedy
and civic leaders in the summer of 1963, the Kennedy
Administration had initiated steps for developing a civil
rights bill.

Against the backdrop of the televised brutality

by segregationists in Birmingham, Alabama the president
announced the bill in a speech to the country.

He stressed

America's duty to extend the chance for a "full and free
life" to all its citizens.

Kennedy recognized the necessity

for the federal government to mandate desegregation so all
would comply.

The bill also strengthened desegregation

of public education and protection of voting rights.

After
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Kennedy's assassination. President Lyndon Johnson continued
to push for a civil rights act and added employment to the
rights to be secured.
Of course, civil rights supporters in Texas continued
to back legislation mandating desegregation.

Editorials

in African American newspapers touted law as the best method
to fight discrimination.

Speakers also spread the word

about the necessity of a civil rights act through the state.
In May of I964 the Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr., urged
students at Texas Southern University to become more involved
in desegregation efforts and to be prepared to aid the fast
paced changes in society.

He lauded the pending civil rights

bill but rejected a bill "stripped of its effectiveness"
by amendments.

Yet the majority of white Texans and their

political representatives remained opposed to a civil rights
bill.
The Republican Party in Texas had become extremely
conservative by I964 and embraced the rights of private
property and business.

State Republicans also called for

the preservation of states' rights.

Texas Republicans

opposed the civil rights bill introduced by the Kennedy
administration.

The party mainly opposed Title II of the

bill, that called for the mandatory desegregation of
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privately owned public accommodations, and Title VII, that
called for equality in employment.'^
In 1961 United States Senator John Tower had become
the state's first Republican senator since Reconstruction.
As the leader of the state's Republican Party, Tower endorsed
states' rights.

Tower represented the Texas Republican

opposition to the civil rights bill.

He told the Rotary

Club of San Antonio that he believed in the moral rightness
of integration but balked at the notion of the federal
government forcing integration on businesses.

Tower

participated in strategy sessions of southern senators
opposed to the bill and spoke in the filibuster against
the bill during the spring of I964.

He began his hour-long

speech, short when compared with speeches of other southern
Senators involved in the filibuster, by asserting "I am
not a segregationist" and condemning discrimination.

He

attacked the bill for depriving citizens of the right to
own and manage property without government interference.
He proclaimed that only the right to own property and manage
investments placed "a citizen on par with government."
Tower also opposed the employment section of the bill.
He labeled the attempt to create a Fair Employment Practices
Commission "a completely unconstitutional policy
declaration."

He warned that the commission would create
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a police state where the hiring and firing of 70 million
workers would be dictated by the government.

Tower

introduced and won passage for an amendment to Title VII
The amendment stated that employment based on the results
of a "professionally developed ability test" would not be
unlawful.

Tower summed up his opposition to the bill as

being against "extending the power of government beyond
n8
reason."
Although a member of the Dixie caucus. Tower proved
himself more moderate than other members when he vowed to
support the bill if the public accommodations and FEPC
sections were eliminated.

Other members of the caucus

declared firmer opposition to the civil rights bill.

Tower

broke from the Dixie caucus when he voted against a southern
sponsored amendment to Article VI of the bill.

Article

VI called for the denial of federal funds to public programs
that discriminated.

Senator Al Gore, Sr., of Tennessee,

proposed that the stoppage of federal funds should not
include public schools since a state could not control all
the actions of its schools.

Tower reported that eighty-five

to ninety percent of the mail sent to his office opposed
the civil rights legislation, and he did vote against the
9
bill along with the rest of the Dixie caucus.
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The other Texas senator. Democrat Ralph W. Yarborough,
became the only southern senator to vote for the Civil Rights
Bill.

An editorial in the Lufkin newspaper condemned

Yarborough for "desertion of the South."

In the 1964

senatorial campaign Republican candidate George Bush attacked
Senator Yarborough's vote.
"desert" the South.

But Yarborough did not totally

He voted with the Dixie caucus on the

amendment to Title VI.

Yarborough asserted that he supported

the amendment because he feared some school districts might
let federal programs, such as lunches for students lapse,
in order to maintain the independence of schools from the
^

^

T

+ 1 0

federal government.
Most of the state's representatives in Congress followed
the southern line when voting on the bill by voting eighteen
to four against the bill. Representatives Henry Gonzales
of San Antonio, J. J. Pickle of Austin, Jack Brooks of
Beaumont, and Albert Thomas of Houston became half of the
total number of United States Representatives from former
Confederate states voting for the bill. The others included
representatives Richard Fulton and Ross Bass of Tennessee,
Claude Pepper of Florida, and Ben Reifel of South Carolina.
As he had done on the local and state level Gonzales spoke
out for civil rights.

Replying to a letter from Clarence

Laws, Southwest Regional Secretary of the National
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Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
Gonzales assured Laws of continued support for civil rights
legislation.
the bill.

All West Texas representatives voted against

The public accommodations section received most

of the condemnation.

Representative Ed Foreman of Odessa

argued that Title II discriminated against property rights.
Representative Walter Rogers of Pampa proposed amendments
to delete Title II and Title III, which called for the
desegregation of public facilities, because the sections
gave too much power to the United States Attorney General.
Although Pickle had supported the civil rights bill, he
proposed and won passage of an amendment that allowed a
city or state with a human rights commission thirty days
to settle a civil rights violation before the United States
Attorney General became involved.

Despite opposition and

filibusters by southern politicians the civil rights bill
passed Congress and entered into law on July 3, 1964. The
law called for the equal treatment of all Americans in all
public places, employment, voting, and education.

Title

II knocked down barriers in restaurants, lunch counters,
lunch rooms, cafeterias, soda fountains, gas stations,
theaters, stadiums, and lodging places.

After the bill

passed, Representative Joe Pool of Dallas joined
Representative Gillis Long of Louisiana in proposing a
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national referendum on the act.
would reject such legislation.
not occur. 11

Pool felt certain voters
A national referendum did

The United States Department of Commerce established
the Community Relations Service (CRS), headed by LeRoy
Collins, to encourage voluntary compliance with the public
accommodations section of the Civil Rights Act.

Collins

planned to meet with governors of states without laws banning
discrimination in public accommodations, including Texas.
Guidelines for such meetings included references to the
Civil Rights Act being the law of the land, the loss of
economic benefits to states that allowed segregation to
continue, and that compliance might prove important to the
future of the Johnson administration.

Collins and former

Tennessee governor Buford Ellington met with Governor
Connally on August 8 to explain the services of the CRS.
The federal government also asked certain private citizens
of states with segregation to join the National Citizens
Committee for Community Relations (NCCCR).

The NCCCR hoped

to utilize business and community leaders to "promote a
spirit of acceptance and observance in your own community
and business area."

Texans serving on the NCCCR included

Stanley Marcus, executive of Neiman-Marcus Department Store
in Dallas; George H. Starke, executive of George Starke
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Investments in Dallas; P. E. Hagerty, executive of Texas
Instruments in Dallas; C. A. Tatum, Jr., executive of Dallas
Power and Light; William Thomas, Jr., executive of Riverside
National Bank in Houston; Carl E. Reistle, executive of
Humble Oil in Houston; Hank Brown, president of the Texas
AFL-CIO; and former governor Price Daniel.''^
Reaction to the act varied among the Texas population.
Colonel Homer Garrison, Jr., director of the Texas Department
of Public Safety, claimed the Civil Rights Act would cause
unrest.

But the majority of Texans accepted the law as

long as utilized in a moderate fashion.

Many small

businessmen in the state objected to the law but agreed
to obey it.

A Belden Poll taken after passage showed a

willingness of Texans to comply with the law, especially
if the government put the law into effect on a gradual basis.
Only eight percent of the respondents announced their
readiness to disobey the law.

Another poll presented white

Texans as accepting many forms of contact with African
Americans.

East Texans continued to reject all forms of

contact, however, other than in employment.
still wanted to move slowly on desegregation.

White Texans
A poll in

the summer of 1965 revealed that seventy percent of the
participants believed the federal government had pushed
integration too fast. 1 3
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Grudging acceptance also appeared from some state
politicians.

After passage of the act. Governor Connally

said that the states had a duty to implement the federal
law.

He told the Southern Newspaper Publishers Association

in November of I964 that they should help pave the way for
desegregation.

Connally said.

Like most of you I took issue with certain parts of
the Civil Rights Act. But I submit to you that it
is now the law of the land . . . We could make no
greater error than to devote our resources to a course
leading up a blind alley, to the neglect of work in
behalf of growth and development so essential to the
South.
A similar reaction appeared when United States Representative
Graham B. Purcell, Jr., who had voted against the bill,
urged his constituents to obey the Civil Rights Act.

Purcell

announced to members of his district that "disregard for
the law is not an American tradition." 1 4
Barry Goldwater, the Republican presidential candidate
in 1964, represented opposition to Johnson's policies.
He had voted against the Civil Rights Act.
received backing from some Texans.

Goldwater

Unlike some of the other

state politicians who grudgingly accepted the act.
Republicans remained opposed.

The party's 1964 state

platform labeled the Civil Rights Act abusive and opposed
its enactment.

The Republican platform for I964 specifically
15
identified titles II and VII as targets for repeal.
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As elsewhere in the nation African American leaders
in Texas praised the Civil Rights Act.

Reverend A. A.

McCardell, president of the Houston chapter of the NAACP,
proclaimed the act "a second emancipation proclamation."
Clarence Laws lauded the act as "one of the greatest
documents in human history."'^

As civil rights supporters

had struggled to make the need for the act apparent, they
also sought ways to ensure compliance with the law.
Civil rights activists established teams to test the
acceptance of the Civil Rights Act.

They sought service

at public accommodations known to be segregated.
of Austin led tests in that city.

The NAACP

After passage of the

act the NAACP successfully integrated a few restaurants.
A few public accommodations initially turned down the test
team.

The Dart Bowl and two other segregated bowling alleys

dropped racial bars a few days after the appearance of a
test team.

Conkins Restaurant refused service to a test

team in Houston.

The owner complained that he could not

find any help willing to serve black patrons.

He told The

Informer that the restaurant "would be equipped to serve
y'all in a few weeks."

Berry Bowl in Fort Worth refused

service to two African Americans.

Managers said they had

organized the bowling alley into a private club prior to
passage of the Civil Rights Act.

The racial policies of
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private clubs could not be regulated by the act.

Owners

of other bowling alleys considered converting into private
clubs.

The Beaumont chapter of the NAACP wrote letters

to Attorney General Robert Kennedy protesting the continued
discrimination of several local public accommodations.'''^
Violence erupted during a test case on the TexasArkansas border.

A group of nearly 100 black swimmers went

into segregated Lake Texarkana where approximately 200 whites
swam.

The white swimmers left the water when the African

Americans entered, and a shouting match between the groups
ensued after the integrationists waded onto the beach
clapping and singing.

Gunshots brought sheriffs, Texas

highway patrolmen, and Texas game wardens to the scene to
break up a skirmish.

One white and three blacks received

wounds in the clash.

The police arrested twenty-four African

Americans, charging twenty-three with inciting a riot and
one with attempted murder.

The civil rights action had

been planned by the NAACP of Miller County, Arkansas.
Members of the group had peacefully integrated a beach at
the lake earlier that day.

A biracial group of businessmen

met in Texarkana to discuss the incident.

They called for

strict and impartial law enforcement and planned to organize
a permanent committee to oversee the implementation of the
Civil Rights Act.''^
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The majority of accommodations in Central and West
Texas had desegregated before the act passed.
establishments complied once the law passed.

Other
Hood Barlcs,

a Denton businessman, announced "I don't believe in it [Civil
Rights Act], but I believe in obeying the law."

Still,

segregation remained in some West Texas towns.

Jim Crow

signs appeared in parts of Lubbock until the late 1960s.
The act opened a number of public accommodations for the
first time to black East Texans.

Yet some business owners

believed that integration would hurt business and be an
affront to southern tradition.

A number of eating establish-

ments retained segregation through 1966.

Gary Bledsoe,

later president of the state NAACP, reported that a waitress
in La Grange told his mother in 1966, "we just don't serve
coloreds."

19

Although business people eventually obeyed the Civil
Rights Act, others found ways to avoid the law.

Some

businesses remained segregated by becoming private clubs,
including golf links, tennis courts, night clubs, and
restaurants.

Roy's Lounge in Austin utilized another method

to escape the Civil Rights Act.

Title II did not mention

bars and taverns that did not serve food as having to
desegregate.

Roy Eazor, the owner of Roy's Lounge, removed

the kitchen facilities of the lounge and, therefore, could
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continue to uphold a racial barrier without coming under
the dictates of the act.^*^
The Student Interracial Committee (SIC) of the
University of Texas demonstrated against the lounge in April
of 1965 demanding "the immediate integration of Roy's Lounge
in conformity to the Civil Rights Act of I964."

SIC went

through nonviolent training to ensure peaceful protests.
The owner refused admittance to members of SIC, setting
off demonstrations.

Counter demonstrations also appeared.

Confederate flags filled the area around the lounge and
strains of "Dixie" mixed with "We Shall Overcome."
Opposition included strict segregationists and members of
Young Americans for Freedom, who utilized the doctrine of
property rights to defend segregation.

Roy's remained

segregated during the protest. 21
Although less extensive than the national effort, the
Texas movement managed to stimulate some civil rights
legislation.

A year before the passage of the national

Civil Rights Act an anti-discrimination bill appeared before
the Texas Senate. State Senator Franklin Spears of San
Antonio sponsored a bill that would outlaw discrimination
based on race, creed, or national origin in tax-supported
institutions, repeal state school segregation laws passed
in 1957, and create a Civil Rights Division affiliated with
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the state attorney general's office to enforce civil rights
under the penalty of a maximum $500 fine.

A number of

witnesses, including Texas AFL-CIO President Hank Brown,
the Austin executive of the Texas Council of Churches Harold
Kilpatrick, and Clarence Laws testified in favor of the
bill.

Austin attorney Fagan Dickson told the Senate State

Affairs Committee that passage of the bill would be a way
for Texas to show the rest of the world that "we believe
in the rights of the Constitution."

But the majority of

the members on the committee did not agree.

Senator Louis

Crump of San Saba argued that the bill would allow an
unqualified applicant for a public job to claim racial or
religious discrimination.

Senator H. J. Blanchard of

Lubbock believed the bill might block the courts with civil
rights cases.

Governor Connally also refused to back the

bill.

The Senate State Affairs Committee voted the bill
down twelve to four. 22
State officials objected to federal intervention allowed
in the public accommodations section of the Civil Rights
Act.

Because of opposition to federal intervention, however,

some Texas officials came to support a state civil rights
bill.

Governor Connally announced a month after the national

bill passed that a state civil rights law should be
considered.

Connally believed that state and local action
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could protect civil rights without the intervention of the
national government.

When LeRoy Collins met with the

governor, Connally told Collins that "the state [would]
continue its progress without the need for outside help."
The Civil Rights Act allowed the federal government to rule
on violations of the accommodations section.

But if the

inequitable act appeared in a state with a law prohibiting
discrimination, the Civil Rights Act permitted the state
governments a thirty-day period to bring proceedings before
the federal government intervened. 23 Connally pushed for
a state civil rights law to maintain state autonomy.
Senators Don Kennard of Fort Worth, A. R. Schwartz
of Galveston, and William T. Moore of Bryan joined Spears
in sponsoring a bill in the 1965 session of the Texas Senate
prohibiting discrimination by state or local government
officials.

Although the bill received the recommendation

of the committee, it failed to receive the necessary
two-thirds vote to continue on through the legislative
process. 24
In 1967 seventeen senators joined Kennard in sponsoring
a bill prohibiting discrimination by government officials
under penalty of up to a $1,000 fine and/or a year in jail.
The bill passed the senate by a vote of twenty-eight to
one in February, with the lone opposing vote cast by Senator
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George Parkhouse of Dallas.

Opposition had decreased since

four senators who had voted against the bill in I965 did
not win re-election to the legislature in 1967.

Although

the House of Representatives rejected an amendment to add
the word 'sex' to the categories protected from discrimination, the House passed the bill 126-14.

Representative

Paul Floyd of Harris County said that "This bill is the
culmination of eight long years of work on my part and many
others' part.

This bill ends job discrimination (and other

types of discrimination) forever in Texas."

The governor

signed the bill into law on April 18, 1967.

The statute

outlawed discrimination in hiring, firing, issuing or
removing a license, admittance to publicly owned facilities,
rewarding of contracts, or the giving or withholding of
benefits.

Yet the state law only put a legal end to

discrimination in publicly owned agencies and accomA +•
25
modations.
Although some Texas politicians probably passed a state
civil rights law to take some power away from the federal
government, other legislators had struggled to legally end
discrimination in the state for years.

The state law

reflected the belief that government should stay out of
private enterprises as the state law only applied to publicly
owned facilities.

For instance. Spears sponsored the state
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Civil Rights Act but opposed the public accommodation section
of national civil rights bills.^^
Seventy-six years after the passage of the 1891 Jim
Crow railroad law, the 60th Texas Legislature unanimously
repealed several segregation laws dealing with transportation.

In 1969 Governor Preston Smith called for the repeal

of outdated legislation.

The 61st Legislature repealed

the remaining Jim Crow laws.

27

Voluntary desegregation had destroyed racial barriers
in a majority of public accommodations by the summer of
1963.

Business decisions influenced much of the voluntary

desegregation.

Yet a number of businesses in the state,

mainly those in East Texas where southern tradition remained
strong, continued segregation.

Only the mandate of law

could end the lingering segregation.

President Lyndon

Johnson signed the Civil Rights Act of I964 ordering all
public accommodations to be opened.

For the most part,

white Texans grudgingly accepted the law, although a significant number took steps to avoid the ruling.
viewed the legislation as a triumph.

Black leaders

Although encompassing

only publicly owned facilities, Texas passed civil rights
legislation in 1967.

Even though litigation, direct action,

and business decisions had brought about some voluntary
desegregation, the state and national government recognized

J

the necessity of legislation to end any remaining segregation.

10
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSION

Black Texans confronted many civil rights deprivations
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

African

Americans faced segregated public accommodations, and some
protest against Jim Crow appeared.

Before 1950, however,

the struggle in Texas mainly focused on increasing voting
rights.

Limitations on voting represented a fundamental

attack on civil rights.

The use of public accommodations

did not appear as urgent a necessity, especially to a largely
rural population.

Yet segregated facilities represented

a barrier to first-class citizenship.

The inequality of

segregated accommodations became more apparent as the African
American population in the state became increasingly
urbanized after 1940.

Some black Texans made economic

advances that afforded them greater opportunities to enter
public accommodations.

As African Americans across the

nation struggled for civil rights, black Texans also
challenged segregation in public accommodations.

The Brown

decision requiring school desegregation accelerated the
struggle.

Although obviously influenced by national events,

local civil rights leaders spearheaded the movement to
desegregate public accommodations in Texas.
314
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Segregation differed in the various regions of the
state.

The small population of African Americans in West

Texas led to a somewhat more flexible system of segregation.
Schools in West Texas became the first in the state to obey
the Brown decision.

But the small population also meant

less organized protest.

Thus the status quo sometimes went

unchallenged, or the challenge did not represent a large
enough voice to pressure the establishment to change.
Nevertheless, African Americans in West Texas did join the
struggle against segregation.
Although segregation also existed in South Texas,
desegregation often appeared to be less oppressive than
in the Deep South, even though a significant black population
lived there.

The presence of another large minority group,

Hispanics, aided the more rapid desegregation.

Although

Hispanics often faced de facto segregation, statutes did
not enforce Jim Crow against them.

Since white residents

had experience sharing facilities with a darker skinned
minority, less resistance appeared to desegregation.
A much larger population of African Americans lived
in East Texas than in other regions of the state.

East

Texas had adopted a strict system of segregation to keep
members of the black population in their "place."

In racial

relations East Texas had more in common with the Deep South
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than with other regions of the state.

The large black

population in the east led the majority of challenges to
Jim Crow in Texas.
Black Texans first challenged publicly owned public
accommodations in the 1950s.

The National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) utilized the courts
in challenging segregation.

The association based the cases

on the argument that all tax paying citizens should be
allowed to enjoy tax supported facilities.

Although a

national organization, the local branches of the NAACP led
the struggle in their respective cities.

Residents of Texas

towns served as the leaders of branches.

Through litigation

the NAACP won desegregation of a number of public facilities.
Yet limitations remained.

While federal courts often ordered

desegregation, trials represented lengthy and costly propositions.

Courts also showed a reluctance to mandate

desegregation in privately owned public accommodations.
The NAACP had coordinated the majority of court cases challenging segregated accommodations, but the state's censorship
of the association greatly hampered litigation.

Therefore,

new leaders of the Texas movement had to be found.
When civil rights supporters across the nation adopted
direct action in the struggle against segregated facilities
during the 1950s, activists in Texas quickly mirrored this
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tactic.

Texas joined the sit-in movement little over a

month after it appeared in Greensboro, North Carolina, on
February 1, I96O.

As elsewhere in the nation, Texas college

and university students led the movement.

Some grass roots

groups became prominent in directing the movement, including
the Progressive Youth Association (PYA) of Houston and the
Students for Direct Action (SDA) in Austin.

Local chapters

of the NAACP also joined in many of the direct action
campaigns, but often played a secondary or behind the scenes
role.

Although activists in the state followed national

trends, a state oriented movement also appeared.
A state march represented a major variation in civil
rights tactics by Texans.

Frustration with Governor John

Connally and the distance from Washington, D. C , caused
Texas civil rights supporters to plan a march on the state
capital to coincide with the national march in August of
1963.

As the national marchers protested for a national

law to protect civil rights, Texas marchers demanded a state
civil rights law.

Unlike the national march, however, the

march on Austin did not directly influence civil rights
legislation.

Tactics initiated by activists in the state

also influenced the national struggle.
As a border state where oppression appeared somewhat
less severe than in the Deep South, Texas, therefore.

V

presented increased opportunity for civil rights actions.
Civil rights groups in Texas provided leadership and
innovative approaches to some segregation problems.

From

the 1920s to the 1940s the NAACP initiated test cases in
Texas challenging and finally outlawing the all-white
Democratic primary.

The 1955 decision of the federal court

in Beaumont became one of the first in the South to call
for total desegregation of municipal parks.

Stand-ins,

which became an important tactic of direct action challenging
segregated theaters, began in Austin.

The SDA appeared

to have more participation in its campaign than the national
Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC).
The El Paso anti-discrimination ordinance represented
another first.

Although many northern cities had anti-

discrimination laws. El Paso became the first former Jim
Crow city to adopt such a statute.

Civil rights activists

in a number of Texas cities also led challenges for such
a law.
success.

But these cities did not duplicate the El Paso
In El Paso the ordinance did not represent a large

challenge to the status quo since the city had a minute
African American population.
National leaders, including Martin Luther King, Jr.,
and James Farmer, became involved in civil rights activities
in the state.

But local figures, including Eldrewey
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Stearnes, leader of direct action in Houston, and W. J.
Durham, legal counsel for the state's NAACP, played much
more influential roles in the state's civil rights
activities.

Booker T. Bonner, from Wallis, Texas, became

one of the most important civil rights leaders in the state.
He practiced numerous methods of direct action.

Bonner's

activities gained him a position as a field representative
of SCLC.

He also attempted to utilize the political forum

to further the cause of civil rights as he ran for public
office.

Local leaders directed the struggle as national

leaders focused on civil rights violations in the Deep South.
The activity of local leaders and Texas residents in the
movement refuted the segregationist argument of outside
agitation.
Civil rights supporters represented various segments
of the population.

The NAACP and members of the black middle

class in the state initiated much of the litigation against
segregated public accommodations.
could be high.

The expense of litigation

College students began direct action against

privately owned public accommodations in I960.

Direct action

allowed lower economic classes to join the struggle, as
participants did not need the financial means of litigants.
Students of African American colleges, such as Texas Southern
University and Wiley College, initiated the sit-ins, but
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white college students from the University of Texas and
Southern Methodist University also became active in direct
action.

Thus a number of integrated protests occurred in

Texas.

Students also spread direct action into other areas

of the state.

For example, a Texas Southern University

student home for summer vacation introduced direct action
into Amarillo.
Black ministers also became more active in the pursuit
of civil rights.

Ministers had often been criticized during

the early years of the struggle for their lack of participation.

Like Martin Luther King, Jr., however, many clergy

in Texas joined the struggle.

Some ministers participated

in protests, while churches became money-raising centers
during the movement.

Reverends H. Rhett James of Dallas

and Claude Black of San Antonio played influential roles
in the struggle for equality in their respective cities.
Still some church leaders continued to receive criticism
during the sixties for their lack of participation.
Other black Texans did not join the movement, and some
opposed protest efforts.

African Americans in high

positions, such as political appointees, might criticize
some forms of civil rights activities to protect their place
in society.

Their position in a segregated society would

be threatened by association with a group trying to change
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that society.

A public stance concurring with the white

majority could be essential.

For example. Reverend C. A.

Holliday, a Connally appointee, opposed the march on Austin.
Black university officials often discouraged direct action
or appeared neutral to maintain white support for the
institutions.

But they still expressed the need to gain

more rights.

Some African Americans believed rights could

be won through methods more conservative than direct action.
Further support also came from other minorities during
the movement.

The significant participation of Hispanics

in the Texas civil rights movement represented a major
difference between activities in the state and the rest
of the nation.

Hispanics also suffered under discrimination.

Some Hispanics empathized with African Americans and,
therefore, worked with them.

Politician Henry B. Gonzales

provided the best example of a Hispanic struggling for
African American civil rights.

Many members of the younger

generation participated in demonstrations such as standins.

Participation in the African American struggle may

have helped stimulate an increased effort by Hispanics in
their struggle for equal opportunities.

Yet some civil

rights activists criticized Hispanics for not doing enough,
or for ignoring the oppression of another minority.

Harry

Burns, president of the San Antonio chapter of the NAACP,
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declared that "sometimes we feel they are our oppressors.
. . They try stepping on our heads to get ahead."''

Legally,

Hispanics received the same benefits white Texans did fron
the Jim Crow system.

Thus some Hispanics might have felt

less of a need to challenge the status quo.
The Jewish community represented a minority that aided
civil rights activities in Texas as well as in other southern
states.

Some Jews felt empathy with another minority.

Jewish support played an important role in desegregating
Austin's theaters.
White liberals also participated in the movement.
More white natives joined the struggle in Texas than in
the Deep South.
struggle.

Some Texas labor leaders joined the

Labor struggled for civil rights but also inserted

some of its demands, such as an increased minimum wage,
into protests.

Other white liberals, such as professors,

participated in some activities such as the Huntsville
campaign.

Some white ministers became involved through

committees negotiating desegregation, while a few, such
as Reverend William Oliver, joined in protests.
Another group of whites participated in desegregation,
although not voluntarily.

Businessmen held the final

decision to desegregate, a decision often made on an economic
basis.

Many patrons chose to stay away from accommodations
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while demonstrations occurred there.

Boycotts by civil

rights supporters also caused economic losses.

Businessmen

often made the pragmatic decision to end segregation and
thus avoid economic losses.
Two national civil rights organizations appeared in
Texas during I964.

By that time, the campaign challenging

segregated public accommodations already seemed close to
success.

When the Southern Christian Leadership Conference

(SCLC) and the Congress Of Racial Equality (CORE) did become
involved in demonstrations, the groups worked in conjunction
with local groups.

Yet the lack of direct national influence

may have retarded the movement in some instances.
of local groups sometimes became sporadic.

Protests

Leadership of

African American communities, such as Dallas and Houston,
often represented conservative thought that rejected
demonstrations and accepted token integration.

Thus the

pace of and method for change in race relations did not
always conform to the national scene.
Resistance to desegregation covered many variations
of the segregationist spectrum.

Extreme segregationists,

such as the Ku Klux Klan, existed in Texas and spread terror.
Reactions to civil rights demonstrations sometimes became
violent.

Unlike voting rights the desegregation of public

accommodations directly tampered with the emotional issue
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of social separation of the races.

Yet the level of

opposition in the state seldom appeared as harsh as in the
Deep South.

The smaller African American population

presented less of a challenge to the status quo.

Resistance

often decreased the farther west activities appeared.
Even though supporters could participate with less fear
of retaliation, demonstrations often remained small as
compared with other southern states.
Much of the argument against desegregation did not
openly attack race, however, but instead focused on the
right of government to tell businesses whom to serve.

Fear

of too much government control bolstered segregationist
arguments and increased opposition to civil rights activities.

The identification of sit-ins with threatening the

rights of property owners also may have compounded racial
bias.

Some white Texans may have been influenced to join

the fight against desegregation believing segregation
represented the freedom of private property holders.

Thus

activists not only had to struggle against a deeply
entrenched system of segregation but also with Texas'
dedication to the right of business owners to selfdetermination.

Of course, the allegiance to private property

rights often only disguised racial discrimination.
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Civil rights supporters often tried to demonstrate
their allegiance to American values.

Protesters in Houston

passed out leaflets assuring the public of the students'
anti-Communist views.

Other activists in the state stressed

the economic benefits of desegregation.

They also held

fast to the belief that ending segregation extended the
democratic promise and thus represented the true American
way.

Activists hoped to show that a change in the racial

status quo did not represent a threat to the American way
of life.
Legal action and direct protests during the civil rights
movement appeared on a large scale in Texas.

Local civil

rights organizations and individuals generally carried the
burden of the struggle. Although the main impetus for the
civil rights movement in most states appeared at the
grass-roots level, African Americans and their allies in
Texas seemed to depend to an even greater extent on local
organizations.

Because black Texans suffered less extreme

civil rights deprivation, CORE and SCLC concentrated more
on states in the Deep South.

Distance from the center of

the civil rights movement called for greater planning on
the local and state level.

Civil rights activists in Texas

utilized a variety of tactics, including some they pioneered,
in attempts to desegregate public accommodations. They proved
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successful in the majority of local attempts, while they
supported enactment of federal and state laws that brought
about total desegregation.
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''Goldberg, "Racial Change on the Southern Periphery,"
p. 362.
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